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ABSTRACT 
The thesis comprises critical editions of Edward Elgar’s complete orchestral Marches 
and of his works composed as contributions to the war-effort of 1914-1918 (the three 
Recitations for speaker and orchestra setting words by Émile Cammaerts: Carillon; 
Une Voix dans le désert; Le Drapeau Belge and the song-cycle The Fringes of the 
Fleet to words by Rudyard Kipling). This is the first time that these works have 
appeared in critical editions. The editions are both practical and scholarly in their 
application and aim to provide an authentic musical text, based on manuscript and 
printed sources that have been assessed according to critical editorial principles. The 
thesis is presented in two volumes, one for each genre. Each volume contains an 
editorial Foreword, providing an account of the context, composition, premiere 
performance and, where appropriate, first publication of each work, together with a 
comprehensive account of the sources and their locations and a Critical Commentary 
on manuscript and printed sources, variant readings and editorial amendments. 
Sketches and drafts of incomplete works are presented in the appendices. The thesis is 
prefaced with a brief Contextual Introduction detailing editorial methods and offering 
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CONTEXTUAL INTRODUCTION 
Although a review of methodologies is unusual for a critical edition, I think it will be helpful 
to readers of this doctoral submission to provide an overview detailing the range of methods 
and practices an editor faces when embarking on a critical edition. 
The format of the critical editions featured in my submission follows the methods of the 
Elgar Complete Edition, which provides an authoritative text for Elgar’s surviving music. 
Each volume takes into account all known sketches, drafts and proofs to create, as 
comprehensively as possible, Elgar’s final vision for each work. Taking into account the 
scholarly and practical uses of their publications, each Complete Edition score ‘is 
accompanied by a concise description of each of the known sources for the work and a 
critical commentary listing those editorial changes made which cannot be clearly represented 
in the score.’1 Also featured, where applicable, are ‘sketches and drafts of works which Elgar 
left unfinished together with significant rejected passages from completed works.’2 An 
editorial foreword is included in each volume detailing a chronological history of the works 
involved, diary entries by Elgar himself (consulting Alice Elgar’s and Carice Elgar Blake’s 
diaries where applicable), as well as correspondence. The foreword also contains details of 
first performances and, if relevant, later performance history, information about the 
dedications, circumstances and nature of the original publications and details of any 
recordings made by Elgar. The foreword does not seek to provide new research revelations 
and theories but rather represent factual evidence surrounding the work and, if editorial issues 
arise, explain the intellectual decisions necessary to produce as accurate a performance as 
possible. 
 
The Editor’s Challenge 
Critical editions convey the text that best represents the historical evidence of the sources, 
with the underlying aim to present the composer’s intentions for every work. It is a type of 
edition that has its problems, as potential new insights into historical evidence will lead to 
different interpretations; if new discoveries are made regarding a piece of music then the 
																																								 																				
1 www.elgar.org/ninedescrip.htm Last accessed 18 July 2018. 
2 Ibid. 
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corresponding critical edition will be out of date. Therefore, no edition is definitive. 
Providing an authoritative text involves interpretation in the form of critically informed 
choices about the sources. The role of the editor is to consider all available sources, 
reconstruct the compositional journey - which includes researching whether any later 
revisions were made to the work after a printed score was produced - and to create an edition 
that is as accurate a representation as possible of what the composer intended. The editor also 
needs to consider the practical connotations for the conductor as layout and note spacing on 
each page have been considered. When complete, critical editions can offer performers the 
most accurate representation of the composer’s ultimate intentions based on the available 
evidence. As the editor, the aim is to represent the score as clear as one can so performers can 
make the most informed interpretation possible. 
 
Other Critical Editions 
In order not to form a one-sided opinion of what encompasses a critical edition based solely 
on the Elgar Complete Edition, a section of this methodology has been dedicated to 
comparing other editions. This is in order to ascertain what defines the term ‘critical’ in this 
context, and how different critical editions are presented. The editions I shall consider are the 
Critical Editions of Jean Sibelius’s works, the New Edition of the Complete Works of Hector 
Berlioz and the William Walton Edition. To give a brief summary, the Critical Editions of 
Jean Sibelius’s works, published by Breitkopf & Härtel, have gone through ‘rigorous 
scholarly and critical evaluation of all relevant primary sources and are intended to serve as 
the basis for practical editions and thereby [achieve] authentic performances.’3 The New 
Edition of the Complete Works of Hector Berlioz under the publisher Baerenreiter also uses 
the banner of a critical edition. The purpose of the edition, as quoted in their general preface, 
is ‘to make available authentic texts of Berlioz’s complete works in a form which is both 
scholarly and suitable for practical use.’ These editions present unpublished materials, 
rejected versions, preliminary drafts and sketches of unfinished works relevant to the volume, 
for the first time in Berlioz scholarship. Providing this material reveals new insights into the 
genesis of each work. The William Walton Edition, published by Oxford University Press, is 
a complete critical edition of his entire output in 24 volumes. This critical edition is 
																																								 																				
3 www.sibeliusseura.fi/eng/works.html Last accessed 18 July 2018. 
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significant to British composer’s legacy because it is currently the only complete critical 
edition of a 20th-century British composer. 
Sources and their function in a critical edition 
Part of an editor’s theoretical framework, according to James Grier, the author of The Critical 
Editing of Music is how a source should be handled. An editor should develop a thorough 
knowledge of the source materials as methods involved in the creation of musical sources 
affect the ‘texts’ they transmit. Copying by hand, typesetting and engraving can produce 
individual kinds of errors.4 Grier also addresses the methods the editor faces with the 
processes of locating, inspecting, describing and transcribing sources to establish the text.5 
With regards to handling sources, the methodological framework according to Grier, 
concludes with the point that understanding the historical context of the sources is essential 
when evaluating variants.6 These matters, I believe, are all addressed when handling sources 
for my editions. The aim when presenting the sources for the Elgar Complete Edition is to list 
all sources related to the work. These include, where applicable, sketches, drafts, fragments, 
manuscript full scores and parts, and proofs, as well as printed full scores and parts. The 
purpose of source descriptions in the Elgar Complete Edition is to identify unambiguously 
each known source and to describe it in sufficient detail as to allow a subsequent researcher 
to understand its relevance in the evolution of the work. The reader can then take a view on 
whether it is worth consulting in order to pursue his or her own interest. 
The Critical Editions of Jean Sibelius’s works attempt, where possible, to present their 
sources within four categories; primary sources, secondary sources, reference sources and 
other sources. Primary sources are anything that contain markings in Sibelius’s hand or 
approved by him such as autograph score, first edition, first edition parts or engraver’s 
copies. Where no such example exists, such as the engraver’s copy, the source has an asterisk 
next to it to note it once existed but is now lost (eg. Series I, Orchestral Works, Vol.2). 
Secondary sources are copies, either handwritten or printed, and later editions made during 
Sibelius’s lifetime but we cannot know whether he approved of them. Reference sources are 
musical sources that are not direct sources for the particular work but still contain information 
relevant to the edition. The final category in the Critical Editions of Jean Sibelius’s works is 
																																								 																				
4 James Grier, The Critical Editing of Music: History, Method, and Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1996), pp. 38-49. 
5 Ibid, pp. 50-60. 
6 Ibid, pp. 109-21. 
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other sources; these can be sound recordings or various literary texts. This is a miscellaneous 
category that does not always feature in every edition. The descriptions of the physical 
characteristics of sources used in the Critical Editions of Jean Sibelius’s works vary in detail 
compared to their other volumes. This could be due to the size or relevance of the source (eg. 
Series I, Orchestral Works, Vol.2). A useful section after listing the sources relevant to the 
work is a section entitled ‘The sources, source problems, and evaluation’. It is here where the 
editor summarises the sources and shows authority through an understanding of the material 
(eg. Series I, Orchestral Works, Vol.16). In some cases evaluating the sources is best 
represented through a chart showing the filiation of the primary sources in order to explain 
the extensive network of sources (eg. Series I, Orchestral Works, Vol.4). Where the Critical 
Editions of Jean Sibelius’s works differ in their source descriptions to the Elgar Complete 
Edition is that Sibelius’s sketches and score fragments are not included amongst the four 
categories but are instead listed at the end of the critical remarks. Due to the vast quantity of 
source materials it is impractical to include all sketches and drafts in the Critical Editions of 
Jean Sibelius’s works. The principle has been applied that only musical manuscript sketches, 
drafts, fragments and/or pages crossed out in autograph scores are included which are 
relevant to the edition and provide insight into the compositional process and/or offer 
different perspectives on the work. In my editions it has been possible to include all available 
source material, particularly as the quantity of Elgar’s sketch material is surmountable. 
In the New Edition of the Complete Works of Hector Berlioz the sources presented are 
included after the music under the title ‘critical notes’ and are only main sources central to 
the edition. These are the principal source, which is the first printed edition of the full score, 
and readings are also taken from the autograph manuscript and printed orchestral parts. The 
‘critical notes’ always commence with a paragraph summarising what sources the edition is 
based on. Sometimes the sources listed are small in size (eg. Vol.12b: Choral Works with 
Orchestra (II) or Vol.19 Grande Symphonies Funèbre et Triomphale) and only indicate the 
Autograph source (A), copyist, non-autograph source (C), printed source (P), orchestral parts 
(O), vocal score (V) and choral parts (ch). In contrast, larger volumes, such as Vol.16 
Symphonie fantastique, divide the sources into three categories; major surviving sources, lost 
sources and minor sources. The New Edition of the Complete Works of Hector Berlioz 
differs to the source descriptions of the Elgar Complete Edition in that the sources listed do 
not contain sketches and drafts of the work but instead only sources which were consulted 
and therefore have an impact on the edition. However, an appendices section does feature in 
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the edition containing rejected versions, cuts and sketches. Take, for example, Vol.12a 
Choral works with Orchestra (I) and Vol.12b Choral works with Orchestra (II) where each 
work is individually investigated and the sources listed are ones the edition is based on due to 
what survives and their autograph source. In my editions all sketches and drafts have been 
listed and, where obtainable, unfinished works are presented as appendices. 
In the William Walton Edition the sources are split into categories and contain, where 
applicable, sketches, autograph copy, parts (eg. engraved or orchestral parts), performing 
material (eg. photocopy of autograph which acted as the composer’s conducting score), other 
editions (eg. miniature scores, study scores, arrangements) and recordings. Compared to other 
critical editions consulted the William Walton Edition presents the sources in the most reader 
friendly way by using headings and keeping abbreviations to a minimum. A similar approach 
has been adopted in my editions. In the William Walton Edition these headings differ 
amongst volumes so if no sketches existed for one work then the heading would not appear. 
A comparison straight away to the Elgar Complete Edition, and my own work, is these 
headings would always feature and if the source does not exist or if the location unknown 
then the editor makes this clear. Listing a source that does not exist or is lost helps the reader 
understand that a clear investigation of all sources has been carried out. Stating that a sketch 
does not exist conveys this sufficiently. Indeed, future scholarly research may later follow 
and further source material might be discovered. 
Another practice within the William Walton Edition is that a full analysis of the sources takes 
place. Each source has editors’ comments on its authority and additional remarks if Walton 
made any annotations. The William Walton Edition provides a unique capability for volume 
editors compiling the sources for each work. The publisher Oxford University Press holds the 
relevant copyrights and originally published Walton’s works. The editor can draw 
information directly from Oxford University Press about the number of copies originally 
made and reprints, which sometimes contained revisions, amongst other records that would 
be useful for scholarly research. By comparison it has been at times problematic to ascertain 
the publication history in my editions. In contrast to Walton, Elgar worked with various 
publishers in his lifetime whose archives are incomplete. 
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Critical Commentary, purpose for the edition and what makes it critical 
In the Elgar Complete Edition, the critical commentary is the space for ‘listing those editorial 
changes made which cannot be clearly represented in the score.’7 In the Critical Editions of 
Jean Sibelius’s works the commentary is called ‘critical remarks’ and features all relevant 
sources, which are described and evaluated. It is also the space where particular editorial 
principles and problems, in relation to the sources of the works, can be explained. For 
example, in Series I, Orchestral Works Vol.4 the editor’s general remarks, before the table of 
variants, expands on particular problems surrounding the edition providing references to the 
sources they affect. The points the editor of this volume addresses are; Sibelius’s revisions to 
autograph score, editorial changes in the engraver’s copy, typical types of mistakes made by 
copyist and engraver (whether that be oversight, inaccuracy or misinterpretation), metronome 
markings, whole rests and triplet markings, single and double bar lines at changes of meter 
and key signature, placement of crescendo and diminuendo hairpins and other agogic 
instructions, double ties and double slurs, notation for trombones, notation for timpani, parts, 
players’ markings in the parts for the first performance and Sibelius’s corrections and 
changes (listing the sources in discussion). These extensive, but necessary, explanations 
provide the reader with an understanding of Sibelius’s notational habits and begin to unravel 
the complexity of the challenge as the editor. The general editorial principles are listed in the 
Preface. Players’ markings in the orchestral parts have been mentioned and commented upon 
only when they may clarify problems arising from other sources. The kinds of remarks to be 
expected in this section are comments on colour markings and cuts, the use of slurs differing 
between the wind instruments and the strings, and metronome markings. Also featured by the 
editor in Series 1, Orchestral Works, Vol. 9 is a small section entitled ‘Performance Practice’ 
which talks about which pitched percussion instrument to use due to lack of instruction. 
Another additional feature in Series 1, Orchestral Works, Vol. 2 is ‘Remarks on typical 
changes and mistakes made by the copyists and the engraver’. Such features encompass the 
edition’s vision of their publications serving as a basis for practical performance in light of 
new scholarly research and international interest in the music of Sibelius. The critical remarks 
themselves are fairly similar to the Elgar Complete Edition, and my editions, with the table 
laid out in three columns; bar number, part and source remark. 
																																								 																				
7 www.elgar.org/ninedescrip.htm Last accessed 18 July 2018. 
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The New Edition of the Complete Works of Hector Berlioz labels the critical commentary 
instead with the title ‘list of readings’. The latter section is broken up into two parts: variant 
readings, and editorial emendations. Comments listed under variant readings talk mostly 
about errors existing within the text, including the autograph score and printed orchestral 
parts. The editorial emendations section of the commentary lists anything added editorially, 
mostly highlighting errors in dynamics, phrasing and notations. The list of readings is laid out 
in another table format similar to the Elgar Complete Edition in three columns; bar number, 
system and source reading. 
In the William Walton Edition the critical commentary uses the title ‘textual notes’. It is here 
that the sources of relevance are given an abbreviation. Before the table of readings some 
volumes contain a section talking about the instrumentation. The textual notes are laid out in 
two columns; the first referencing the page and bar number and the second column containing 
the editor’s notes. Some entries even go so far as to cite articles to shed some light on the 
editorial decisions (eg. Volume 14 Overtures – Portsmouth Point, commentary entry 35/210-
11). Another feature within the commentaries is taking into account recordings of the work 
(eg. Volume 15 Orchestral Works, Variations on a theme by Hindemith, commentary entry 
226/454) and revisions based upon comments from a premiere (eg. Volume 15 Orchestral 
Works, Variations on a theme by Hindemith, commentary entry 216/405-8). Some of the 
commentaries describe sections that were originally cut and or altered from the edition 
presented (eg. Volume 14 Overtures – Portsmouth Point, commentary entry 21/116). Another 
feature in the textual notes is commenting on articulation or dynamics added or omitted due 
to analogy with another instrument (eg. Vol.10 Symphony No.2). Compared with the Elgar 
Complete Edition the comments in the textual notes section of the William Walton Edition 
are, for the majority of entries, longer in explanation (eg. Vol.14 Overtures). Providing a 
lengthier reading may simply be due to the editor having to tackle many queries that require 
clarification. In my editions the aim has been to reduce the number of commentary entries 
through the use of editorial brackets in the scores. Commentary entries such as obvious 
engraver errors are treated as superfluous. 
Purpose of a foreword in a critical edition 
The Elgar Complete Edition’s forewords cover a full chronological history of the relevant 
works including correspondence and details of the first performances, later performances 
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history, information concerning the original publications and details of any recordings made 
by Elgar. The Elgar Complete Edition is produced for scholars, conductors and performers. 
In volumes produced by the Critical Editions of Jean Sibelius’s works the foreword, titled 
‘introduction’ in the volumes, gives a background and genesis of the work, first performance, 
initial reception, publication process, possible revisions of each work, along with information 
on the works’ historical content. Also discussed in the introduction are instances of the 
compositions being referenced in biographical sources and literature, including dates of 
composition and revisions, as well as Sibelius’s comments concerning his works and any 
performances issues. The Critical Editions of Jean Sibelius’s works is produced for 
practicality and functionality with some works being published for the first time. The edition 
is also intended for scholarly use, illuminating various issues surrounding sources and history 
of the works’, and for performance use as many of the published first editions are not entirely 
reliable due to copyists’ and engraver’s errors or Sibelius making alterations to his works 
after publication. The Critical Editions of Jean Sibelius’s works is similar to the Elgar 
Complete Edition in the method of simply presenting facts surrounding the works and not 
theories unless they are backed up with substantial evidence 
The New Edition of the Complete Works of Hector Berlioz’s foreword is broken down into 
sections. Firstly the editor discusses the work’s composition, first performance, later 
performances, publications and revisions, along with, only if applicable, title, dedications, 
origins of the music and rehearsals. The foreword then moves on, sometimes without any 
introduction or heading, to discuss editorial issues surrounding the work. Topics of discussion 
include; instrumental forces, layout, instrumentation, metronome markings and tempi. The 
sources are sometimes cited earlier than expected but cross-referenced to the critical notes 
where they shall be explained fully. 
In the William Walton Edition the foreword uses the title ‘preface’ which begins with a brief 
introduction to the genre of the volume then proceeds to talk about each work highlighting its 
composition, performance, publication, revisions and corrections and, where applicable, 
recordings. The structure of the preface sometimes provides headings, particularly when a 
volume covers multiple works, to give the reader clarity. Concluding the preface, for some 
volumes, is a section by the editor entitled ‘editorial method’ which remarks on the editors’ 
approach towards the piece and highlight details that have practical performance 
	 9 
implications. Some volumes, such as Vol.10 Symphony No.2, feature additional subheadings 
that comment further on Walton’s copy of the published score, and the present edition itself  
In summary, each critical edition discussed covers four main elements: historical context, 
sources, edition of the work/s, and commentary. It has been established that how a list of 
sources is presented is important for the reader. In my editions all sources relevant to the 
work are listed and if a source does not exist for a particular category it is important to say so 
to avoid confusion. Editorial markings within the work are necessary for a more concise 
commentary. Furthermore, as each edition consulted varies in presentation of its commentary, 
the approach taken in my editions is to provide a commentary that is clear, concise and 
justifies editorial amendments or additions to the score. All editions consulted display 
evidence of critical approach which leads on to the discussion of the practical methodology 
the editor embarks on when undertaking a critical edition. 
 
Methodology Framework 
Within The Critical Editing of Music Grier presents a ‘generalized theoretical framework for 
editing.’8 Grier’s book is the first to provide an introduction to the methods of textual 
criticism and their application to editing as well as discussing the issues and problems the 
editor faces. The aim of this framework is so an editor can develop a particular methodology 
for their project. 
Editing…consists of series of choices, educated, critically informed choices; in short, 
the act of interpretation. Editing, moreover, consists of the interaction between the 
authority of the composer and the authority of the editor. …When editors come to 
evaluate both types of sources, they invoke their own authority in forming 
judgements about what the sources transmit. And in some cases, they must call into 
question the accuracy, the truth of a particular reading that is recorded in a source or 
sources. Here lies the point of interaction between the authority of the composer, as 
transmitted in the sources, and the authority of the editor in the course of evaluating 
and interpreting those sources. Editing, therefore, comprises a balance between these 
two authorities. Moreover, the exact balance present in any particular edition is the 
direct product of the editor’s critical engagement with the piece edited and its 
sources.9 
The approach to critical engagement that Grier refers to is what makes an edition critical. 
However, one might ask what is critical in this context? To think critically involves 
																																								 																				
8 James Grier, The Critical Editing of Music, p. 5. 
9 Ibid, pp. 2-3. 
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evaluating the available evidence rather than accepting things at face value. It is Grier’s hope 
that every editor can engage critically with the work based on the idea that ‘every editorial 
decision is taken in the context of the editor’s understanding of the work as a whole’.10 
Therefore, as an editor of Elgar’s music, I have immersed myself in understanding him as a 
composer especially his norms when writing so as an editor I can easily identify what is a 
genuine mistake and what is intentional. 
My current methodological framework for approaching and editing Elgar’s music is as 
follows. I begin by making a list of all known sources of a work. A source is anything 
material related to the music that is being edited. This includes sketches containing thematic 
material/ideas related to the music, manuscript full scores, proofs (which, if they exist, are 
crucial to piecing together the work’s development), printed full score and parts and, in some 
cases, recordings. The methods of the Elgar Complete Edition differ from other editions in 
that detailed source descriptions are provided in each volume. This is done so that if the 
source were to go missing, be damaged or destroyed then the description would provide 
sufficient analysis of what the source contained. 
Once all sources have been gathered it is important to establish the autograph, or copy text 
for the work. For Elgar’s music this is almost always the printed full score, if one exists, as he 
may have proof read the plates before publication. The purpose of establishing a copy text is 
to provide a reference source that can be used for the transcription, one that is considered to 
be the closest printed representation of the composer’s final intentions for the work. This 
helps maintain an editorial discipline as the Sources section, throughout the editorial process, 
is continually being updated as new material, such as sketches and drafts, are being 
identified. The work is then transcribed into music-processing software using the house style 
layout of The Elgar Complete Edition. At this first stage no editing is carried out, the process 
is to simply copy the music in its entirety. If, however, a major editorial problem surfaces 
during the transcribing phase then it is noted and addressed straight away. For example in the 
full score of Pomp and Circumstance March No.3 the Triangolo features in bars 52 and 140 
but is not originally listed amongst the percussion on the first page of the score. 
After transcribing the work, the full score is checked against the copy-text for any errors 
made whilst transcribing. The next stage is to go through the transcribed score again but this 
time marking up any articulation, phrasing, dynamics or performance directions which are 
																																								 																				
10 James Grier, The Critical Editing of Music, p. 16. 
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missing in the copy text (such as unis, divisi, arco, etc.). To ensure consistency, a method I 
apply when examining a score is to check each part horizontally then each bar vertically 
whilst comparing all parts against one another – never taking more than a page at a time. This 
method draws attention to inconsistencies amongst the parts. For example, in the full score of 
Pomp and Circumstance March No.1 on the first beat of bar 1 sf only appears in the 
bassoons, violin I and double bass. Looking at the strings to elaborate further, it made sense 
that violin II, violas and cellos were sf on the first beat too as looking ahead at the following 
four bars there are printed sf’s on reoccurring beats. At this stage of my editorial process I 
added the expression sf editorially but at a later proof stage they no longer needed editorial 
markings as I discovered that sf appears in the published 1901 parts. The next process is to 
look through the score to rationalize in the commentary, without comment, any editorial 
changes, that appear in the top part of one instrument (eg. Cor.I) but not in the bottom part 
(eg. Cor.II). This function, to remove redundant editorial markings, is regarded appropriate to 
the format of the edition because at the reader’s glance there are fewer editorial markings 
interfering with page layout. Another function is to editorially add simile to a part to avoid 
over editing on a page. 
Where an editorial change appears which cannot be explained in the score using the 
appropriate markings, such as deletions or replacement of one marking for another, an entry 
in the Critical Commentary is required. These record the nature, and authority, for changes 
made. The last stage of my method for editing a work is to proofread the entire piece several 
times to check for anything overlooked throughout the editing process. This will also include 
cross-examining the printed instrumental parts against my transcribed score. The parts 
receive a mention in the commentary when either they justify an editorial decision or prove a 
rationalization. For example, articulation or phrasing which were once added editorially 
during the process could be listed without editorial markings as the parts demonstrate these 
are likely to have been the composer’s intention. 
When facing an editorial problem I have adopted certain principles in order to provide 
critically informed decisions. The fundamental principles for making an editorial decision are 
thus: 
§ Is ‘x’ an isolated feature or, does ‘x’ appear in the part also? 
§ Is there any analogy elsewhere in the score, does ‘x’ reoccur? 
§ Does adding ‘x’ make musical sense? 
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An example of an isolated feature can be found in Pomp and Circumstance March No.1. In 
bars 148 ii-149 ii some, but not all, instruments have tenuto markings. This kind of 
inconsistency cannot be solved by comparing the section with its restatement at bars 253 ii-
254 ii as the orchestration is different. In this case, I believe the discrepancies to have been 
intentional and that Elgar was mixing articulations to achieve orchestral variety. 
An example of the second principle relating to analogy can be found in the full score of Pomp 
and Circumstance March No.1. In bar 95 i-iii the horns are playing the same melody as 
flutes, clarinets and violin I with the phrase slurred but the horn does not. In addition, there is 
no slur in the horn parts either to substantiate my decision. Despite this I am confident in 
adding this slur editorially as it matches those other instruments and the same phrase played 
earlier by the horns bar 79 i-iii which is slurred too. 
An example of the final principle, making an editorial decision based upon that which makes 
musical sense, can be as simple as adding a dynamic or adding unis to a part because it has 
been forgotten and both additions would be practical to performance. A larger contextual 
issue can be found in the full score of Pomp and Circumstance March No.1. By checking 
parts vertically contradictions amongst phrasing occur at bars 36 i-37 ii between the flutes 
and oboes who are playing the same melody. As the editor I thought it unusual that the oboe 
part in these bars would suddenly differ to the phrasing in bars 28 i-29 ii, and to what exists 
vertically above in the flute part. Furthermore, from a practical performance point of view, I 
would want to avoid the moment in an orchestral rehearsal where the players turn to one 
another and question why the phrasing is different despite playing together in unison. 
Changing the articulation and phrasing of the oboe to match the flute part musically made 
sense and the decision combines all three fundamental principles as both oboe parts support 
my editorial decision and it would be a repetition of the articulation and phrasing at bars 28 i-
29 ii. 
The use of the term ‘critical’ regarding an edition can refer to the challenge that arises when 
the normal critical principles are insufficient. The editor will face stages in their work where 
the fundamental principles will be challenged. According to Grier ‘there will arise many 
questions for which there are no clear cut right or wrong answers: ambiguities between 
parallel passages such as exposition and recapitulation.’11 As an editor, when these situations 
occur, Grier identifies one of two paths the editor can follow. Either the editor ‘can merely 
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present all the ambiguous evidence and then let the user decide (sheer dereliction of duty), or 
they could attempt to resolve with finality every such question (a course that may lead to the 
misrepresentation of evidence that is genuinely ambiguous, or does not permit a definitive 
interpretation.’12 I believe the right path, as the editor, is to attempt to resolve these 
ambiguities but clearly represent the decision whether that is through editorial markings or 
explained fully in the critical commentary so the reader can then choose to agree with my 
critically informed choices or not. 
 
Editing Elgar’s music 
The function of parts to my critical editions 
In preparing each work for the Elgar Complete Edition the majority of the piece’s copy texts 
have been the printed full scores, as Elgar often supervised original publications. Where no 
printed full score was published, the next authoritative source tends to be the printed parts 
themselves, as parts were engraved and usually sent to Elgar for proofing. This was the case 
for The Empire March, which was never published in full score and seemingly no autograph 
manuscript full score survives either. The originating phase became an exercise in 
reconstruction as I used the parts to create a full score. This was also the case for The Fringes 
of the Fleet. 
The only known printed source of The Fringes of the Fleet, published by Enoch & Sons, is 
the Vocal and Piano score. Several copies held in the British Library appear to have been 
used for the early run of performances, as one is labelled ‘Sir Edward Elgar, Conductor’ and 
another was a ‘Stage Copy’ with markings giving instructions for lights and curtains.13 These 
sources have proved valuable in recreating the stage directions for an accurate performance, 
but research is still being carried out to ascertain how much authority Elgar had over the 
complete set of handwritten orchestral parts as only certain parts bear Elgar’s handwriting.14 
It is because Elgar annotated some of these parts that I have chosen to construct a full 
orchestral score from this set as I believe these were used for the Coliseum run of 
performances based on markings making reference to the venue. A similar problem existed 
with Starlight Express (E.C.E. Vol.19) when vital source material would have provided 
																																								 																				
12 Ibid. 
13 Lbl Add. MS. 68488 A-C 
14 Lbl Add. MS. 63489 M/O Trombones I/II and Grand Cassa etc. parts are partly autograph 
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information for practical performance. The source descriptions in this volume were 
incomplete as the original parts and copyist’s conducting score one presumes to have been 
destroyed when a bomb hit the Kingsway Theatre during World War Two. 
It is also worth mentioning that in addition to parts, when available proofs show last 
amendments to the score before publication. It is important to cross-examine the proofs with 
the copy text in case these changes were overlooked by the engravers. Fortunately in my 
editions where proofs have existed as a source (eg. Carillon and Pomp and Circumstance 
March No.4) all corrections have been amended. It is part of the editor’s role to show the 
compositional journey of each work so, if there was a section of music which was later 
reworked in the copy text and is different, compared to the proofs, this is noted in my 
commentary as it shows Elgar’s development as a composer. 
The function of manuscript full scores to my critical editions 
Sometimes a printed full score does not exist so the manuscript full score (MSFS) becomes 
the copy text. A MSFS can also provide a source of evaluating Elgar’s compositional 
development for the same reasons as consulting proofs. In the case of Une Voix dans le 
désert, no printed full score or set or parts of the work exists, so the full score was assembled 
from two autograph manuscripts. The first was Elgar’s manuscript of the strings and voice 
only and the other was just the wind and brass. Elkin did publish a voice and piano score of 
just the soprano song, which was only consulted when reaching that part of the work. The 
editorial challenge after originating the full score of Une Voix dans le désert was placing the 
reciter’s spoken text correctly over the music. Elgar’s annotations of where the reciter should 
speak over the music were hard at times to judge what bars his markings related to.15 An 
example, and much larger scale case, of analysing Elgar’s annotations is Starlight Express 
(E.C.E. Vol.19). A separate section has been dedicated to explaining the layout of the text 
and the editor had to use intuition, when originating, to link the text closely to the music. 
Editing text has become a challenge as the opportunity for interpretation increases when 
considering practicalities. It has not been the convention of critical editions to seek the 
opinions of performers regarding their interpretation of composer’s music. The focus of a 
critical edition is to present the composer’s intentions which the performer can use to form 
their own interpretation. In the completion of my editions this has also been my practice but I 
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have listened when performers have offered suggestions. A performance of my edition of 
Une Voix dans le désert by the Hallé Orchestra, Manchester in April 2016 saw alterations to 
the English translation which Tita Brand Cammaerts, wife of the Belgian poet Emile 
Cammaerts, provided in 1916. Geoffrey Owen, Head of Artistic Planning for the Hallé 
Orchestra, made the point that Cammaerts’ choice of words is driven by his rhyming agenda, 
so a literal translation, which is what Tita Brand Cammaerts provided, makes it practically 
difficult as a performer to maintain rhyme, metre and sense in English. Research is on going 
to ascertain whether the first performance was spoken, and sung, in English. Considering 
Elgar placed the French text in his manuscripts, and the English translation only appearing 
later, as the editor it is my understanding that he intended the performance to be in French. 
For my edition I have included both the French and Tita Brand Cammaerts’s English 
translation for understanding. 
Editing Elgar’s earlier works tends to require more time than editing a later piece. Elgar 
became more fluent in orchestration and more familiar with his publishers’ proofing 
processes over the course of his output. In my editorial work, there is no better example of 
the complications in editing an earlier work of Elgar’s than the Froissart Overture. Expecting 
to make a financial loss Novello only engraved the printed string parts, produced manuscript 
parts for the rest of the orchestra, and retained Elgar’s manuscript full score as the sole 
conductor copy. 
Unusually for him, Elgar wrote two manuscript full scores for Froissart, developing the 
orchestration in more adventurous ways in the second score and in some cases reassigning 
passages to different instruments.16 These changes were used for the 1890 premiere at the 
Worcester Festival. The initial publishing and copyright conditions offered by Novello were 
acceptable to Elgar as he was an aspiring composer trying to establish himself. As Elgar’s 
reputation grew, so did his dissatisfaction with Novello’s reluctance to engrave the full score 
and complete set of parts. In 1900, conscious of Elgar’s negotiations with Boosey & 
Company, Novello offered to engrave the full score and remaining parts. This provided Elgar 
with an opportunity to make further revisions to Froissart. These corrections to the second 
manuscript, presumably still being used as the conductor’s score, caused some disruption to 
rehearsals for the London premiere of Froissart which was given at St James’s Hall on 16 
November 1900. Even at a very late stage Elgar must have changed his mind as there are 
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differences in phrasing and articulation between the second manuscript and the 1901 printed 
full score.17 The overall presentation of the printed full score does not show the same care 
and precision as Novello usually lavished on Elgar’s works. 
The poor presentation of the printed score reflects the haste in which it was assembled for 
production. August Jaeger, Elgar’s editor at Novello who became a close friend, wrote to 
Elgar ahead of a performance of Froissart which Elgar was to conduct in Bradford on 16 
February 1901, using proofs of the newly engraved parts: 
Of any mistakes You discover at the Rehearsal or performance in Froissart, kindly 
keep a record. The correction had to be done in a frantic haste & there was no time to 
read a revised proof. Brause ‘checked the plates’, as he calls it, & I hope all is 
correct, more or less. Whether all the alterations are attended to, which you 
suggested (on the proofs of the parts) should be made in the Score I know not. There 
is no time to check, the clean proof-(copy) of the Score having already gone to the 
Bradford people. We shall not print either parts or Score for Stock till after the 
Bradford performance, at which you may discover more mistakes or improvements.18 
The haste of the engraving process resulted in inconsistencies throughout the 1901 printed 
score and parts meant the second full score manuscript was consulted to tackle the 
ambiguities in the printed full score.19 In my editions presented for this submission I was 
fortunate not to encounter ambiguities of such a severe scale as Froissart. 
Elgar’s publishers 
Another consideration when editing Elgar’s music is the publishers he worked with. Novello 
had a good support system when working with composers and the relationship they built with 
Elgar led to an understanding of his compositional style. In contrast, the engravers at Boosey 
& Company did not fully grasp Elgar’s idioms. It is typical of Elgar’s notational style to give 
an instrument his intended articulation, or phrasing, once. When the rhythm is repeated the 
following bar (or equivalent) the same instructions are intended but Elgar omits markings, or 
abandons them mid phrase, assuming that the engravers would understand his intentions by 
that point. Boosey & Company would not always understand this expectation, allowing errors 
in articulation and phrasing to persist.  
																																								 																				
17 Ed. Sarah Thompson, The Elgar Complete Edition, Vol.28, The Overtures, (Amersham: Elgar Society Edition 
Ltd, 2013) p. xvii. 
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Clarendon Press, 1987), p. 280. 
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An area of my methodological approach to editing, which features greatly since Elgar did go 
to different publishers in his career, is noting the changes and mistakes made by copyists and 
engravers. Whether it is an oversight (where a notation of Elgar’s has gone unnoticed), and 
inaccuracy (where an engraver has not followed Elgar’s notations precisely), a misreading 
(due to Elgar’s handwriting) or a misinterpretation (generalised a marking intended for a 
single instrument that has been copied to other instruments or forgetting to exclude redundant 
markings such as [diminuendo hairpin] and dim. which mean the same thing and only one 
will be sufficient). During the engraving process of Pomp and Circumstance March No.1 
Boosey & Company misread the accents shown quite clearly in Lbl Add. MS. 58006 at bars 
232 i and 248 i as diminuendo hairpins. This error occurred in the printed full score but was 
identified when the instrumental parts were printed. As a result it must be said that the overall 
toughest challenge, as an editor of Elgar’s music, is analogy across parts. It has been my main 
objective as an editor to identify and fix ambiguities and clearly represent my editorial 
decisions. 
A critical edition obscures the fact that a performer could be an influence on the authenticity 
of a composer’s intentions or the critical edition tries to keep as little interpretation as 
possible through over editing. Furthermore, Grier informs us that the editor’s responsibility is 
to provide performers with sufficient information by guiding interpretation rather than 
advocating how the work should be performed.20 In practice, Grier expresses to editors, when 
presenting the text, that they should make it easy for readers of an edition to identify variant 
readings amongst different sources, to see which the editor has chosen for the edition and on 
what grounds.21 The practice for my editions, shared with those who produce the Elgar 
Complete Edition, is to clearly mark editorial intervention or, if longer explanation is 
required, noted in the commentary. 
There is a justification for the need for scholarly editions of Elgar’s music to create a critical 
edition that benefits modern performances by producing an accurate, thoroughly researched 
musical text. If a methodical analysis of each source related to the work is not carried out 
then the composer’s intentions cannot be brought to fruition. The conductor or performer then 
has the required tools necessary to produce an accurate performance as possible but one 
cannot stop the performer or conductor from embellishment or influencing the idea of the 
authentic text. The editor’s role is not intended to stifle the performer but to allow them to 
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share abundantly in Elgar’s artistic vision. Throughout my editions I have chosen to remain 
faithful to the format and methods of the Elgar Complete Edition. My critical approach to the 
editions has been moulded from my experiences of editing Elgar’s music for publication 
having immersed myself in understanding him as a composer. Rather than prioritising 
methods and formats, to me understanding the composer’s norms, so as to create informed 









When Britain declared war on Germany in August 1914, the Elgars, on holiday in 
Scotland, were keen to return home as soon as possible. Travelling proved a struggle: 
public vehicles had immediately been commandeered by the military to transport 
territorial soldiers. Despite being in his late fifties Elgar was keen to enlist. In a letter 
to Alice Stuart Wortley on 9 August Elgar wrote 
 
…I am returning to London as soon as possible to offer myself for any 
service that may be possible – I wish I could go to the front but they may find 
some menial occupation for a worthless person.1 
 
Shortly after Elgar arrived back in London he responded to an emergency call for 
volunteers, which resulted in him being sworn in as a Special Constable and joining 
the Hampstead Volunteer Reserve at Hampstead Police Station on 17 August. Rosa 
Burley, Headmistress of The Mount School, Malvern, where Elgar taught violin in the 
1890s, explained that ‘despite his military fantasies, Edward had little of the soldier in 
him but he rallied splendidly to the occasion…’.2 Elgar describes some of his duties in 
a letter to Frank Schuster, a wealthy patron of the arts who effectively created the 
Covent Garden Elgar Festival of 1904: 
 
I am a s[pecial] constable and am a ‘Staff Inspector’ – I am sure others cd do 
the work better, but none with a better will. I was equipping (serving out 
‘weapons’) & taking receipts & registering my men for hours last night: this 
morning at six I inspected the whole district – so one does what one can – it’s 
a pity I am too old to be a soldier[:] I am so active.3 
 
This volunteer position only lasted for six months as Elgar resigned from his role on 
22 February 1915. Elgar turned his attention to his music and mostly contributed to 
the war effort through compositions that later led to him touring the country to 
conduct them. In 1914 Land of Hope and Glory, originally written in April 1902 and 
adapted from Pomp & Circumstance March No.1, with words by E.F Benson, was 
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republished in various vocal arrangements by Boosey & Co.4 It became immensely 
popular during the war and took on a new life as a war song with Benson’s specially 
written lyrics. The public desire for rousing patriotic music would also be fulfilled 
through the music Elgar wrote during the war, including Carillon, Une Voix dans le 
désert, Le Drapeau Belge and The Fringes of the Fleet. Together these works are 
often not just patriotic but focus closely on the human suffering that war causes. 
 
1. Carillon, Op.75 
 
At the start of the war Germany invaded Belgium as part of a plan to advance its army 
to France. Following the Siege of Antwerp and eventual surrender of the city on 9 
October 1914, the Belgian poet and author Émile Cammaerts wrote the patriotic poem 
Après Anvers. The poem captured the prevailing mood of the time as German armed 
forces occupied the city, staying there until the Armstice in 1918. Après Anvers was 
subsequently translated into English by Cammaerts’s wife, Tita Brand Cammaerts, 
and published in The Observer on 11 October 1914. 
 
In response to Belgium’s suffering at the outset of the war, the Belgian Relief Fund 
was set up, initially seeking contributions to provide food for the country. As part of 
the charity’s work, a fundraising anthology containing contributions from leading 
writers, artists and musicians was organized by, the novelist, Sir Thomas Henry Hall 
Caine. Elgar had previously contributed In Smyrna for Caine’s The Queen’s 
Christmas Carol Book, which was published as a supplement by The Daily Mail in 
1905. Caine approached Elgar to invite him to contribute to this new charitable 
venture. This anthology would be called King Albert’s Book and all profits would go 
to the Belgian Relief Fund. Caine initially struggled to get Elgar on board to 
participate in the project, so on 3 November 1914 he pleaded with Elgar once again: 
 
My dear Sir Edward Elgar, 
I do hope your decision is not absolutely final. 
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I can hardly imagine the book without you. At the same time I realise your 
position. You would naturally want to do something worthy of your great 
distinction to appear in a book of such importance, containing the 
contributions of the most illustrious of your living confreres. 
 
I know it was a great thing I asked of you. I told the King about the book on 
Friday & today there is a letter from Lord Stamfordham saying that His 
Majesty is in warm sympathy with it & recognises the great generosity of the 
illustrious artists who are contributing. 
 
It is great generosity & hence I feel myself to be greatly daring in making, 
however, tentatively, a further approach. 
 
If it had been possible for you to write any new piece of music on this 
immense theme I am sure you would have done it already. Or if any piece of 
verse by any of our poets, English or French or Italian, were likely to stir you 
I should be eager to send it. 
 
But one thing perhaps I may ask – and of my great unwillingness to publish 
the book without you, I should much like you to consider if you have any 
short piece of music by you or any other subject which you could permit me 
to include. 
 
Your contribution to the Queen’s Carol was very much appreciated. 
 




Elgar’s reply does not survive but he must have changed his mind, since Alice records 
on 9 November: ‘E. thinking of his Carillon Music’ and again the next day also 
‘talked on telephone to Made. Cam[m]aerts’. Although Elgar may have read 
Cammaerts’s Après Anvers when it was initially published in The Observer his 
attention would certainly have been drawn to the poem when he received his own 
personal manuscript copy direct from the poet.6 Elgar’s treatment of the text is said to 
have been influenced by Rosa Burley. Burley encouraged Elgar to treat the text as a 
recitation and not as a conventional song. 
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6 This autograph copy of Cammaerts’s poem is bound along with the FS MS. to Lbl 
Add. MS. 58039. 
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…when he read Emile Cammaerts's stirring poem Carillon he at once decided 
to make a setting for it. But Edward's attempts at fitting words to music had 
never been very happy and had not grown happier with the passing of the 
years, as we had seen from The Music Makers. When, therefore, he told me of 
the project I ventured to suggest that he should not try to tie himself to the 
metre of the words, as he would have to do if the piece were treated as a song 
or a choral item, but that he should provide an illustrative prelude and 
entractes as background music for a recitation of the poem. This he did with 
immense success.7 
 
Elgar worked on Carillon not only as a score for speaker and piano but also for 
speaker and full orchestra. Elgar wrote to Tita Cammaerts on 18 November to ask 
permission to use the poem again if a full orchestral score were to be printed. The 
next day Tita Cammaerts replied. 
 
Many thanks for your letter – it was indeed a pleasure to us to hear from you 
again. My husband is writing to you himself, of course he will be most happy 
that you should use his poem ‘Chantons, Belges, Chantons’ with full 
orchestral score as well as for the pianoforte version to appear in the Album 
for the Benefit of the Fund.8 
 
In addition Tita Cammaerts offered Elgar her English translation of the poem. The 
same English translation has been used for this edition. A piano-score of Carillon, 
with the subtitle Chantons, Belges, Chantons, first appeared in King Albert’s Book 
published December 1914.9 Elgar agreed a contract with Elkin & Co. to publish 
Carillon in arrangements for piano, organ, military band and assorted instrumental 
ensembles. Elgar first became associated with Elkin & Co. on 3 December 1913 when 
Jeffrey Stephens, a Gramophone Company retainer, invited him to lunch. At that time 
The Gramophone Company, which later became His Master’s Voice, was discussing 
with Elgar whether he might conduct a recording with orchestra. Stephens brought 
W.W.Elkin to the same lunch. Elkin had approached Elgar without success in 
previous years to try and secure a contract, but this lunch resulted in one to publish 
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two light orchestral pieces Carissima and Rosemary (‘That’s for remembrance’). The 
next work Elkin & Co. were to publish was Carillon. Elgar received no copyright 
payment, only royalties from performances.10 
 
Alice Elgar records a ‘delightful rehearsal’ of Carillon at Queen’s Hall, London on 6 
December 1914. The first performance took place there the following day with Elgar 
conducting the London Symphony Orchestra and Tita Cammaerts herself as the 
reciter. The proceeds of the performance went to the Belgian Relief Fund. Reviews 
were mixed. An anonymous critic from The Times had a lot to say about the 
composition. In the reviewer’s opinion Elgar had composed a piece which alternated 
music and words, rather than integrating the two: 
 
The poem, “Chanton, Belges, Chantons” is a passionate ode to the bravery, 
the sorrows, and the hopes of the Belgian people and it was recited by Mme. 
Tita Brand Cammaerts with all the force and intensity of which she is 
capable. Sir Edward Elgar’s music is very carefully written with a view to 
leaving the reciter to make her own impressions. An imposing orchestral 
prelude in which bells constantly repeat four descending notes of the scale 
while short rhythms are reiterated by the orchestra comes to a climax and a 
halt when the poem begins. 
 
There is scarcely any music during the recitation, so that the difficult problem 
of combining the speaking voice with the orchestra is evaded, but each stanza 
is separated from the next by an interlude. The disadvantage is that one is left 
with a feeling that the poem and music have really very little to do with one 
another; most of the music is in the “P[omp] & C[ircumstance]” style, and the 
composer only seems just to touch upon the fringe of the deeper feelings 
which the poem is intended to rouse […] There is of course, Elgar’s richness 
of colour in the interludes, and a few soft phrases for strings during the 
quieter parts of the poem are skilfully worked in, but if this is all that the 
tragedy of Belgium can bring from a musician it seems a small tribute.11 
 
Whilst sharing similar criticisms, a later review by Leonard Rees, from the Sunday 
Times, was more complimentary suggesting that the mood and emotion of the poem 
was demonstrated through the music. 
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Quite wisely Sir Edward has shunned the unprofitable purpose of melodrame 
and has written hardly any music for the actual accompaniment of the 
declamation save a few unobtrusive phrases, confining himself to a prelude 
and short interludes between the several stanzas. These latter, though quite 
appropriate in mood and colour, have the disadvantage of breaking up the 
passionate flow of the declamation, but the introduction is of the highest 
value and is one of the most human and thrilling utterances that Elgar has 
given us … It is music, in sort, that comes form [sic] the heart and goes to the 
heart. Together music and poem - the latter declaimed with a white heat of 
emotion by Miss Tita Brand (Mme. Cammaerts) - thrilled the big audience to 
its depths, and the tribute given to the composer and the poet was of 
extraordinary warmth and duration.12 
 
Focusing more on the music, a critic from the Daily Chronicle considered that Elgar 
‘caught the exact spirit of the poem, its pathos, and its proud, defiant feeling’, 
furthermore, the music was ‘always poetic and dramatic in feeling’.13 In addition 
Alice Elgar, who attended the concert along with daughter Carice, thought it was a 
‘gorgeous performance’ and that the large audience showed ‘immense enthusiasm’.14 
 
The day after the première, Elgar received a personal letter of thanks from Emile 
Cammaerts himself: 
 
I cannot let this day pass without thanking you again for your glorious work. I 
have met a good many Belgians to-day and they all wonder how you 
managed to share so completely our pain and our hopes. 
 
“It is not the beauty of it only which is wonderful, said one of them, but the 
thing might have been written by one of us – supposing we had a Belgian 
Elgar!” 
 
That is the miracle which strikes us dumb, and, that is why – our relative 
positions set aside – I feel so humble when I see our names connected – I 
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merely wrote what I felt, but you felt as we Belgians did by sheer force of 
sympathy – in the old Greek sense of the word, of “suffering together”.15 
 
On 17 December 1914 Elgar conducted the second public performance of Carillon to 
the approval and appreciation of the audience at Queen’s Hall, once more, with the 
London Symphony Orchestra and Tita Cammaerts reciting. Elgar took Carillon on 
tour and conducted a Summer run of performances in 1915 which took place at the 
Coliseum with Belgian actor Carlo Liten reciting and again in the Autumn with Lalla 
Vandervelde, nee Speyer as the reciter. The initial success of Carillon was inevitably 
linked to the charitable cause it supported and to the rawness of the terrible events to 
which the work reacted. It may be argued that the iconic status of Carillon far 
outweighed its musical substance. By the time Elgar came to produce a sequel along 
similar lines, Le Drapeau Belge, the war had moved on from Belgium and the music 
and text had insufficient power to make much of an impression. 
 
On 24 January 1915 the actor Henry Ainley, who was chosen to recite the English 
version of the poem, came to Severn House to rehearse with Elgar in preparation for 
the recording.16 Carillon was recorded on 29 January at the HMV Studio, Hayes. An 
interesting addition to the recording which differs from the autograph full score, is 
four descending bell tones, presumably on a Carillon, played three times over before 
the orchestra commences. In order to fit the music onto two record sides, cuts were 
made to the long orchestral introduction and the interlude between stanzas. Ainley’s 
connections with the piece did not end here. On 9 February he went on a tour with 
Carillon reciting it in French. 
 
2. Une Voix dans le désert, Op.77 
 
In the Spring of 1915, Elkin & Co. hoped to match the success of Carillon by 
persuading Elgar to write a commemorative work based on the fall of Poland. Elgar 
signed a contract for the orchestral piece, Polonia (E.C.E. Vol.33), on 24 June 1915. 
Polonia mixes together Elgar’s own themes with Polish folk tunes and melodies by 
																																																								
15 Emile Cammaerts-Elgar, 8 December 1914, quoted in Jerrold Northrop Moore 
Edward Elgar: Letters of a Lifetime (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987), p. 286. The 
word Cammaerts is referring to is ‘sumpaschó’, meaning ‘to suffer with’. 
16 Alice Elgar’s diary, 24 January 1915 
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Chopin and Paderewski. Immediately after Polonia, Elgar began writing another 
Belgian recitation entitled Une Voix dans le désert, with text by Cammaerts. The 
poem first appeared in Cammaerts’s 1915 published book, Belgian Poems: Chants 
patriotiques, with the English translation provided by Tita Cammaerts. The poem is 
centred upon a peasant girl who sings at the thought of flowers growing from the 
graves of the victims of war. As Elgar began writing his setting he enlisted the help of 
the conductor, Percy Pitt. 
 
My dear Percy: 
It was angelically good of you to help me with my bourgeois tune; here it is 
sans accpt. I shall be so grateful if you will verify it; I have put it exactly as 
you left it with me - or me with it - yesterday except the small matters 
mentioned below : 'Marteaux' (p.2) I hope is correct as it stands - nice & 
hammery but I fear (by'r lakin, a parlous fear) that its [sic] wrong. I have 
brought 'Autour de nos prairies' a crotchet earlier: also 'Dixmude' p.3 
 
p. 4 is pioches right? I think so.17 
 
Percy Pitt sent back the manuscript sketch to Elgar with ideas: 
 
Dear Edward, 
as I explained to you on phone this a.m. the delay in sending back your MSS. 
has arisen owing to my absence from town. However I am returning it with 
these lines plus the following suggestions: 
A B (p,1) 
 I allowed this to pass last week. Principally 
 owing to your desire to keep the shape of your 
 melodic phrase but really the declamation of 
 the line shld. be “Quand nos bourgeons se rouvriront”  
             ∨      ∨           ∨ 
C  (p.1) 
I missed a foot (the mute) but this can be 
 overcome by knocking out the quaver rest (making 
 it: ♪  ♪  ♪   ♪   
  Elles  souveront [sic] 
  
																																																								
17 Elgar-Pitt 16 July 1915, (Lbl Egerton MS. 3303 ff.32-33). 
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D  
much the same: could be – 
  ♩  ♩  ♪ ♪ 
  Elles  souveront [sic] 
or   ♩.   ♪  ♪ ♪ 
    ∨      ∨  ____    ∨      ∨     ____ 
E  
Declaim: Frapperont nos marteaux 
 Your accent (marteaux) is wrong 
F  (p.4) 
can be left altho’’ perhaps better to run 
 i + o into one 
G  (p.4) 
“mou” + not “mu” 
 
So much for… Cammaerts18 
 
This manuscript sketch in which parts of the music are referred to by their page 
numbers is now lost. It is therefore impossible to determine with certainty that Elgar 
made all these corrections. It is not clear how long Elgar worked on Une Voix dans le 
désert but Alice Elgar’s diary notes the score being sent to Goodwin & Tabb for 
copying on 17 July 1915. It is likely that a combination of factors such as further 
performances of Carillon, working on Polonia, The Starlight Express (E.C.E. Vol.19) 
and The Spirit of England (E.C.E. Vol.10) which, being much larger in scale, 
undoubtedly pushed Elgar’s new recitation to the sidelines. Elgar dedicated Une Voix 
dans le désert to Claude Phillips, a writer, historian and music critic for the Daily 
Telegraph, who was profoundly touched by this gesture. 
 
My dear Edward, 
I was overwhelmed last night at the great kindness and the great beauty of 
your letter to me that tears came unbidden into my eye. Do not think that I am 
ashamed of them. 
 
I regard the dedication of your new work to me as the greatest honour and the 
highest recognition I have ever received. 
 
Greatly as you over-estimate my modest merits, I accept all that you say with 
the deepest gratitude. And thus, indeed, I may hope to be remembered, as 
																																																								
18 Pitt-Elgar, 21 July 1915 (Lbl Egerton MS. 3303, f.116). 
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those were whose names were attached to some of Beethoven’s greatest 
works. You don’t know how opportune your kind words and your kind deed 
came to cheer me. I was beginning to think that I had come to the end of my 
time, and had done nothing, manfully as I have striven. 
 
Really and truly, my heart is broken at the unutterable darkness and horror of 
it all – at the sinking into the abyss of all that, for me, makes life worth 
enduring. 
 
In gratitude and great friendship. 
Yrs. ever affectionately 
Claude Phillips19 
 
After a successful collaboration with Cammaerts over Carillon, Elgar confidently 
approached him on 29 September 1915 to seek permission for Cammaerts’s poem, 
Une Voix dans le désert, to be used with the music.20 Alice Elgar notes several 
occasions of Une Voix dans le désert being played in private before its première.21 
Amongst all the private performances Alice Elgar notes a special occasion on 24 
October when Cammaerts met with Elgar to talk about Une Voix dans le désert. Elgar 
played the poet his music to which Cammaerts ‘wept a little’ and was ‘profoundly 
moved’.22 He wrote to Elgar the following day to express his pleasure with the work 
and encourage Une Voix dans le désert to be performed to a wider audience. 
 
Dear Sir Edward, 
Many thanks for your kind letter. 
 
I hope still that things might be arranged to your entire satisfaction. That song 
is really too beautiful to be kept “entre nous”. It is still ringing in my ear. 
 
With best regards 




19 Claude Phillips-Edward Elgar 11 February 1916 (EB letter 1986). 
20 Elgar-Emile Cammaerts, 29 September 1915 (EB letter 10070). 
21 30 July, 1, 6, 7, 9 August 2015. 
22 Alice Elgar’s diary, 24 October 1915. 
23 Emile Cammaerts-Elgar, 25 October 1915 (EB letter 3709). 
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Preparations for the première commenced on 26 October when Elgar went to 
Shaftesbury Theatre to talk over Une Voix dans le désert with the conductor Thomas 
Beecham, Carlo Liten and the publishers Elkin.24 Une Voix dans le désert was 
originally scored for speaker, voice, strings and percussion. Elgar later created 
additional wind parts to be deployed if the body of strings were not sufficiently 
large,25 a decision perhaps motivated by practical reasons since many musicians were 
called away on military service. Elgar signed a contract with Elkin & Co. on 19 
January 1916 to publish the voice and piano arrangement of Une Voix dans le désert 
with a royalty of 4d per copy. Elgar also accepted a commission from Elkin for a third 
Belgian piece, Le Drapeau Belge The first performance of Une Voix dans le désert 
took place on 29 January 1916 at the Shaftesbury Theatre, London, with Elgar 
conducting, Carlo Liten as the reciter, and soprano Olga Lynn. It was a bittersweet 
moment for Elgar as the première of Une Voix dans le désert took place just as The 
Starlight Express, after only a month’s run at the Kingsway Theatre, was closing. 
Alice Elgar recalls the première of Une Voix dans le désert as ‘most beautiful & 
impressive & had an immense reception’.26 An insight into the staging of the 
performance is provided by Olga Lynn in her memoirs: 
 
The poem was graphically presented in a kind of operatic form, the scene 
being set in front of the battered cottage, with a foreground of shattered brick 
and rubble and a background of red willows, from which hung catkins, jagged 
and broken by shells. The Belgian actor, Carlo Liten, dressed as a traveller in 
a long cloak, recited the first part of the poem, and then from the ruined 
home, the voice of the peasant girl was heard.27 
 
It is clear that Elgar conducted from the string and percussion score, MS. Facs.1044/i, 
since it is filled with conductor’s markings, as well as stage and lighting directions. 




24 Alice Elgar’s diary, 26 October 1915. 
25 Lbl MS. Facs.1044/i, f.13 bears the inscription in an unknown hand explaining 
instructions for use of wind parts. 
26 Alice Elgar’s diary, 29 January 1916. 
27 Olga Lynn, Oggie: The Memoirs of Olga Lynn (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 
1955), p. 71. 
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[Sir Edward Elgar] has displayed a wonderful artistry. Another musician 
might have been tempted into illustrating the poem and score. It offered 
most tempting scope. But Sir Edward, apart from giving sketchy suggestion 
at times and a right musical atmosphere, has let the scene and words make 
their own appeal, and has contrived greatly to supplement the poem. With a 
broad, repeated sentence of noble line, almost like a chorale in its clear, 
diatonic outline, he adds to it a nobility and devoutness and hope. The 
scene, and all the cold dreariness and sadness of it, is there for you to see. 
No need to add much to this. He adds such music that the poem becomes a 
prayer; the girl’s vision a prophecy and a certainty. With that music of his 
you feel you know that right will win through and that the future of Belgium 
will be as the peasant girl first saw it.28 
 
A descriptive review in the Pall Mall Gazette explains the stage setting. 
 
It is night when the curtain rises, showing the battered dwelling, standing 
alone in the desolate land, with the twinkling of camp fires along the Yser in 
the distance, and in the foreground the cloaked figure of a man, who 
soliloquises on the spectacle to Elgar's music. Then he ceases, and a voice is 
heard coming from the cottage. It is the peasant girl singing a song of hope 
and trust in anticipation of the day when the war shall be ended ... The 
wayfarer stands transfixed as he listens to the girl's brave song, and then, as 
he comments again on her splendid courage and unconquerable soul, the 
curtain slowly falls.29 
 
It is the only war recitation to combine orchestra, narrator and singer in conjunction 
with a stage setting. Part of Une Voix dans le désert was published separately as a 
song for solo soprano entitled ‘Quand nos bourgeons se rouvriront’/‘When spring 
comes round again’ (E.C.E. Vol.16). Une Voix dans le désert was performed less 
frequently than Carillon and was not recorded by the Gramophone Company. The 
next documented performance of Une Voix dans le désert, after its run at the 
Shaftesbury Theatre, was 14 April 1917 for the Belgian Concert – the same one in 




28 B.C., ‘Sir E. Elgar’s New Work’, ‘Daily Mail, 05 February 1916, p. 8. 
29 Pall Mall Gazette , 31 January 1916, quoted in Jerrold Northrop Moore Edward 
Elgar: A Creative Life (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984), p. 684. 
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3. Le Drapeau Belge, Op.79 
 
Cammaerts’s poem Le Drapeau Belge had already been published, with its English 
translation by Tita Brand Cammaerts, in the Observer on 18 October 1914. Despite 
Elkin officially commissioning the work in January 1916, Alice Elgar notes an early 
mention of the prospect on 23 November 1915. Little diary and letter evidence exists 
to show the compositional journey of Le Drapeau Belge although, due to its small 
scale, it can be assumed that the work was written extremely quickly.  
 
The cover illustration that appeared on the vocal and piano score of Le Drapeau Belge 
is by English painter Sir Frank Dicksee. The painting, Resurgam (‘I shall rise again’), 
appeared in King Albert’s Book and shows a knight in armour holding a sword in one 
hand and the Belgian flag in the other as he stands above flames.30 
 
Although the piano version of Le Drapeau Belge was published in April 1916, the 
première was delayed because it ceased to be topical, the public’s attention having 
been drawn away from Belgium and instead to the Battle of Verdun.31 In the 
meantime Alice Elgar’s diary notes two private evening performances of Le Drapeau 
Belge with piano on 19 November and 3 December 1916. Rehearsals for the 
orchestral première finally took place at Queen’s Hall, London on 13 April 1917. 
Unlike Une Voix dans le desert there is no evidence that Le Drapeau Belge was 
intended to be staged. After a final rehearsal on 14 April, the première took place later 
that day with Elgar conducting the London Symphony Orchestra and Carlo Liten 
reciting. The première was part of a special Belgian Concert to celebrate the birthday 
of King Albert. Alice notes in her diary: ‘the Drapeau Belge was splendid & Liten did 
it very well’.32 Reviews of the première were somewhat overshadowed by the 
patriotic celebrations of King Albert’s birthday and so Le Drapeau Belge did not 
receive a specific mention or critique. 
 
																																																								
30 See Frank Dicksee-Alice Stuart Wortley, 1 February 1916 (EB 9669). Dicksee 
mentions granting permission to Elkin & Co. to reproduce his drawing and the terms 
for doing so. The painting can be found in King Albert’s Book (London: The Daily 
Telegraph, Hodder and Stoughton, 1914), p. 32 (opposite on unnumbered page). 
31 Fought by Germany and France between 21 February and 18 December 1916. 
32 Alice Elgar’s diary, 14 April 1917. 
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Sir Edward Elgar came forward to conduct two works in which, with unerring 
truth, he has reflected the spirit and significance of fine poems by Emile 
Cammaerts. Miss Olga Lynn and Mr. Carlo Liten were the artists on whose 
lips the texts found sympathetic interpretation. Dr. Clément Philippe, on 
behalf of the Belgian League, handed to the distinguished composer a wreath, 
accompanying the offering with a graceful tribute to the sympathy and 
enthusiasm with which Sir Edward has allied himself, through his art, to the 
cause of suffering Belgium.33 
 
Alice Elgar’s diary criticises the promoters for the lack of press attention. 
 
Very stupid management of Belgian Concert, hardly any notices in papers - 
& few people heard of it & might have had a much larger audience - 34 
 
Alice Elgar’s opinion is reinforced by Cammaerts himself, who seems not to have 
been informed that the première was taking place and therefore did not attend the 
première as he had done for the other two recitations. 
 
Dear Sir Edward 
I learn from the papers of the performance of La Voix and Le Drapeau at the 
Queen’s Hall, on Saturday last. I was not able to be present as the invitation 
only reached me, in the country, on Saturday, too late to catch the train. I 
regret this all the more that it would have been an opportunity of meeting you 
again – in these busy times – and of thanking you for kindly conducting the 
work yourself. I hope everything was satisfactory and you were pleased with 
the demonstration which had been arranged and to which I should have liked 
to take you. 
 
I hope you are well. 
 
With best regards to you and Lady Elgar. 
Yours very sincerely 
Em. Cammaerts.35 
 
The next performance of Le Drapeau Belge was held on 8 May 1917 with Tita Brand-
Cammaerts reciting. The concert was organised by Clara Butt, a contralto, in aid of 
																																																								
33 Annoymous Reviewer, ‘King Albert’s Birthday’, The Daily Telegraph, 16 April 
1917, p. 3. 
34 Alice Elgar diary, 16 April 1917. 
35 Emile Cammaerts-Edward Elgar, 17 April 1917 (EB letter 3705). 
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the Three Arts Women’s Employment Fund, and who paid for all the expenses 
herself. In Alice Elgar’s opinion this performance of Le Drapeau Belge was a 
shambles. Commenting on Tita Brand-Cammaerts’s performance she wrote ‘it was a 
shame to murder E.'s 'Drapeau Belge’. Tita Cammaerts recited without the slightest 
connection with the music – dreadful - ’.36 
 
Elgar’s earnings during his time with Elkin & Co. are summarized in the following 
detailing the total annual copyrights and royalties of all eleven works. 37 
Year   Total     Year   Total     Year   Total   
  £ S d     £ s d     £ s d 
1914 72 12 0   1921 9 11 10   1928 50 8 9 
1915 66 14 9 
 
1922 6 3 7 
 
1929 10 18 11 
1916 91 14 0 
 
1923 7 6 6 
 
1930 7 17 2 
1917 37 1 5 
 
1924 13 17 9 
 
1931 4 7 9 
1918 22 13 3 
 
1925 29 16 2 
 
1932 7 1 2 
1919 26 0 4   1926 4 2 6   1933 4 10 3 
 
Analysis of the ledgers reveals high volumes of royalties during the First World War 
years and a rapid decline in the post-war years, with the exception of 1928 where, 
probably due to marking the ten year anniversary of the end of war, Elgar’s war 
recitations were performed widely again. 
 
4. The Fringes of the Fleet 
 
In contrast to the other recitations discussed so far, which have been patriotic in style 
and reflecting on the conflicts then being fought, The Fringes of the Fleet has a 
somewhat less sombre mood. The four poems selected, each with a nautical theme, 
were by the renowned poet and novelist Rudyard Kipling. Compositional 
development is recorded in Alice Elgar’s diary on 2 and 3 March 1917 Elgar ‘busy 
with R.Kipling Songs’. Presumably this was done in preparation for a meeting Elgar 
																																																								
36 Alice Elgar’s diary, 08 May 1917. 
37 Royalties table from Novello & Co. Business Archive, ‘Elkin & Co.’ entry, Lbl 
Add. MS. 69607 ff.20,44,75-77 (Eklin & Co. 1914-1915), Lbl Add. MS. 69608 ff. 
22,24,43-48,50,51,53-56,249,250,263,265 (Elkin & Co. 1916-1933). 
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had with Enoch on 5 March when ‘Mr.Broadhurst came re R.Kipling Songs’.38 The 
firm Enoch & Sons was the chosen publisher who had printed four works by Elgar, 
the first, and financially most popular, being The Crown of India, 1912 (E.C.E 
Vol.18). The discussions from the meeting are not recorded; however, further 
progress is recorded on 25 March 1917 as Alice accounts Elgar ‘busy orchestrating 
R.Kipling Songs’. 
 
Elgar dedicated The Fringes of the Fleet to Admiral Lord Charles Beresford who was 
an extremely senior figure of the British establishment. Plans for The Fringes of the 
Fleet were discussed on 9 May, where the idea of a performance at the Coliseum 
Theatre (where The Crown of India had been staged) was suggested.39 Elgar had 
already approached Charles Mott, a baritone singer who sang the central role of the 
Organ Grinder in the stage production of The Starlight Express, to be the leading 
baritone for The Fringes of the Fleet. Alice Elgar notes Mott visited on 22 May and 
‘sang the Fleet Songs, perfectly & splendidly’ with the additional comment that ‘they 
sounded gorgeous’.40 Preparations were made for the staging of The Fringes of the 
Fleet with particular discussions over the costumes for the four singers. 
 
My dear Edward, 
I have arranged all the kits for your Sea Song Singers. Admiral Hall will get 
the real things for them. Sea boots and all. Please send me the sizes of the 
boots of the four men, and all will be well. He is tremendously interested 
about your Songs & will come and hear them on the 11th. Meanwhile all the 
dresses will be sent here – caps, souwesters, Duffle coats, boots, etc. so we 








38 Alice Elgar’s diary, 05 March 1917. 
39 Alice Elgar’s diary, 09 May 1917. 
40 Alice Elgar’s diary, 22 May 1917. 
41 Maud Warrender-Elgar, 30 May 1917 (EB letter 3876). 
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Maud Warrender wrote again to Elgar on 2 June and enclosed Admiral Hall’s list with 





Cap with H.M.S. Ribbon 
Comforter 
Duffle Coat (short) 
Blue Serge Trousers 
Sea Boots 
 
[Later note by Elgar] Mott 
 
SUBMARINE 
Cap, with S/M ribbon (or knitted cap as given by Ladies Emergency Corps of 
Navy League) 
Blue Jumper (without collar) 
White Submarine Sweater 
Blue Serge Trousers 
Sea Boots – White Stockings 
 
[Later note by Elgar] Barrett 
 
MINE SWEEPERS 
Cap with R.N.R. Ribbon 
Comforter 
Jersey (R.N.R. (T) on breast) 
Life saving Belt (under arms) 
Blue Trousers with knife (lanyard) hanging down right side. 
Sea boots, with think stockings turned over (9) 
Gloves (as provided by Mine Sweeper’s fund) 
Souwester 
Oilskin Coat & Trousers 
 









Sea Boots, with thick stocking turned over (9) 
 
[Later note by Elgar] Stewart.42 
 
Rehearsals took place between 4 and 10 June. Alice Elgar’s diary entries note their 
progress. On 6 June Alice records ‘rehearsing at Enoch’s. Crowd in Street, begins to 
hum & whistle the tunes’.43 The next day Elgar fetched the kit, which was previously 
discussed, for the four singers. Alice Elgar notes in her diary on 8 June a ‘Great 
rehearsal at Enochs of Kit & astonished tailor coming in to alter things & seeing 
formidable sailors’.44 The following day a rehearsal took place at the Coliseum with 
the orchestra. Alice described the first performance at the Coliseum on 11 June as 
‘Very good & very enthusiastic recept[io]n’ and later, after the evening concert, she 
thought it, again, ‘Very good & most exciting & much enthusiasm’.45 Reviews from 
the first performance of The Fringes of the Fleet were complimentary. 
 
Four of the songs from Mr. Rudyard Kipling’s “Sea Warfare”, set to music by 
Sir Edward Elgar, made one of the new items in the programme of the 
Coliseum theatre yesterday, the composer conduction at the matinée 
performance. The music with swing and melody fitted the words. The 
principal singer was Mr. Charles Mott, and assisted by Mr. Henry Barratt, Mr. 
Frederick Henry, and Mr. Frederick Stewart, the song of the Lowestoft boat 
was given with great gusto. With appropriate costumes, scenery, and dramatic 
action, the songs were quite successful, and were received with much 




42 Admiral Hall’s letter & list of “Properties” that he suggested as the kit for the four 
singers with later additions by Elgar as he assigned the singers to each outfit (WRO 
microfilm BA5184). 
43 Alice Elgar’s diary, 06 June 1917. 
44 Alice Elgar’s diary, 08 June 1917. 
45 Alice Elgar’s diary, 11 June 1917. 
46 Anonymous reviewer, ‘Kipling’s Songs of The Sea,’ The Times, 12 June 1917, p. 3. 
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Reviews from performances of The Fringes of the Fleet at the Coliseum also give 
insight into the dramatization. The first song “The Lowestoft Boat” was successful 
due to the four baritones’ interpretation. A reviewer for the Sunday Times writes ‘the 
swinging chorus of which, gustily given by Mr. Charles Mott (soloist) and Messrs. 
Henry Barratt, Fred Henry, and Frederick Stewart, quite captured the audience’.47 The 
third song “Submarines” is described by a reviewer at the Daily Express: ‘the 
undercurrent of swishing water...is one of the nautical sounds that the composer has 
indulged in. He also has the ship’s bell and the trawler’s sirens to make certain…with 
good effect’.48 Mott performed for the Coliseum tour of The Fringes of the Fleet until 
28 July as he was called up for military service that month. It was known that this 
would happen beforehand when Alice Elgar noted in her diary that Mott could ‘sing 
for 3 days suggesting some one for the rest’.49 Mott was able to perform at the 
Coliseum for longer than originally proposed. He was replaced by George Parker for 
an extensive provincial tour in Manchester and Leicester in August before returning 
to performances back in London in September through to early December. Further 
performances at the Coliseum were planned but cancelled when Kipling withdrew his 
permission for his poems to be used in this way. Whilst the tour of The Fringes of the 
Fleet was in Leicester Alice records in her diary news of this potential threat 
hampering the good fortunes of the work. ‘It seems atrocious but mean spirited R. 
Kipling wants to stop 'The Fringes' continuing’.50 It is suggested that Kipling’s 
obstinate attitude towards the work continuing its public performances may have been 
related to his realisation that his only son, John, was dead after being reported missing 
in action back on 27 September 1915. The matter is not mentioned again until 11 
September 1917 when Alice notes ‘still much annoyed & worried over Kipling 
situation & c[oul]d get no satisfactory answer or explanation from him – wretched 
creature’. Elgar discussed the situation at Enochs a couple days later and 
performances of The Fringes of the Fleet continued in Chiswick whilst anxiously 
waiting for a response from Kipling.51 A worried Elgar wrote to Alice Stuart Wortley 
																																																								
47 Anonymous reviewer, The Sunday Times, 17 June 1917. 
48 Anoymous reviewer, Daily Express, 12 June 1917, p. 2. 
49 Alice Elgar’s diary, 31 May 1917. 
50 Alice Elgar’s diary, 26 August 1917. 
51 Alice Elgar’s diary, 13 September 1917. Alice notes on 14 September ‘Expecting 
every day answer from R.Kipling, none coming’, on 15 September ‘Still no answer 
from R.Kipling’. 
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about the situation, ‘I fear the Songs are doomed by R.K. he is perfectly stupid in his 
attitude’.52 
 
At the end of June 1917 Elgar added a fifth song to The Fringes of the Fleet, dedicated 
to the four baritone singers, called ‘Inside the Bar’ with words by Sir Gilbert Parker. It 
was first performed at the Coliseum Theatre on 25 June. It is the only poem of the five 
songs that may be performed unaccompanied.53 Elgar originally offered the additional 
song to Novello but the company declined as Charles May explains. 
 
Dear Sir, 
Mr Clayton handed to us last week the mss. of your setting of Sir Gilbert 
Parker’s ‘Sailour Song’. 
We have since heard the song sung at the Coliseum under ideal conditions, 
but we think, that so much depends on the conditions that, when deprived of 
them, the song is not likely to prove successful amongst those choirs who 
favor the more ordinary form of Glee or Partsong, & that its circulation is on 
that account likely to be restricted. Under these circumstances we are 
returning the mss. with many thanks to you for giving us the opportunity of 
considering them. 
Yours faithfully, 
Novello & Co. Ltd. 
CJM54 
 
With Novello uninterested, Enoch purchased the copyright for ‘Inside the Bar’ instead. 
Elgar received a ten guinea copyright from Enoch for each song in The Fringes of the 
Fleet. Enoch also paid Elgar a royalty of 3d per copy for the first four songs with the 
condition that this payment will be issued after five hundred copies had been sold, 
seven as six. A smaller royalty was given to ‘Inside the Bar’ that was 25 per cent of 
the selling price.55 The potential financial gains Elgar could have made from The 
Fringes of the Fleet was hampered by Kipling withdrawing his consent to their 




52 Elgar-Alice Stuart Wortley, 18 September 1917, quoted in Moore, The Windflower 
Letters, p. 190. 
53 An ad lib piano part was published in 1917, Lbl Music Collections H.1846.m.(47.). 
54 Charles J May-Elgar, July 1917, quoted in Moore, Elgar and his Publishers, p. 795. 
55 Montgomery, Copy Contracts Archive, Book 4. 
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Most of what I do is not worth much from a financial point of view, and if I 
do happen to write something that “goes” with the public and by which I look 
like benefitting financially, some perverse fate always intervenes and stops it 
immediately.56 
 
Fortunately Elgar had been able to record The Fringes of the Fleet with the 
Gramophone Company before relations with Kipling worsened. A recording of The 
Fringes of the Fleet was made on 4 July 1917 at the HMV Studio in Hayes. The 
recording session was squeezed into Elgar’s busy schedule as, at that time, he was 
conducting two performances a day for many weeks of The Fringes of the Fleet at the 
Coliseum. The later addition to The Fringes of the Fleet, ‘Inside the Bar’, was 
recorded on 27 July by the four singers but Elgar was not present for this session. The 
existence of these recordings has proven to be valuable to this edition, as they have 
served as a practical tool for performance.57 The full score was assembled from 
orchestral parts, which I believe to have been used for the Coliseum tour, and the 
baritone singers’ parts were taken from the voice and piano score. The problem with 
the latter was that the printed score is only for solo voice. Taking ‘The Lowestoft 
Boat’ as an example, study of the copy text against the recording reveals moments at 
which the recording differs from what has been printed. The present edition aims to 
recreate for the first time in printed form the four parts as they appear in Elgar’s 
recording. In addition, this will be the first time The Fringes of the Fleet has been 
published in full score with voices. 
																																																								
56 W.H. Reed, The Master Musicians: Elgar (London: J.M. Dent & Sons Ltd, 1939), 
p. 121. 




Above: from left to right; Stewart, Mott, Barrett, Henry performing The Fringes of 
the Fleet at the Coliseum, 1917, Lbl Add. MS. 69836 f.1 
	
Below: from left to right; Stewart, Barrett, Mott, Henry performing The Fringes of the 




Above: Elgar’s staging directions including numbers indicating which line is sung by 
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Lbl Add. MS. 69828 ff.1-11: unbound, varying sizes of MS paper. Principal points of 
interest are: 
Ø ff.1-2  comprising a printed copy of the poem (f.2 which is a pasteover),  
  annotated with structure and orchestration cues by Elgar in red ink, 
  black ink and pencil 
Ø ff.4r-6r f.4 14-stave MS paper, f.5 15-stave MS paper, page numbered 3-4 by 
  Elgar, f.6r 9-stave MS paper all landscape, comprising rectos and  
  versos, a rough sketch of fig.1-fig.6 in black ink and pencil 
Ø f.7  12-stave MS paper, page numbered 3 by Elgar, comprising recto only, 
  a rough sketch of fig.3 & fig.14-15 in black ink and pencil 
Ø f.8  10-stave MS paper, comprising recto only, a rough sketch of bb.19-32 
  in black ink and pencil 
Ø f.9  12-stave MS paper, comprising recto only, f.9r a rough sketch of  
  fig.10-12 in pencil with two bars of reciter’s part written in French 
Ø f.10  19-stave MS paper, page numbered 6 by Elgar, comprising recto only, 
  a rough sketch of reciter’s part after fig.10-12 
Ø f.11  19-stave MS paper, page numbered 13 by Elgar, comprising recto  
  only, a rough sketch of fig.23-25 in black ink 
 
																																																								
1 The majority of sources held at the EB are in the process of being moved to Lbl so 
until new catalogue numbers have been released I have retained the original 
cataloguing held at EB. 
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EB MS. ref. 73: single sheet, 14-stave MS paper, 31.0 cm x 23.8 cm, a rough sketch 
of fig.6 in pencil, with “Boosey & Co. London” printed at the bottom, headed 
“Carillon sketch”, Glock part has a separate line with Brass (over two lines) 
underneath 
 
MS full Score (MSfs) 
 
Lbl Add. MS. 58039: 41 ff. Autograph Full Score, fair copy, bound together in a red 
leather book 
Ø ff.1-2  autograph copy of Cammaerts’s poem ‘Aprés Anvers’, signed and  
  dated ‘Londres, Octobre 1914’ 
Ø ff.3-41  30-stave MS paper, 45.0cm x 34.0cm, page numbered 1-14, 14a (f.18)-
  30, 30a (f.35)-36 by Elgar, rectos only, comprising a reasonably fair 
  copy in black ink and pencil with amendments in red ink, pencil and 
  blue crayon. The annotations in blue crayon suggest that Elgar  
  conducted from this score. Heavily edited areas, in red ink, occur  
  ff.8,21-22,24-29,31,33,40. Stuck on printed text ff.17,20,35,40 on  
  pauses, other spoken text written by an unknown hand in green and 
  black ink 
 
Proofs – Piano Score 
 
Lbl Add. MS. 69828 ff.12-21: unbound, varying sizes of MS paper. Principal points 
of interest are: 
Ø ff.12-21  rectos only, comprising a printed proof in piano score for 1914 
   publication, copyright Elkin&Co. with amendments in black 
   ink, red ink and pencil partly autograph 
Ø f.12  Title page (pasteover on cover) reads: “SIR EDWARD  
   ELGAR, O.M./Severn House,/ HAMPSTEAD. N.W.” 
Ø f.13  has a stamp of ‘Novello & Co. and dated 27 November 1914’ 
    on cover, also stamped ‘Please return revised proof’, the rest of 
    the title page reads: “Carillon/(pour Grand Orchestre) pour  
    accompagner/“CHANTON, BELGES, CHANTONS!”/Poème 
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    d’/EMILE CAMMAERTS/Musique par/EDWARD ELGAR, 
    O.M./associé de L’Académie Royale de Belgique” 
 
Une Voix dans le désert, Op.77 
 
MS String Score 
 
Lbl MS. Facs.1044/i: 20-stave MS paper, pages numbered 1-25 by Elgar, facsimile of 
autograph score for voice and strings, original MS, which the copy was made from, is 
lost 
 
MS Vocal Score and Wind Parts 
 
Lbl Add. MS. 69831: 5 ff. –stave MS paper, 36.5cm x 26.5cm, pages numbered 1-10 
by Elgar, comprising rectos and versos, a reasonably fair copy of fig.9-16 for 
woodwind, brass and percussion in black ink. Principal points of interest are: 
Ø f.1r  title page ‘Wind (additional) ad. lib. une voix dans le desert’ on top of 
  page, ‘For Theatre performances ad. lib.’ diagonally across centre of 
  page 
Ø f.1v  Elgar alters the pre-printed instrument names:’Picollo” crossed out and 
  replaced by “Fl.I”, “B” added after “Clarinets 1.2. in” 
Ø f.2r  “Voice” added on line below Viola only this f. 
 
MS Piano Score 
 
Lbl Add. MS. 52529: 15 ff. 19-stave MS paper ff.1-5, 16-stave MS paper f.6, 19-
stave MS paper ff.7-15, 41.1cm x 26.5cm, pages numbered 1-14 by Elgar, comprising 
rectos only, an untidy full draft in black ink with amendments in blue crayon and red 
ink, French text written by Elgar in black ink with some in red ink by an unknown 
hand, English translation written above in red ink presumably in Elkin’s hand, 
ff.1,6,9-12 are stamped ‘Elkin&Co.Ltd.’ Principal points of interest are: 
Ø f.1  ‘2 parts (1 perfect)’ in blue crayon written by Elgar 
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Ø f.6  note to the engraver ‘The second line of each stanza is by way of  
‘inparenthesis!’ in black ink 
Ø f.7  Elgar alters Elkin’s translation 
Ø ff.7-12 originally page numbered 1-6 by Elgar but later crossed out, implies 
the compositional thought might have commenced with the soprano song 
 
Printed Piano and Vocal Score 
 










Lbl Add. MS. 69828 f.22: 1 f. 12-stave MS paper, unbound, 27.7cm x 21.2cm, 
comprising recto only, a rough sketch 17 bb. in pencil 
 
MS Piano Score 
 
Lbl Add. MS. 52532 ff.1-4: 4 ff. 19-stave MS paper, 40.8cm x 26.3cm, pages 
numbered 1-4 by Elgar, comprising a reasonably fair copy in black ink with 
amendments in red ink by another hand intended for engraver, Principal points of 
interest are: 
Ø f.1  stamped ‘Elkin&Co.’, red ink note “Engraver [word illegible] 3 verses 
  same style as ‘Carillon’/Leave room for English words/to go over  
  French” 
Ø f.3  red ink note “In the 3rd verse arrange the/words in brackets to come 
  over/the last bar before the glissando/passage. (N.B.) leave space for 
  English words/to be added” 
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Ø f.4  stamped ‘Elkin&Co.’, red ink note “Engraver [word illegible]/No  
  repeat marks” 
 
MS full Score 
 
Lbl Add. MS. 52532 ff.5-15: 8 ff. 30-stave MS paper, 47.7cm x 34.6cm, page 
numbered 1-8 by Elgar, comprising rectos and versos, a reasonably fair copy written 
in black ink, f.6 instrument names pre-printed, above Tamburo picc. Elgar has written 
‘Triangle’, reciter’s words are written on ‘Arpe’ stave throughout. Principal points of 
interest are:  
Ø f.5  title page reads: “Marche Militaire/(pour grand orchestre)/pour  
  accompagner/Le Drapeau Belge/poème/d’Emile    
  Cammaerts/musique par/Edward Elgar Op.79” 
Ø ff.5-6, 14 stamped “Elkin&Co.” 
Ø ff.10-11 these folios are pasteovers of repositioned text on f.9 










Lbl Add. MS. 69835 ff.1r-8v: 8 ff. unbound, 12-stave MS paper ff.2-4/7-12, 27.7cm 
x 21.2cm, 14-stave MS paper ff.1/5-6, 30.0cm x 23.7cm, 9-stave MS paper f.8, 
26.0cm x 34.7cm. Principal points of interest are: 
Ø f.1   sketch in pencil in voice & piano score, double sided, titled ‘a roving 
  Fringes’, from the opening music of “Lowestoft boat” 
Ø f.2  sketch in pencil in voice & piano score, single sided, titled ‘Kipling 
  V’, from “Fate’s Discourtesy” 
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Ø ff.3-4  sketches on two single sided pages (in pencil) in voice & piano score 
  title ‘Kipling IV’, from “Submarines” 
Ø f.5  a more assertive sketch in black ink, with later additions in pencil in 
  piano score titled ‘R.Kipling “The Sweepers”’, signed & dated 1916 
  on bottom corner 
Ø f.6   collection of sketches in pencil in voice & piano score, double sided, 
  f.6r titled ‘II fringes’, f.6v ‘Kipling III’ – not referring to “Submarines” 
Ø f.7   single sided sketch in voice & piano score titled ‘Kipling VI’ –  
  implies Elgar intended to set six songs with words by Kipling. 
Ø f.8   double sided landscape sketch in piano score, f.8r ‘Fringes’, circled 
  annotation ‘the first/[?] pillar in the [?] p.41’, f.8v just a melody line on 
  bass stave with no time signature outlining ‘solo’ and ‘ch.’ lines  
  alternating, the annotation ‘Verse 3’ deleted and replaced by [two  




Lbl Add. MS. 63488 B: i+15 ff. comprising a bound printed vocal and piano score. 
Principal points of interest are: 
Ø f.i   on bound cover is a label reading ‘Fringes of the Fleet, Sir Edward  
  Elgar, Conductor’ 
Ø f.1   E&S printed title page with Edward Elgar’s signature and ‘Coliseum’ 
  written in pencil 
Ø ff.3r-13v  the music has pencil instrumental cues throughout and pencil fig.  
  numbers circled in red pencil. In comparison to Lbl Add. MS. 63488 
  A all plate numbers are the same accept for “The Sweepers” which has 
  a different pl. no. E&S 4984 (in A minor). N.b. Lbl Add. MS. 63488 B 
  the songs have numbers before the title and song No.2 has been  
  renamed as “Fate’s Discourtesy” and ‘The’ has been omitted before 
  “Submarines” 
Ø ff.9v-10v  has red pencil circles over passages where sandpaper is to be used 
Ø f.11v  top of page ‘Parts in G minor (a note lower)’ written in pencil by an 
  unknown hand, bar 3 ‘pause 2nd time only’ written in pencil 
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Ø f.12r  bar 11 in black ink ‘a tempo’ crossed out and replaced with ‘colla  
  parte’, bar 12 b.6 ‘a tempo’ written in black ink 
Ø f.13r  bar 22 b.1 ‘a tempo’ crossed out in black ink and replaced with ‘colla 
  parte’ bar 23 b.6 ‘a tempo’ written in black ink 
f.13v   b. 33 i ‘a tempo’ crossed out in Elgar’s hand and replaced with ‘colla 
  parte’, b. 34 vi ‘a tempo’ written in black ink 
 
Lbl Add. MS. 63488 C: ii + 15 ff. comprising a bound printed vocal and piano score, 
pl. numbers are the same as Lbl Add. MS. 63488 A however songs have numbers 
before the title. Principal points of interest are: 
Ø f.i   on bound cover label says ‘Fringes of the Fleet, Stage copy, Lights etc’ 
Ø f.ii  attached hand drawn stage setting in black ink (See Illustrations) 
Ø f.1   Enoch & Sons printed title page with ‘Stage, Curtains + Lights’ in 
  blue pencil 
Ø f.3  first page of “The Lowestoft Boat” top of page (in blue pencil) ‘full 
  light’, bars 1 to 3 in brackets with ‘2nd time Tabs up’ (i.e. stage curtain) 
  in blue pencil 
Ø f.9v  first page of “Submarines” top of page in Elgar’s hand ‘lights down to 
  blue’, ‘lime on principal face’ in blue pencil 
Ø f.11r   bottom of page in pencil ‘begin Rose light at once’ and an arrow  
  pointing to end of “Submarines” on f.10v 
Ø f.11v  first page of “The Sweepers” top of page in blue pencil ‘Dawn’, bars 1 
  and 2 in brackets with ‘rose light’ in blue pencil, above bar 6 ‘lights 
  up’ in blue pencil all in Elgar’s hand 
f.13v   bar 28 b.11 ‘whistle twice’ in blue pencil, bar 35 b.7 ‘Tabs quick’ in 
  blue pencil 
 
Lbl Add. MS. 69843: 30 ff. comprising two printed voice and piano scores, 
annotations indicate these two copies were used in the same performance 
Ø ff.1-15  appears to have been used by a singer in rehearsal with their own  
  markings in pencil 
Ø ff.16-30  f.16 title page has ‘Marked’ written in blue pencil and ‘conductor’ 
  written in red pencil on top of page. Rest of the score has pencil  
  markings in an unknown hand 
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Lbl Add. MS. 69844: ii + 18ff. comprising copyist’s copy that E&Sons hired out for 
people who wanted an arrangement for SATB and piano. Music handwritten in black 
ink, arranged for SATB and piano, stamped ‘copyright Enoch & Sons’, ff.i-ii – Enoch 




Lbl Add. MS. 63488 A: ii + 17ff. comprising printed voice and piano score, believe 
this to be a proof copy due to alterations in Elgar’s hand. Principal points of interest 
are: 
Ø f.ii  ‘conductor’s copy’ in pencil in Elgar’s hand 
Ø f.1   printed text for ‘The Lowestoft Boat’ with a seating plan in red ink for 
  the four voices and numbers against each line indicating which voice 
  sings which line. N.b. ‘The Lowestoft Boat’ has the pl. no. E+S 4981 
Ø f.6  ‘Be Well Assured’ crossed out in pencil and replaced in pencil with 
  ‘Fate’s Discourtesy’ N.b. ‘Fate’s Discourtesy’ has the pl. no. E+S  
  4991, f.6v planned to be No.2 version in C 
Ø f.7   additional dynamic markings added in Elgar’s hand, bar 23 [< >]  
  underneath “Then” and bar 24b.i p both in black ink 
Ø f.8r  additional dynamic markings added in Elgar’s hand, bar 58 [< >]  
  underneath “sing,” bar 59 p underneath “wel-” and bar 63 mf  
  underneath “in all” 
Ø f.8v  additional dynamics markings added in Elgar’s hand, bar 75 f  
Ø f.9   additional dynamics markings added in Elgar’s hand, bar 93 [< >]  
  underneath “Then_”, bar 94 p underneath “wel-” 
Ø ff.10-11 printed copy of “Submarines” (pl no. 4993) 
Ø ff.12-13  printed copy of “The Submarines” nb. different title, believe this to be 
  an earlier proof with the thought to publish the song in two keys 
Ø f.10  signed ‘Frederick Henry’, pencil notes on top of page ‘Lights down to 
  blue’, ‘Lime on Soloist’, ‘Sandpaper’ – indications of when to use the 
  sandpaper are circled throughout the song in Elgar’s hand 
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Ø f.11   additional markings added in Elgar’s hand bar 22 ‘Chorus’ underneath 
  “we”, also pencil lighting instruction bar 26 after “death” arrow down 
  ‘Black out all light’ 
Ø f.12 – top of page ‘Reduce light [>]’ and line to bar 3 (beginning of voice 
  entry), ‘Blackout’ written twice both in pencil by two different hands, 
  ‘Light in Mott’s face’. S [circled] markings over most [crotchet, x3 
  semiquaver grace notes, quaver] rhythms – presumably to indicate the 
  use of sandpaper. Change of heart with printed text in bar 10 ‘sha-dow’ 
  crossed out and ‘bel-ly’ written above in black ink. This misprint does 
  not occur in the other copy in f.10v 
Ø f.13   other pencil markings appear to be in Elgar’s hand 
Ø f.14  printed copy of “The Sweepers” has the pl. no. 4983 in G minor, as 
  with f.1 red ink markings using numbers 1 to 4 are marked to indicate 
  which voices sing when 
Ø f.15   blue pencil repeat markings and ‘4 bells’ written above bar 5 
Ø f.16r   bar 16 ‘8 bells’ written in blue crayon in Elgar’s hand 




Lbl Add. MS. 63489 A-P: complete set of orchestral parts all handwritten (in black 
ink) and stamped, on almost every page, copyright “Enoch & Sons” N.b. believe, due 
to bound cover design, that Lbl Add. MS. 68488 B-C belong to this set as the 
“Conductors” and “Stage Copy”  
Ø Lbl Add. MS. 63489 M (Trombones I/II), f.4v and f.6r are autograph of “The 
Sweepers” only (f.6r is a pasteover on f.5) 
Ø Lbl Add. MS. 63489 O (G.Cassa +c), f.2v – has a piece of sandpaper (f.3) 
attached to the page title “No.3 Submarines” This part is autograph 
 
Lbl Add. MS. 69841: 121 ff. comprising an incomplete set of handwritten orchestral 
parts, each part is single hole punched and bound with string, all stamped ‘property of 
Enoch & Sons’ except ff.9-15. The parts are written by a variety of hands with 
occasional annotations possibly in Elgar’s hand. This significance shows that Elgar 
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saw the parts and therefore approved them. N.b. ff.9-15 and ff.117-121 are written by 
same hand compared to other parts. Written after other parts “Fate’s Discourtesy” is 
called “Be well assured” in other parts, but has been crossed out and ‘Fate’s 
Discourtesy’ is written in black ink 
Ø ff.1-18   leader 
Ø ff.9-15   Violin I, N.b. this part is written by a different hand to the other 
   parts 
Ø ff.16-22  Violin I 
Ø ff.23-29   Violin I 
Ø ff.30-36  Violin II 
Ø ff.37-43   Violin II 
Ø ff.44-50   Cello 
Ø ff.51-56   Bass 
Ø ff.57-63   Flutes 
Ø ff.64-70   Oboes 
Ø ff.71-77  Clarinets in B 
Ø ff.78-84   Bassoons  
Ø ff.85-93   Trumpets arranged, N.b. f.85 has ‘X’ in pencil and the note ‘X 
   replacing Trombones I + II, 2nd Clar + 2nd Fg’, ff.85-87 is this 
   special part for “The Lowestoft Boat” arranged especially,  
   ff.92-93 is the original Trumpet part for “The Lowestoft Boat” 
   but crossed out on f.92 
Ø ff.94-99   Trombones I/II 
Ø ff.100-104  ff.100-101 III Trombone for “The Lowestoft Boat”, f.102r IIIrd 
   Bass Trombone for “Fate’s Discourtesy”, f.102v 2nd Horn for 
   “Submarines” (Did this part slip into here by accident?), f.103 
   III Trombone for “Submarines”, f.104 IIIrd  Bass Trombone + 
   Tuba for “The Sweepers” 
Ø ff.105-110  ff.105-106 Drums, B.D., S.D + Cymbals for “The Lowestoft 
   Boat”, f.107 – Drums, Tamburo picc., G.C + piatti for “Fate’s 
   Discourtesy”, f.108 Gran Cassa + piatti for “Submarines”,  
   ff.109-110 Drums, Tamburo, Gran Cassa, Piatti for “The  
   Sweepers” 
Ø ff.111-116  Timpani 
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Ø ff.117-121  Percussion arranged for one player  
 
Lbl Add. MS. 69842: 4 ff. comprising all hand written in black ink, these are 
additional parts not autograph, Nb. MSS. 69842-44 are bound together in a red album 
Ø ff.1-2   orchestral part ‘Bass’ for “No.4 The Sweepers”, stamped  
   ‘copyright Enoch & Sons’ 
Ø f.3    single sided orchestral part ‘III Trombone & Tuba’ for “No.4 
   The Sweepers”, stamped ‘copyright Enoch & Sons’ 
f.4    single sided orchestral part ‘Gran Cassa +c’ for “No.4 The  
   Sweepers”, stamped ‘copyright Enoch & Sons’ 
 




EB MS 60: 2 ff. 14-stave MS paper, 30.0cm x 23.8cm, comprising a rough sketch in 
black ink, fair copy with ‘Solo’ and ‘Chor’ marked over sections 
 
Lbl MS Facs. Suppl. XV (6) : Inside the Bar autograph vocal score 
 
Printed copies – Piano and Vocal Score 
 
Lbl Music Collections H.1846.m.(47.): printed score for four baritones and piano, 
London: Enoch & Sons, 1917, plate number 5034 
 
EB 1977.1430.9: printed piano and vocal score, title page has pencil annotations 
‘CAE’ and ‘from El with love Ap. 1918’, ‘Copyright MCMXVII by Enoch & Sons’ 




 Elgar was normally a careful proof-reader, but where errors have escaped notice to 
survive into the printed score they have been corrected in the current Edition, with such 
corrections recorded as follows: 
Ø Obvious errors such as the imprecise alignment of hairpins, superfluously repeated 
dynamics and (in MS sources) missing accidentals are not listed unless, in the editor’s 
judgement, they raise an issue of some significance; nor, with the same proviso, are any 
minor adjustments to performance directions made by the composer at proof stage. 
Ø Wherever possible, other minor editorial amendments are shown in the score enclosed in 
square brackets (eg. [p], [>]) or by a stroke through a slur, tie or hairpin (eg. , 
). 
Ø Where editorial changes cannot be clearly conveyed in the score, as with deletions or the 
replacement of one marking by another; a Commentary entry describes the change, 
including the marking which has been removed, more fully. 
Ø Where different sources contain conflicting readings, or instances where the composer’s 
intentions are in doubt, the printed score has been amended to show what, in the editor’s 
view, was Elgar’s intended reading, with a Commentary entry recording the nature of, 
and authority for, the change. Unless indicated as editorial, all tempos and dynamic 
markings have the authority of at least one of the sources. 
 In the case of the fragments, without any means of determining the composer’s 
ultimate intention, the aim has been to reproduce each series of sketches as accurately and 
clearly as the surviving source material will allow. They have been grouped and ordered as 
far as musical compatibility and textual annotations allow and are presented with the minimal 
editorial intervention necessary to convey the contents of the original sketches. A brief 
Commentary for each sketch provides additional description of the sources, where this cannot 
be fully captured in the typeset reproduction. 
 The source descriptions are followed by a detailed Commentary listing for the score, 
the prime purpose of which is to record differences between the chosen copy text (almost 
invariably the published score where one exists) and this Edition. Each listing entry is 
ordered as follows: 
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Ø first column:  bar and note number; in determining the note number within 
   the bar, rests are not counted or numbered; where changes have 
   been applied repeatedly, a hyphen indicates that the change  
   applies to all within the range specified, whereas discrete  
   occurrences are indicated by solidus, thus: 
- 36 i/38 iii indicates the first note of b.36 and the third note of b.38; 
- 36-38 i/iii indicates the first and third notes of bb.36, 37 and 38; 
- 36-38 i-iii indicates the first three notes of bb.36, 37 and 38; 
- 36 i-38 iii indicates all notes from the first note of b.36 to the third note of b.38 
If no note number is given, the change applies to the whole bar unless indicated otherwise in 
the fourth column; 
Ø second column: the instrument or voice to which the change applies; 
Ø third column:  the source or authority for the change 
Ø fourth column: a description of the change, usually in one of the following  
   formats: 
- < x > deleted   where < x >, which appears in the copy text, has been deleted 
    from this Edition without replacement; 
- < x > added   where < x >, not in the copy text, has been added to this Edition 
- < x > replaced by < y > where < x >, which appears in the copy text, has been replaced 
    in this Edition by < y >. 
 
The following abbreviations are used: 
stacc. staccato 
m. dotted minim 
 
 The Helmholz notation has been used to indicate pitch thus: c1 for middle C; d1 and b 
for the notes above and below middle C; c2, c3 for one and two octaves above; c, C and C1 for 
one, two and three octaves below.  
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Carillon, Op. 75 
 
Copy text: Lbl Add. MS. 58039 (MSfs) 
 
2 ii   Vle   ed.  > deleted 
3 ii   Vle   ed.  > deleted 
6 ii   Vio.II/ Vle  ed.  > deleted 
6 ii   Vio.I   ed.  stacc. deleted 
7 ii   Vio.II/ Vle  ed.  > deleted 
11 i   Tba   ed.  > replaced by sf 
22 ii-v   Vio.I/II  ed.  slur over ii-v instead of ii-iv 
25 i   Cl.B.   ed.  ff replaced by f 
25 i-vi/25 vii-26 i Fag.   ed.  “col. celli” in MSfs so bowing 
        copied as well, ed. change slur to 
        match woodwind 
25 ii-26 ii  Ob.   ed.  stacc. replaced by [staccatisimo] 
27 v-28 vii  Fag.   ed.  ‘col celli’ in MSfs, ed 
        change to slur to match Cl. B. 
30 ii-iii  C.I.   ed.  stacc. replaced by [staccatisimo] 
33 i   Cl.   ed.  ^ replaced by > 
43 iii-44 ii  Vle   ed.  slur deleted 44 i-ii, ed. slur 
        43 iii-44 ii to match Vio.I 
49 i-iii   Vio.II   ed.  slur deleted ed. slur ii-iii to match 
        Vio.I 
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52 i-53 iii  Cl.I   ed.  slur deleted 52 ii-53 iii, ed. slur 
        52 i-53 iii to match Fl.I 
58 ii   Vio.II   ed.  > deleted 
65 i   Fl./ Cor.I  ed.  stacc. replaced by [staccatisimo] 
67 i   Fl.   ed.  stacc. replaced by [staccatisimo] 
71 i   C.I.   ed.  stacc. replaced by [staccatisimo] 
72 i   Vio.II   ed.  stacc. deleted 
72 ii-iii  Fag.I   ed.  [staccatisimo] replaced by stacc. 
89 i   Org.   ed.  stacc. deleted in treble line 
90 i   Glock   ed.  > deleted 
128 i   Tri.   ed.  p deleted 
137 ii   Trb.I/II  ed.  stacc. deleted 
138 ii   Vle   ed.  [staccatisimo] replaced by stacc. 
139 i-v   Vcl.   ed.  slur deleted, replaced by ed. slurs 
        139 i-ii/iii-v to match Vio.I/II/Vle 
140 i-v   Vcl.   ed.  slur deleted, replaced by ed. slur 
        140 i-iv to match Vio.I/II/Vle 
143 ii   Vcl.   ed.  > deleted 
147 i   Cor.I/II/III  ed.  stacc. deleted 
151 i   Cor.I/II/III  ed.  stacc. deleted 
159 i   Glock   ed.  cresc. moved from 159 i to 160 i 
163 i-ii   C.I.   ed.  tie deleted 
168 i-ii   Fl.I/II   ed.  slur deleted, replaced by ed. slur 
        168 i-iii 
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178 i   Cor.III/IV  ed.  p deleted 
185 i   C.B.   ed.  m replaced by m. 
186 ii-iii  Vle   ed.  slur deleted 
187 i   C.I.   ed.  f replaced by p to match Fl.I/II 
188 i   Glock   ed.  ^ deleted 
190 i   Trb.I/II  ed.  stacc. deleted 
192 i   Trb.I/II  ed.  stacc. deleted 
195 ii-196 i  Vio.I   ed.  slur moved to 195 ii-iv 
196 i   Cl.I   ed.  stacc. replaced by [staccatisimo] 
        to match Fl.I/II 
196 i   Cl.II   ed.  [staccatisimo] replaced by stacc. 
196 v   Ob.I/II/Cl.I  ed.  stacc. replaced by [staccatisimo] 
        to match Fl.I/II 
197 ii-198 i  Vio.I   ed.  slur shortened to 197 ii-iv 
199 ii-200 i  Vle   ed.  slur shortened to 199 ii-iv 
210 ix-211 i  Vio.II   ed.  slur shortened to 210 ix-xii 
214 ii   Cl.B.   ed.  c1 cr in MSfs, replaced by a;  
        ledger line missing in MSfs 
260 ii   Vio.I   ed.  > deleted 
270 ii-iii  Trb.I/II  ed.  [-] replaced by > to match parts 
270 iii   Picc./Fl.I/II/Fag.I/II ed.  stacc. deleted 
278 i   Vle   ed.  stacc. deleted 
278 ii   Vle   ed.  [staccatisimo] deleted 
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Une Voix dans le désert, Op.77 
Copy text: MS 69831 (Autograph Wind Score), MS Facs. 1044/1 (Autograph Voice & 
String Score), Printed Piano and Vocal Score (VS) Both MSs have been consulted when 
originating and editing this work as there is no known printed full score. Although MS Fasc. 
1044/1 provides the speaker and vocal parts the printed Piano and Vocal Score, which no 
doubt Elgar would have preceded over, offers a better text of the song itself. Later 
incorporated changes Elgar made to the speaker cues in MS Facs. 1044/1 were too late to be 
altered in the Printed VS so, where applicable, these positions have been made to match 
Elgar’s changes. The Elgar Complete Edition Vol.16 has also been consulted for the song 
‘Quand nos bourgeons se rouvriront’. 
 
5 i-20 iv  Tamb. Picc.  ed.  continuation of Tamb. Picc. but 
        MS Facs. 1044/1 shows the part 
        switched to Pia. line – ed. move 
        part back to Tamb Picc. 
16 i-iii   Tamb. Picc.  ed.  3 q grace notes replaced with 
        3 sq grace notes 
31 i   All Sections  VS  [pause sign] added 
46 i   Vle   ed.  > deleted 
49 i-50 i  Vcl.   ed.  tie deleted in MS Facs. 1044/1; 
Elgar deleted the following bar,  
to which the tie led 
82 iii   S. Solo   VS  MS Fasc. 1044/1 82 iii-83 i has  
        m. tied to q in 83; q in 83 i 
        replaced by cr rest 
	 60 
88 i   S. Solo   ed.  stacc. deleted 
94 i-ii   S. Solo   ed.  stacc. deleted 
97 iv   Vcl./C.B.  ed.  stacc. deleted 
108 i-ii   S. Solo   VS  slur added if sung in English 
108 iii   S.Solo   VS/Vol.16 q rest and q replaced by cr 
111 iii   S.Solo   VS/Vol.16 q rest and q replaced by cr 
116 ii   S. Solo   VS  cresc. added 
118 I   S. Solo   VS  cresc. replaced by f  
120 v   S. Solo   VS  [cresc. hairpin] added 
121   S. Solo   ed.  ed. decision to word split 
        ‘pioches’ into three to match 
        rhythm in MS Fasc./ 
        MS 52529/VS  
126 i   Vio.I.II  ed.  > deleted 
138 ii   S. Solo   VS  espress. added 
139 i   S. Solo   VS  animé added 
143 ii   S. Solo   VS  ad lib. added 
146 iii   Vio.I   ed.  > deleted 
 
Le Drapeau Belge, Op.79 
Copy text: Lbl Add. MS. 52532 (MSfs) 
 
24 ii-25 i  Vio. I   ed.  shorten slur 24 ii-25 i to 24 ii-xi 
	 61 
24 iii-25 i  Vle.   ed.  shorten slur 24 iii-25 i to  
        24 iii - xii 
 
The Fringes of the Fleet 
Copy text: Lbl Add. MS. 63489 A-P 
 
No.1 THE LOWESTOFT BOAT 
7 i-8 i   Bar. Chor.  ed.  1917 recording Chorus sings  
        instead of Bar. Solo 
13 i-iv   Bar. Chor.  ed.  1917 recording Chorus sings  
        along with Bar. Solo 
14 i   Cor.   ed.  stacc. replaced by ^ 
20 i-ii   Vle   ed.  slur deleted replaced by slur i-iv 
23 i-iv   Bar. Chor.  ed.  1917 recording Chorus sings  
        along with Bar. Solo 
26 iv   Cl.I   ed.  deleted cr and tie as Elgar did not 
        continue the part any further 
30 i-ii, ii-iv  Vle   ed.  slur deleted replaced by slur i-iv 
31 iii   Cl.I   ed.  stacc. deleted 
33 ii   Vcl.   ed.  stacc. deleted 
37 iv   Vio.II   ed.  stacc. deleted 
40 ii      ed.  pauses only in Cor.,Tbe., Trb.I/II 
	 62 
        ed. added pauses throughout  
        score except Bar. who has to  
        pause 40 i 
42 i   Fl.I   ed.  deleted cr and slur as Elgar did 
        not continue the part any further 
 
No.2 FATE’S DISCOURTESY 
2 iii   Cl.I   ed.  [-] deleted 
2 iii-v   Cl.I   ed.  slur deleted replaced by slur iv-v 
        to match Fl.I/Ob.I/Cl.II 
27 i-iv   Cl.I   ed.  slur deleted replaced slur i-ii/  
        iii-iv to match Fl.I 
27 iii   Cl.I   ed.  [flat sign] added 
57 i-iv   Cl.I   ed.  slur deleted replaced by slur i-ii/ 
        iii-iv to match Fl.I 
58 iii-v   Cl.I   ed.  slur deleted replaced by slur iv-v 
        to match Fl.I 
59 i-iv   Cl.I   ed.  slur deleted replaced by slur i-ii/ 
        iii-iv to match Fl.I 
67 i   Trb.III   ed.  stacc. deleted 
89 i-iv   Cl.I   ed.  slur deleted replaced by slur i-ii/ 
        iii-iv to match Fl.I 
90 iii-v   Cl.I   ed.  slur deleted replaced by iv-v to 
        match Fl.I 
91 i-iv   Cl.I   ed.  slur deleted replaced by slur i-ii/ 
	 63 
        iii-iv to match Fl.I 
 
No.3 SUBMARINES 
11 vi   Vio.II   ed.  stacc. deleted 
19 vi   Vle   ed.  stacc. deleted 
 
No.4 THE SWEEPERS 
5 v   Bells   Lbl Add. MS. 63488 A ed. add 4 Bell tolls 
15 v   Bells   Lbl Add. MS. 63488 A ed. add 8 Bell tolls 
26 v   Bells   Lbl Add. MS. 63488 A ed. add 2 Bell tolls 
 
INSIDE THE BAR 
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Même si les blessures saignent,
même si la voix se brise,
Plus haut que la tourmente,
plus fort que les canons,
Chantons l’orgueil de nos défaites,
Par ce beau soleil d'automne,
Et la joie de rester honnête
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Dan- sons, Belges, dan- sons,
∑
En chantant notre gloire, 
Même si les yeux brûlent,
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Avec des branches de hêtre,
de hêtre flamboyant,
Au son du tambour,
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Nous choisirons un jour,
Comme celui-ci,
Où les peupliers tremblent doucement
Dans le vent,
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Même si les blessures saignent, et si la voix se brise,
Plus haut que la tourmente, plus fort que les canons,
Même si les blessures saignent, même si le coeur se brise,
Chantons l'espoir et la haise implacable,
Par ce beau soleil d'automne,
Et la fierté de rester charitables
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Une chaumine restée là,
Porte fermée et volets clos,
Un trou d'obus dans le toit,
Plantée dans l'eau comme...
A low thatched cottage,
With doors and shutters closed,
The roof torn by a shell,
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No.4 - THE SWEEPERS
Edward Elgar
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This is the first time that all Elgar’s marches have been brought together in one 
unified edition. Elgar’s output of marches spans his entire compositional career. 
Indeed, the march style could be said to be as fundamental to Elgar’s musical 
language as it is to Mahler’s. Both composers’ use of rhythms and employment of 
various characteristics are central to the march structure in their output, both in stand 
alone and larger works. 
 
Elgar’s earliest attempt at writing a self-contained march dates from 1886 when it 
appears that he was inspired to compose with Queen Victoria’s upcoming Golden 
Jubilee in mind. The fragment entitled ‘The Queen’s Jubilee March’, enclosed in a 
music exercise book, contains two themes written out neatly in black ink on two 
staves in a piano score format across two folios.1 Elgar only wrote three marches for 
specific occasions: the Imperial March, composed for Queen Victoria’s Diamond 
Jubilee in 1897, The Coronation March for King George V’s Coronation in 1911 and 
The Empire March for the British Empire Exhibition held at Wembley in 1924. 
 
1. Imperial March, Op.32 
 
Novello wanted to capitalise on the considerable success of the cantata King Olaf 
(E.C.E. Vol.4) and commissioned Elgar in 1896 to write two short works to celebrate 
the 1897 Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria. Elgar submitted sketches of these two 
new works (The Banner of St George and the Imperial March). A copyright of twenty 
guineas, worth roughly £2,595 in 2017, was agreed, which included delivery of a 
piano arrangement.2 It was a matter of grievance for Elgar that Novello only awarded 
a one-off fixed copyright price and excluded him, in this case, from royalties on the 
sale or hire of parts. This proved a financial disadvantage for Elgar as Novello printed 
																																																								
1 Lbl MS 62676, See full details in Appendices. 
2 Elgar-Alfred Littleton, 14 January 1897 (MS Mus. 817, 160), quoted in Jerrold 
Northrop Moore, Elgar and his Publishers (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987), pp. 44-5, 
calculation using https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/monetary-policy/inflation. 
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an overall total of 12,400 parts for the Imperial March; the initial print run of parts 
was 6,300, so the demand was high.3 
 
Elgar sent Novello a first sketch of the Imperial March several days after Alice Elgar 
notes in her diary Elgar had a ‘long interview with Novello in the morning’.4 
 
Dear Sirs: 
Enclosed I send as promised a first Sketch of an 'Imperial March' and shall be 
glad to know if it meets your requirements: the sketch contains the principal 
themes but the first part needs revision being too much in one vein. 
 
Perhaps the fragment will give you sufficient idea to judge of its difficulty - if 
you wd. prefer to see a more complete copy I shall be happy to complete it. It 
would have a great, broad, brilliant effect with orchestra: if you think it would 
be suitable for the arrangements you spoke to me about an expert had better 






It seems to have a good effect on the piano alone & I think not difficult5 
 
The sketches of the Imperial March are no longer extant, which is unfortunate 
considering the intriguing response from Novello. 
 
Dear Sir 
We are much obliged by your letter of yesterday's date sending us the sketch 
of your 'Imperial March'. 
 
We think that you have invested it with just about the right amount of 
difficulty, & the general effect is no doubt good. 
 
It seems to us however that it might be adversely criticized on account of the 
fact that it contains so many short phrases of two bars & even one bar: & we 
																																																								
3 BL, Music Collection, Novello and Company Business Archive, Orchestral Printing, 
69584, Book 1, 131&134. 
4 Alice Elgar’s diary, 5 November 1896 
5 Elgar-Novello, 7 December 1896, quoted in Moore, Elgar and his Publishers, p. 41. 
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are of opinion that it would be enormously improved if you could remodel the 
march with a view to including in it phrases say sometimes of eight bars. 
 
We return your sketch herewith.6 
 
Elgar sent a revised version of the Imperial March to Novello on 9 January 1897 




With this I send the M.S. piano solo edn. of the above now amended & 
complete 
 
For the title-page I have taken as 'Motto' two lines from the poem by Sir 
Edwin Arnold pubd. in the Mus: Tims: I think the idea (that is the idea of so 
using it) is good but you must decide please. 
 
Would it be of any material good to get permission to dedicate it to the 
Queen? If so I should be greatly obliged if you cd. advise me how to set about 
it. I know Sir W. Parratt & wd. ask him unless there is a recognised way 
unknown to me. 
 
The March is now concise & effective - it will be particularly so for 
orchestra: if you should wish any alteration as to difficulty in the p.f. arrgt. I 
will gladly see if I can meet your wishes. 
 
I shall be glad to hear your views as to the above points & as to terms: I 
should not have mentioned the last item, but that the Term will shortly 
recommence & it will depend entirely upon this matter whether I return to 
teaching or continue to compose - or try to. 
 
Believe me 
Vy faithfully yours 
Edward Elgar:7 
 
Further revisions took place over several days as Alice’s diary notes ‘March to be 
added to’ and ‘E. finishing ‘Imperial March’’.8 Elgar finished the Imperial March on 
																																																								
6 Novello-Elgar, 8 December 1896, quoted in Moore, Elgar and his Publishers, p. 42. 
7 Elgar-Novello, 9 January 1897, quoted in Moore, Elgar and his Publishers, pp. 43-
44. 
8 Alice Elgar’s diary, 12 January 1897, 13 January 1897. 
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14 January 1897 and sent to Novello the full score manuscript and piano score along 
with a covering letter. 
 
Dear Mr. Littleton: 
Many thanks for your kind letter concerning the March which I now return 
amended. 
 
As to your suggestions: the secd. theme I have now removed, but it has given 
me some trouble as I made the first two bars of it the backbone of the Coda. 
 
Structural difficulties stand in the way of your second wish - i.e. that the 
reprise [b.64] shd. introduce the first theme ff: you will see that it must occur 
again (after the fanfare & at: p.2) at letter B as forcibly as possible & this 
effect will be killed if I bring it in ff eight bars earlier: to get the climax of 
force with effect at letter G wd. require the whole march to be recast as to 
form. I hope my addition will in some way supply the effect you miss at this 
point. 
 
I have added a broad crescendo passage [bb.1-8] (about the best bit of writing 
in the whole thing) to introduce the first theme: I hope you will like the 
March as a whole: of course I am sure of my orchl. effects but the piano is 
rather out of my sphere. 
 
I accept the terms you offer (twenty guineas) for this composition - to include 
the P.F. arrgt & the full Score: as to the Organ arrangement I am rather afraid 
to tackle that as it is so long since I have played & an arrangement of mine 
may be more difficult & not so effective as one made by an expert. 
 
I received the enclosed from Sir W. Parratt which explains itself: as I am too 
much occupied to write out the March, would you very kindly get a fair copy 
made for me (that is at my expense) & post it to arrive at Osborne on the 
18th. - I may have to leave home to-morrow for two or three days. which wd. 
make it impossible to see to it personally. 
 
Please accept my many thanks for writing about the March yourself & so 







1 M.S. & 1 p.c. encld.9 
 
A momentary gap in correspondence does not indicate Novello’s response to the final 
score but Alice’s diary notes Elgar working on the Imperial March from 1 February 
to 6 February where Elgar was ‘very busy finishing orchestration’ and sent to Novello 
on that same day.10 Alice Elgar’s diary then notes Elgar ‘correcting proofs’ of the 
Imperial March on 18 March.11 Novello published the Imperial March for both full 
orchestra and military band. 12 
 
The first performance took place at the Crystal Palace on 19 April 1897 with August 
Manns conducting forces consisting of the five Guards’ bands and the Crystal Palace 
Orchestra. Manns, a German born conductor, held the position of Director of Music at 
the Crystal Palace from 1855 until his retirement in 1901. Prior to the first 
performance Manns wrote to Elgar with a suggestion.  
 
Dear Mr. Elgar! 
Could you bring in the Grand Organ in the Coda of your Imperial March? If 
“Yes”, please, write me a Copy at once and post it: I might try the effect at 
my Rehearsal next Thursday. If Novellos do not disappoint us with the Parts 
for the Military and String Bands the March will receive an imposing first 
performance next Monday. 
 




Elgar’s reply does not exist but the lack of an organ part in the published score 
suggests that he either declined Manns’ request or permitted the addition of the 
instrument just for that performance. One anonymous reviewer describes the 
																																																								
9 Elgar-Alfred Littleton, 14 January 1897, quoted in Moore, Elgar and his Publishers, 
pp. 44-4. 
10 Alice Elgar’s diary, 6 February 1897: ‘E. orchestrating March’, 1 February 1897: 
‘E. very busy orchestrating march’, 3 February 1897: ‘E. very busy finishing 
orchestration of his ‘Imperial March’. Sent it to Novello’.  
11 Alice Elgar’s diary, 18 March 1897. 
12 BL, Novello and Company Business Archive, Orchestral Printing, 69584, Book 1, 
131, 134. 
13August Manns-Elgar, 13 April 1897 (EB letter 1771). 
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atmosphere from the events held at Crystal Palace on the day of the Imperial March’s 
première.  
 
Given that the people in their thousands make for themselves the biggest 
spectacle of an Easter Monday at the Palace, the particular juncture of the 
present year seemed to call for special effort on the part of the management. 
Grand commemoration fêtes were accordingly arranged in honour of the 
forthcoming Diamond Jubilee of the Queen. A great combination of 
orchestral and military bands brought into play together on the Handel 
orchestra include those of the First Life Guards, the Royal Horse Guards, the 
Grenadier Guards, the Coldstreams, the Scots Guards, the Crystal Palace 
Band, and the great organ. More than all these combined were the voices of 
five thousand people on the great orchestra, and fifteen thousand more in the 
area and balconies joining spontaneously in singing “God Save the Queen”. A 
new Imperial march followed, conducted by Mr. August Manns, and was 
succeeded by a selection from the “Bohemian Girl” … Youngsters found 
riding elephants and camels on the terrace good fun. Dancing, and a host of 
other diversions, were in full swing until evening. Train service was of course 
severely taxed, but seemed to get through the work very well.14 
 
The grandeur of the occasion gave Elgar a stunning backdrop for the reception of his 
march. An anonymous reviewer from The Times highlighted the splendour of the 
event.  
 
Visitors began to assemble early and long before midday the palace and 
grounds were thronged. A long and varied programme offered ample 
entertainment, the managers making the Bank Holiday the occasion for 
commencing the fêtes in honour of the diamond jubilee of her Majesty. The 
commemoration very fitly commenced by the performance of the National 
Anthem by a combination of the bands of the 1st Life Guards, the Horse 
Guards (Blue), the Grenadier, Coldstream, and Scots Guards, with the Palace 
orchestral band, conducted by Mr. August Manns. The audience were invited 
to join in singing the anthem and responded heartily. A well-selected concert 
followed. A new Imperial march by Mr. E. Elgar, performed for the first time, 
was warmly applauded … The number of visitors during the day was 79,770, 
against 77,391 last year.15 
 
																																																								
14 Anonymous Reviewer, ‘Easter Entertainments’, Daily News, 20 April, 1897, p. 7. 
15 Anonymous Reviewer, ‘Bank Holiday’, The Times, 20 April, 1897, p. 9. 
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Having a work performed at a high capacity venue such as Crystal Palace inevitably 
increased the familiarity of Elgar’s name. and another performance of the Imperial 
March was held at Queen’s Hall just six days later on 25 April, with further 
performances at the Jubilee State Concert on 18 June, the Royal Garden Party, held 
at Buckingham Palace, on 28 June and at the Albert Hall by the Royal Artillery Band 
on 24 October. The prestigious venues in which the Imperial March was heard 
reinforce Rosa Burley’s belief at the time that ‘wider recognition…was on the 
way’.16 
 
A recording of the Imperial March was first made during a live BBC broadcast from 
the opening of the British Empire Exhibition at the new Wembley Stadium on 23 April 
1924. Although Elgar did not conduct the Imperial March, he did conduct Land of 
Hope and Glory, which featured in the same programme. The conductor for the 
Imperial March that day was Lieutenant Woods and Elgar drafted a report from the 
opening ceremony that commented on Lieutenant Woods’ directorship. 
 
I have to thank the senior Director of Music, Lieutenant Woods, for a thrilling 
experience when he conducted the ‘Imperial March’ which I had the  honour 
to compose for the Jubilee of Queen Victoria in 1897; the body of tone, aided 
by the true military precision of rhythm, was sensational. The brilliant effect 
of the tempo was achieved by the valuable co-operation of the other directors 
Lt. Miller, Lt. Evans, Lt. Hassell and Lt. Harris – who, with an artistic feeling 
not to be lightly passed over, effaced themselves by standing in the ranks; 
from this position they indicated the senior conductor’s beat to the several 
sections of the enormous mass of instrumentalists. 17 
 
The records made that day were a failure and were not approved for issue. The 
Imperial March was recorded again on 16 April 1925 at Hayes using the old acoustic 
method. In the early months of 1925 the new electrical process had begun but this 
switch over was delayed at the Gramophone Company due to retraining of staff so the 
session on 16 April used the acoustic process. The session was coupled with the 
‘Meditation’ from The Light of Life and the final recordings of Symphony No.2. These 
couplings suggest that the Imperial March may have been intended as a coupling on 
																																																								
16 Rosa Burley, Edward Elgar: the record of a friendship (London: Barrie & Jenkins, 
1972), p. 100. 
17 Edward Elgar Report 6 May 1924 (HWRO 705:445:6160). 
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the issued recording of Symphony No.2. The decision was made later that the 
‘Meditation’ would feature on the recording. As there would be no more acoustic 
recordings made by His Masters Voice, now that the new electrical process was 
established, the two takes of the Imperial March were destroyed because there were 
no other works to be issued with it. 
 
2. Pomp and Circumstance Marches, Op.39 
 
It was no secret that Elgar was often unhappy with Novello’s terms regarding the 
copyright and royalties awarded to him. Novello’s terms at the times were to pay their 
composers either a copyright or a royalty, but not both. 18 For Elgar, it was not just a 
sense of unfairness between composer and publisher but a matter of survival. Elgar 






My dear Jaeger 
I put this on another sheet & I shd. not have bothered you with it - only you 
ask: for the last six weeks (about) I have been very sick at heart over music - 
the whole future seems so hopeless. I wrote to Mr. L. - because I had talked to 
him previously - about the Bir: fest: work & he does not reply: also I have 
asked how my egregious debt to the firm (K.O. etc) stands & they tell me 
nothing. Now I have worked steadily & honestly till I am offered all the 
festivals & then the firm seem to have had enough of me. I can quite 
understand that my big works don't pay - i.e. shew any good return but I shd. 
have hoped that on artistic grounds the very small remuneration I ask shd. be 
forthcoming for things which at least interest the better portion of the musical 
public. No! the only suggestion made is that the Henry VIII dances are the 
thing - now I can't write that sort of thing & my own heartfelt ideas are not 
wanted: why K. Olaf shd. be worthless when it's done often is a mystery to 
me when things by, say Mackenzie, which are never touched, shd. be good 
properties - You see I want so little: £300 a year I must make & that's all - last 
year I subsisted on £200. It seems strange that a man who might do good 
work shd. be absolutely stopped - that's what it means. 
 
																																																								
18 Littleton-Johnstone, 8 November 1900 quoted in Moore, Elgar and his Publishers, 
p. 250. 
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Now you see how things are. do not tell anyone all this or any of it. I did not 
intend to write as it may seem disloyal to the firm but apparently this is the 





Feeling that he was not receiving the remuneration he deserved, Elgar begun to 
develop relationships with alternative publishers who were competing for the same 
market as Novello. Elgar turned to Boosey and Co. initially with Sea Pictures (E.C.E. 
Vol.14), published 1899, after Elgar became unhappy with Novello over its handling 
of the terms for the Enigma Variations. The terms he received from Boosey granted 
him both a down payment and royalties for arrangements thereafter. 
 
Now recognised and known to the nation, Elgar turned his mind to writing his first 
Symphony. Throughout January of 1901 both Alice Elgar and Jaeger were having 
conversations that suggest that Elgar was writing the Symphony. Alice Elgar wrote to 
Jaeger to plead him to encourage her husband to finish. 
 
Dear Mr. Jaeger 
I was so proud & pleased to see a letter all to myself this morning & my Dr. 
was jealous & envious. Of course I shd. be more than delighted to send any 
information to your dear old gentleman (he has not written yet) & help him as 
far as possible as a propagandist of 'Gerontius'. When are we going to hear 
those wonderful sounds again, the sooner you can tell us so, the better for my 
dear Dr.'s spirits & consequently for his work, I think there cd. be no nobler 
music than the symphony. I long for it to be finished & have to exist on 
scraps - Do write & hurry him, it always does some good…20 
 
On the same day Jaeger wrote to Dora Penny, a family friend and “Dorabella” from 
Enigma Variations, in belief that Elgar was making good progress. 
 
I think E. is also finishing that Symphony at last. He had the BLUES terribly 
about 3 weeks ago, but last time he wrote he was joyful. 
																																																								
19 Elgar-Jaeger, 17 December 1898 (HWRO 705:445:8324), quoted in Moore, Elgar 
and his Publishers, p. 100. 
20 Alice Elgar-Jaeger, 20 January 1901 (HWRO 705:445:8824), quoted in Moore, 
Elgar and his Publishers, p. 270. 
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‘Gosh man, I’ve got a tune in my head’ he wrote to me.21 
 
Elgar had indeed said this to Jaeger in a letter on 12 January convincing his close 
friend that the Symphony was developing thematically in sketches.22 Only nine days 
earlier Elgar had begun to sketch an idea in D major labelled ‘Quick March’.23 This 
contained the melodic ideas that would become the Pomp and Circumstance March 
No.1. It is interesting that this material should appear whilst those closest to Elgar 
believed he was writing a symphony. The Symphony and the ‘Quick March’, if it was 
destined to become a separate work, would have to wait as the news of the death of 
Queen Victoria on 22 January spread across the nation. 
 
Whilst no contract or formal arrangement appears to survive, it has been long thought 
that the Pomp and Circumstance Marches were always intended to be a set of six 
pieces. Writing to Alfred Littleton of Novello, Elgar lists the ‘remainder of the Pomp 
and Circumstance marches’ as part of the exception to his new contract with Novello 
as these had already been promised to Boosey and Co.’24 The earliest reference to the 
marches as a group of six appears in a letter from Jaeger to Elgar just seven days after 
the world première of Pomp and Circumstance Marches No.1 and No.2. The letter 
firstly seeks to draw Elgar towards better terms with Novello, and in its final phase 
suggests the promised future marches as works to be published by Elgar’s long-term 
representatives, although this was not to be. 
 
I wrote a long letter to Mrs Baker about the Marches last night. The 
beastly things are worrying me into an illness. The Tunes, damn them, 
Keep buzzing in my empty head, & the orchestral effects, harmonies & 
all your Monkey tricks dance about & within me. The things are 
splendid & will make your name Known everywhere. Send us Nos 3, 4, 
5 & 6 of the series pray.25 
 
																																																								
21 Jaeger-Dora Penny, 20 January 1901, Mrs Richard Powell, Edward Elgar: 
Memories of a Variation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1937), pp. 33-34. 
22 Elgar-Jaeger, 12 January 1901 (EB Parcel 343), quoted in Moore, Elgar and his 
Publishers, p. 267. 
23 Lbl Add. MS. 47903 ff.2r-5r. 
24Elgar-Alfred Littleton, 7 June 1904, quoted in Moore Elgar & his Publishers, pp. 
563-564. 
25Jaeger-Elgar, 26 October 1901 (EB parcel 375), quoted in Moore Elgar & his 
Publishers p. 309. 
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The genesis of the Pomp and Circumstance March No.1 is recorded by Dora Penny, 
who met Elgar in 1895. Penny’s accounts mention an evening on 10 May 1901. 
 
When we returned E.E. heard us and called out to me: ‘Child, come up here. 
I’ve got a tune that will knock ‘em - knock ‘em flat.’ And he played the 
Military March No. 1 in D. I was thrilled; the whole thing carried one along 
so splendidly - and as to the coda, I thought it glorious. 
'Military March in D this is. What note does it begin on?' 
'E flat’ 
'Yah! there's a joke! Talk of jokes - what about the trombones here'-pointing 
to a passage - 'they'll have some fun!' 
My diary for that day finishes: ‘Had a nice evening. Heard Cockaigne, and 
the Quick Marches for Military Band – Oh! My Goodness!’26 
 
Alice Elgar notes in her diary on 30 June Elgar ‘orchestrating for H. Brewer & 
thinking of his Marches.’27 Herbert Brewer (1865-1928) was a former chorister at 
Gloucester Cathedral and became organist there in 1896, continuing in the post until 
his death. Elgar assisted Brewer in 1901 by orchestrating his short oratorio Emmaus 
and in return Brewer made organ arrangements of some of Elgar’s works.28 Further 
progress with Pomp and Circumstance March No.1 is missing from diary 
documentation until 12 August when Alice notes Elgar to be ‘vesy busy wis his 
Marches. D’. 29 Elgar had been writing both Pomp and Circumstance March No.1 and 
No.2 as the following day Alice notes Elgar ‘finished 2d march A’ and Alice posted it 
to the publishers that same day.30 Boosey and Co. agreed to pay Elgar £50 and 25 
guineas respectively for the two marches, worth roughly £5,840 and £3,040 in 2017.31 
The publishers also gave Elgar royalties for the instrumental arrangements they sold. 
 
Up to this point Pomp and Circumstance Marches had only been referred to in 
correspondence as ‘Marches’ or ‘Quick March’ until Henry Wood, conductor of the 
																																																								
26 Mrs Powell, Memories of a Variation, p. 35. 
27 Alice Elgar’s diary, 30 June 1901. 
28 See correspondence between Brewer and Elgar: 25 June 1901, 30 June 1901, 2 July 
1901, 7 July 1901 (HWRO 705:445:1152, HWRO: 705:445:1153), quoted in Jerrold 
Northrop Moore Edward Elgar: Letters of a Lifetime (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1987), pp. 97- 99. 
29 Alice Elgar’s diary, 12 August 1901. 
30 Alice Elgar’s diary, 13 August 1901. 
31 Calculation using https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/monetary-policy/inflation. 
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Queen’s Hall orchestra and of the Promenade Concerts since their establishment in 
1895, wrote to Elgar on 28 August 1901 mentioning the title ‘Pomp and 
Circumstance’ and expressing his interest in conducting the first London 
performance. In the letter, Wood refers to a third march which cannot be Pomp and 
Circumstance March No.3 as Elgar had not began sketching this work. 
 
My dear Elgar 
Mr. Boosey called yesterday and left me your Full Score of “Pomp & 
Circumstance” its really splendid for a quick march, & should carry the 





Henry J. Wood32 
 
The title, Pomp and Circumstance, originates from Shakespeare’s Othello where 
Othello bids farewell to his military career.  
 
Farewell the neighing steed, and the shrill trump, 
The spirit-stirring drum, the ear-piercing fife, 
The royal banner, and all quality, 
Pride, pomp and circumstance of glorious war!33 
 
Elgar dedicated Pomp and Circumstance March No.1 to Alfred Rodewald and the 
semi-professional Liverpool Orchestral Society that he had founded in 1890. 
Rodewald, a friend of Richter, was introduced to the Elgars by Granville Bantock at 
New Brighton in July 1899 when they attended a series of concerts promoting English 
music. The dedication of Pomp and Circumstance March No.2 was given to Bantock. 
 
Alice’s diary records Elgar travelling to Liverpool for the first rehearsal of Pomp and 
Circumstance Marches No.1 & 2 on 18 October 1901.34 Organist Sydney Grew was 
present at the rehearsal and records some impressions of Elgar conducting the 
orchestra. 
																																																								
32 Henry Wood-Elgar, 28 August 1901 (EB letter 1578). 
33 Shakespeare, Othello, taken from Othello’s speech Act 3 scene iii (1603). 
34 Alice Elgar’s diary, 18 October 1901. 
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The remarkable power of concentration required to solve an intricate 
cryptogram is visible in Elgar when he stands before an orchestra at rehearsal. 
He is in appearance the direct opposite of what we ordinarily imagine a 
musician to be - very upright, keen, incisive. He has a biting tongue when 
necessary, and does not wrap honey round the sting[…] I was present in 1901 
at the rehearsal of what I believe was the first performance of the "Pomp and 
Circumstance" Marches, Nos. 1 and 2. In the programme was the tone-poem 
"Cockaigne." The composer was conducting, and the official conductor of the 
orchestra took the cymbals: he, like Stanford, being prepared to do anything 
and to take any subordinate office that might help things along. It so 
happened that the strokes of the cymbals were not easy to fit in; several times 
the music had to be stopped, owing to miscalculations by the player, and at 
last Elgar spoke - "Do you think you can once manage to hit that thing in the 
right place?" I can still see the expression on the face of the musician who 
had the remark addressed to him; he was himself dreaded by his players for 
biting sarcasm at rehearsal.35 
 
The première of Pomp and Circumstance Marches No.1 and No.2 took place at the 
Philharmonic Hall in Liverpool on 19 October with the Liverpool Orchestral Society 
performing and Elgar conducting. A review from the evening remarked that Elgar had 
chosen to première two exciting works away from the capital. 
 
The first ladies’ concert of the Liverpool Orchestral Society’s season was 
held at the Philharmonic Hall on Saturday evening, when there was a very 
large attendance. The most important feature of the programme was the 
production of two marches by Dr. Elgar, who not only gave the society the 
privilege of introducing his compositions, but also the honour of dedication. 
Both are quick-steps, and are scored for the full orchestra. The first, which is 
the longer of the two, has not the well-marked beat of the second, although in 
the trio portion there is a fine swinging melody for violins, clarinets and 
horns. There is a plentiful use of percussion, and at times the general 
orchestration seemed thin, but this was evidently not the opinion of the 
audience, who applauded the march enthusiastically. The second march is in 
A minor, and contains delightful writing, a charming melody in thirds for 
reeds and flutes being the most delightful. The performance of this was 
somewhat marred, however, by a sharpness in the oboes. The second march 
went even better than the first, and Dr. Elgar was accorded quite an ovation.36 
 
																																																								
35 Sydney Grew, Our Favourite Musicians (Edingburgh: Foulis, 1922), pp. 81-82. 
36 Anonymous reviewer, Liverpool Daily Post, 20 October 1901. 
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The London performance of Pomp and Circumstances March No.1 and No.2 took 
place three days later under the direction of Henry Wood at Queen’s Hall. The Elgars 
were still in Liverpool after the première so were not present for the first London 
performance. Wood spoke about the response after Pomp and Circumstance March 
No.1 where ‘the people simply rose and yelled. I had to play it again – with the same 
result; in fact, they refused to let me go on with the programme.’37 Reviews of the 
London première were full of acclaim. 
 
The musical sensation of the past week has been the production for the first 
time in London of Dr. Elgar’s two military marches, entitled “Pomp and 
Circumstance”. It is not too much to say that the second of these pieces – the 
march in D – and perhaps even both of them – will carry Dr. Elgar’s name 
and fame to every part of the world where there are people capable of 
approaching virility, strength of characteristic expression, nobility of style, 
and robust, healthy sentiment, as expressed in music. The marches were 
played for the first time in London on Tuesday night, and literally “brought 
the house down”. In vain were Mr. Wood’s bows – five times acknowledged 
– in vain his last resource of inducing the band to rise and bow – March No. 2 
had to be repeated. An even greater furore was produced last night, when the 
march in question was played for the third time (the second performance has 
been given in the afternoon). The enthusiasm was greater than we can ever 
remember to have been evoked by any work by a British composer.38 
 
It should not be misunderstood from this review that Pomp and Circumstance March 
No.2 overshadowed No.1. In view of the audience’s overwhelming reaction in 
Liverpool to Pomp and Circumstance March No.1 the order was reversed for the 
London performance. This caused reviewers and congratulators to refer to each march 
by the opposite title. This is confirmed by Charles Villiers Stanford who attended the 
performance at Queen’s Hall and wrote to Elgar saying ‘I found myself in a minority 
in liking No I (ie, the Second) better than No 2’.39 One reviewer from the Daily 
Telegraph, impressed by the music, was unsure of the use of the term ‘Military’ in the 
programme as a description. 
 
																																																								
37 Henry Wood, My Life of Music (London: Gollancz ,1938), p. 154. 
38 Anonymous reviewer, ‘The Musical World: Yesterdays Concerts’, The Observer 27 
October, 1901, p. 7. 
39 Stanford-Elgar, 22 November 1901 (EB parcel 737). 
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Among the “living British composers” who contributed to Tuesday evening’s 
programme at Queen’s Hall Dr. Elgar made a specially brilliant bid for his 
audience’s applause. His offering was entitled “Pomp and Circumstance” – a 
description that fits well enough the two military marches that go to make up 
the work. The departure was a novel one for the composer; but Dr. Elgar is 
fond of breaking fresh ground, and the limited field of the provincial festival 
has no exclusive charms for him. His marches, let us say at once, are splendid 
examples of that bold polyphonic manner of which he is master. “Military” in 
every sense of the word they are not. One cannot picture Grenadiers and 
Coldstreams swinging down the street as these movements go on their rather 
complicated way. Rather do they suggest – as Tchaikovsky has suggested in 
the most popular section of his “Pathetic” Symphony – the irregular advance 
of an army of glittering barbarians. But, if the clash of contending rhythms 
and themes endures through the first of the marches and the opening portion 
of the second, there come with the final trio a melody of broad and surpassing 
beauty, which the composer displays in the simplest and most sweeping 
fashion. Here, again, it is not the march of the British soldiers that the music 
illustrates. To some ears this fine theme will suggest a song of thanksgiving 
for victory, to others the inspired hymn of some great pilgrim band. But, 
whatever the interpretation, the passage remains one of real and moving 
magnificence. Hearing it, the audience caught fire, and when the march’s 
coda had brought forth the tune once again in even more majestic shape no 
one spared his applause. To refuse an encore was impossible, and Mr. Wood 
repeated the piece to the satisfaction of all. For the sake of its great climax Dr. 
Elgar’s “Pomp and Circumstance” just needs be heard wherever a sufficiently 
capable orchestra can be found.40 
 
Whilst Elgar completed the Pomp and Circumstance Marches No.1 & 2 at the same 
time preparations were underway for Edward VII’s Coronation, including the 
commissioning of new music for the occasion. Sir Walter Parratt, Master of the 
King’s Music at the time, wrote to Elgar on 12 March inviting him to set to music 
verses by Arthur Benson, having already been turned down by Stanford.41 The 
opportunity to write music for such an occasion was a matter of delight to Jaeger who 
wrote to Elgar encouraging him to accept the invitation. 
  
																																																								
40 Anonymous reviewer, ‘Promenade Concerts’, The Daily Telegraph, 24 October 
1901, p. 10. 
41 Walter Parratt-Elgar, 12 March 1901 (EB Letter 1969). 
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My dear E. 
I'm very sorry indeed to hear of Mrs. Elgar's severe indisposition. May she 
soon recover! Please express my sympathy to her. 
 
The enclosed seems a valuable document - are you designing your “arms”, 
gules & all?? Oh you sly young Sir Knight! 
 
Why Blues again? Cheer up, the Sun shines every day now & all birds sing 
(more or less). Come & hear some music! And write some to rejoice your 
“Anhanger”. 
 
Just off to Phil. 
Ever yours 
A J Jaeger42 
 
Albeit a teasing remark from Jaeger, the insinuation of a Knighthood as a reward may 
have served as a sufficient encouragement for Elgar to write music for the occasion. 
Composing for King Edward VII’s coronation became something of a competition, 
with composers such as Alexander Mackenzie and Edward German vying for the 
opportunity. Elgar’s Benson setting eventually became the Coronation Ode, first 
performed on 2 October 1902, and featured the trio section of Pomp and 
Circumstance March No.1 titled Land of Hope and Glory as the finale (E.C.E. Vol.7). 
Through the Coronation Ode the trio section of Pomp and Circumstance March No.1 
became an established separate piece. Boosey and Co. requested Land of Hope and 
Glory for individual publication as a solo song (E.C.E. Vol.16).43 This song was later 
re-used as an anthem when war came to Britain in 1914 and Land of Hope and Glory 




42 Jaeger-Elgar, 13 March 1901 (HWRO 705:445:8524), quoted in Moore, Elgar and 
his Publishers, p. 282. 
43 Jerrold Northrop Moore Edward Elgar: A Creative Life (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1984), p. 367. 
44 Elgar-Benson, 22 August 1914 (WRO microfilm BA5184), Elgar asks Benson to 
write another stanza for ‘Land of Hope and Glory’. 
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A recording of Pomp and Circumstance March No.1 was made on 26 June 1914 at 
the HMV Studio in Hayes.45 In preparation for the session, Alice Elgar notes in her 
diary on 25 June ‘E. very busy revisions scores for Gramophone’ with Alice ‘very 
busy helping’.46 The following day Alice notes ‘E. working, A. helping, till nearly 
moment of starting drive to Hayes…’47 The preparation required was necessary to 
adapt the music for early gramophone recordings. These practicalities included cuts 
made to the outer sections to leave the famous trio section intact and reducing the 
orchestra so that everyone could squeeze into the studio. The heavy scoring of Pomp 
and Circumstance March No.1 posed a challenge for early gramophone recordings, 
which perhaps explains the slower speed that Elgar adopted for the recording, 
bringing additional clarity to a reduced orchestra. Regardless of whether this was the 
reason, it is clear that the necessary modifications for studio purposes mean that the 
early recordings should not be entirely relied upon as indicators of standard 
performance practice at the time. In contrast Dora Penny, writing in 1937, recalled 
Elgar’s intentions for a strict quick-march time throughout the whole of Pomp and 
Circumstance March No.1 in live performance. 
 
I think nowadays orchestras and bands spoil it utterly by beginning it too fast 
and taking the Trio much too slow. E.E. played it through that evening in 
almost strict quick-march time. making very little of the 'Largamente'. 
Moreover, as it is usually played now, the inner parts of the first section have 
very little chance.48 
 
The first electrical recordings of Elgar’s music took place on 27 and 28 April 1926 at 
the Queen’s Hall, London with the Royal Albert Hall Orchestra. Pomp and 
Circumstance Marches No.1 and No.2 were recorded on the first day. The former of 
the two marches had been recorded acoustically on 26 June 1914, using a group of 
thirty musicians from various London orchestras. The recording started with the trio 
in order that all the passages might be heard within the available four minutes.  Elgar 
also oversaw an additional recording of the first two marches, with the BBC 
																																																								
45 The first recording of Pomp and Circumstance March No.4 was also made in the 
same recording session and received the same amount of cuts that was necessary to 
adapt to the early gramophone. 
46 Alice Elgar’s diary, 25 June 1914. 
47 Alice Elgar’s diary, 26 June 1914. 
48 Mrs Powell, Memories of a Variation, p. 36. 
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Symphony Orchestra on 7 October 1932. This took place at the Kingsway Hall, and 
was done for a Christmas Release. On 12 November 1931, Elgar was recorded on 
film by Páthe, conducting the Trio of Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1. This 
took place as part of the opening celebrations of EMI’s new Abbey Road studios.49 
 
The idea of a new Pomp and Circumstance March was suggested on 7 February 1902 
when Elgar showed a sketch to Ivor Atkins, organist at the time at Worcester 
Cathedral, when Atkins visited Craeg Lea. His son, Edward Wulstan Atkins, records 
this meeting. 
 
Atkins had spent the day, as usual, at Craeg Lea, and Elgar had played to him 
a tune which fascinated him and to which he lost his heart completely. Elgar 
immediately wrote it down and gave it to him. The sketch is entitled ‘Pomp 
and Circumstance March No. 4 [sic] I A Atkins gewidmet’, and signed and 
dated ‘Ed. E Feb 7: 1902’. It eventually formed the trio of the third Pomp and 
Circumstance March, which he wrote in 1905 and dedicated to Atkins.50 
 
Alice Elgar’s diary notes Elgar ‘finishing Pomp & Circumstance No.3’ 20 November 
1904 and taking the completed march to Boosey & Co. the following day.51 Elgar 
spent time checking through proofs and parts as Alice Elgar’s diary records on 15 
February 1905 ‘Mr. Austin here…playing through parts of ‘Pomp & Circumstance’ 
No.3’ and again, on 24 February, ‘Mr. Austin here to try String work parts. All came 
this morning, & revise of Pomp & Circumstance No.3’.52 Elgar later dedicated Pomp 
and Circumstance March No.3 to Atkins and the first performance took place at 
Queen’s Hall, London on 8 March 1905 with Elgar conducting the London Symphony 
Orchestra. 
 
Yesterday’s music was wholly devoted to the works of Sir Edward Elgar, for 
in the afternoon it chanced that the last concert of the set given by the London 
Symphony Orchestra took place in the Queen’s-hall, of which the programme 
consisted of his works, and was conducted by himself in person; while in the 
																																																								
49 This performance can be viewed in the Ken Russell documentary film Elgar (BBC, 
1962, Originally Released as part of the Monitor Series). 
50 W Atkins, The Elgar-Atkins Friendship (Newton Abbot: David & Charles, 1984), 
p. 62. 
51 Alice Elgar’s diary, 20 November 1904, 21 November 1904. 
52 Alice Elgar’s diary, 15 February 1905, 24 February 1905. 
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evening The Apostles was done at the Albert Hall by the Royal Choral 
Society. Thus the sharp contrast between the secular and the sacred works of 
the composer was fully brought out to the perception of every one who has 
ears to hear. At the Queen’s Hall, there were two new compositions played 
[…] 
The other new work is a third march, called, like its predecessors, “Pomp and 
Circumstance”. This one is in C minor, begins with great spirit, and has a trio 
with an unusual if not very stirring rhythm; as in one of the previous marches, 
the trio section recurs at the end in a key nearer to that of the opening than the 
key in which it first appeared.53 
 
Boosey and Co. published Pomp and Circumstance March No.3 in 1905. The terms 
the publishers arranged were £50, the same fixed copyright for Pomp and 
Circumstance March No.1, and again agreed further royalties on instrumental 
arrangements. 
 
The gap in composition with the first two Pomp & Circumstance Marches and No.3 
was similar to that between Pomp & Circumstance Marches No.3 and No.4. Alice 
Elgar notes Elgar was ‘hard at work at his March’ on 6 June 1907.54 Elgar completed 
Pomp and Circumstance March No.4 on 7 June and he dedicated it to George Sinclair 
who was organist at Hereford Cathedral.55 In a letter to Jaeger Elgar describes ‘the 
first p[ar]t of the 4th march is good: the middle rot but pleasing to march to.’56 Alice’s 
diary notes Elgar ‘worked all day…orchestrating the beautiful Sunbeam dance & trio 
of March’.57 The first performance of Pomp and Circumstance March No.4 took 
place at Queen’s Hall, London on 24 August 1907 with Elgar conducting the Queen’s 
Hall orchestra. An anonymous reviewer from The Times believed this new March to 
be another ‘good one’. 
 
Much art may go to the making of a good march as to the making of a good 
omelette. Sir Edward Elgar has already tried his hand several times in this 
department, and on Saturday night two more marches were played from the 
																																																								
53 Anonymous reviewer, ‘Concerts’, The Times, 9 March 1905, p. 11. 
54 Alice Elgar’s diary, 6 June 1907. 
55 Alice Elgar’s diary, 7 June 1907. 
56Alice-Jaeger 7 June 1907 (with additional note by Elgar), quoted in Moore Elgar 
and his Publishers, pp. 672-673. 
57 Alice Elgar’s diary, 9 August 1907, a reference also to the ‘Sun Dance’ from The 
Wand of Youth Suite No.1 (E.C.E. Vol.25). 
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set known as “Pomp and Circumstance”. No. 3 in C minor, has already been 
heard before, but No. 4 was new. It is in the key of G, and is laid out on very 
similar lines to the others. It is none the worse because its opening subject, 
like that of one of its predecessors, bears a rhythmical resemblance to one of 
Mr. [Albert] Chevalier’s well-known songs, or because it has a broad 
melodious trio written to the same measure as the popular trio which figures 
elsewhere as “Land of Hope and Glory”; needless to say, it bears the now 
familiar direction, which stands, in the composer’s language, as 
Nobilmente.58 
 
Boosey and Co. published Pomp and Circumstance March No.4 in 1907 under the 
same terms as Pomp and Circumstance Marches No.1 and No.3: £50 payment, but 
with an increased royalty of 4d on all instrumental arrangements. The Trio section 
from Pomp and Circumstance March No.4 was later used to create the song The 
King’s Way, first performed by Clara Butt on 15 January 1910 with words written by 
Alice Elgar (E.C.E. Vol.14 & Vol.16). In 1928, Leslie Boosey suggested using the 
same Trio section for a new patriotic song. Elgar rejected Boosey’s initial suggestion 
to collaborate with Rudyard Kipling, after the previous experience with the writer 
over The Fringes of the Fleet (E.C.E. Vol.20). Elgar chose instead to work with 
Alfred Noyes, who he had previously collaborated with at the Wembley Empire 
Exhibition. The song was published as Song of Victory. Another attempt was made in 
1940 six years after Elgar’s death when A.P. Herbert added words to the whole 
setting of Pomp and Circumstance March No.4. The song was published as Song of 
Liberty but the setting obviously did not receive any involvement from Elgar. 
 
The recordings of Pomp and Circumstance Marches No.3 and No.4 took place on 15 
July 1927 at Queen’s Hall, London with the London Symphony Orchestra. In addition 
to the first recording of Pomp and Circumstance March No.4, a second recording was 
made on 11 April 1933 at EMI Studios, Abbey Road, London with the BBC 
Symphony Orchestra. The March served as a perfect coupling to the Cockaigne 
Overture. 
 
After the completion of Pomp and Circumstance March No.4 it would be another 




sketched Pomp and Circumstance March No.5 whilst he was out walking the dogs. 
Wulstan Atkins records the moment Elgar announced he was working on a new 
March. 
 
I went to Tiddington House with my father. When we arrived it was hot and 
sunny and we found Elgar in the boat fishing. He had apparently had no luck 
and gave it up and rowed us to the bridge and back in a most professional 
manner. After lunch we lazed in the garden and Elgar told us about a most 
interesting visit he had received from Lionel Tertis about a fortnight earlier. 
 
The day was not to end, however, without fresh excitement, especially for 
me. Some reference must have come up about Hull, and Elgar said to my 
father, 
 
'You know how P.C. [Percy Clarke Hull] has often tried to persuade me to 
write another Pomp and Circumstance March. Well, a theme occurred to me 
suddenly the other day while I was out with the dogs, and I jotted it down on 
the back of a map I had with me. I have ideas about developing it, and I think 
it will be as another March.' 
 
Naturally I was thrilled and asked if I might see the map, and on our return 
indoors Elgar showed it to me.59 
 
Elgar sent Pomp and Circumstance March No.5 off to Boosey and Co., retaining the 
opus number 39, despite the gap of almost twenty-five years since the publication of 
Pomp and Circumstance March No.4. About to become the newly merged company 
Boosey and Hawkes, they appear to have attempted to negotiate similar terms as those 
for the work’s predecessors. Naturally, the royalty terms initially arranged were 
queried. 
 
My dear Sir Edward, 
I am delighted to receive “Pomp and Circumstance No 5”. 
 
I feel sure that the terms we arranged were Fifty Guineas on account of 
Royalties for each [previous Pomp and Circumstance] March; but if by any 
chance this was not your understanding perhaps you will kindly let me know, 
																																																								
59 Atkins, The Elgar-Atkins Friendship, p. 417. The ordinance survey map is EB MS. 
98 and has been included in the Source Descriptions accompanying this edition. 
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as we did not put anything down in writing. On having your confirmation of 








Elgar’s reply is lost, but it is apparent from Leslie Boosey’s response that Elgar must 
have challenged the terms. 
 
My dear Sir Edward, 
I have no desire to dispute terms for 'Pomp and Circumstance' No 5, with 
you, especially as you always seem to think that Boosey & Company do not 
treat you properly. I certainly thought that £50 was the figure mentioned, but 
if you want £75 it must be £75. 
 
The only point I have to suggest is that we should have 50%, not only of the 
Mechanical Royalties, but of the Broadcasting & Performing Fees, and all 
other Fees of this character. 
 
You admitted on your own account that things are not what they were in the 
days when you wrote 'Pomp' No 1, and as a matter of fact you are mistaken in 
thinking that you received £100 for these Marches. It was never more than 
£50, and for some reason or other only Twenty Five Guineas for 'Pomp' No 
2.; so actually 'Pomp' No 5 will be costing us £25 more than any of the others 
did, added to which is the immense increase in the cost of engraving and 
printing and the very serious falling off in the sale of the sheet copy. 
 
I have drawn up an Agreement embodying these terms; also making an 
allowance of half royalties for the sale of copies in the United States of 
America and the British Dominions, and if you will let me know that it meets 
with your approval I will have the necessary cheque sent. 
 
I notice on referring to the old Marches that the transcription for Piano was 
made by Adolf Schmid, but it is so long ago that we do not seem to be in 
touch with him now, in fact I don't know whether he is still alive. I would 
therefore suggest that we employ Mr Hely Hutchinson of the B.B.C., who has 
																																																								
60 Leslie Boosey-Elgar, 2 May 1930 (EB parcel 235), quoted in Moore, Elgar and his 
Publishers, p. 870. 
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done some very useful work of this character for us lately; but before 
approaching him I should like to know that this meets with your approval. 
 
Do you think we ought to have another Score made for small orchestra, or 




Leslie A. Boosey61 
 
Elgar dedicated what was to be his last completed March to George Sinclair’s 
successor as Organist at Hereford Cathedral, Percy Clarke Hull, a friend who had 
encouraged Elgar to write another Pomp and Circumstance March. Elgar conducted 
the first performance of Pomp and Circumstance March No.5 at a recording session 
with the London Symphony Orchestra on 18 September 1930 at Kingsway Hall. The 
first public performance took place two days later at Queen’s Hall, London on 20 
September with Henry Wood conducting the Queen’s Hall Orchestra. It was met with 
approval as the anonymous critic at The Times elucidates. 
 
A new work by Elgar, even if it is only a little one, is an important event. At 
Queen’s Hall on Saturday night “Pomp and Circumstance”, March No. 5 in 
C, was played for the first time by Sir Henry Wood … The new march is a 
quick-step, with more gaiety, more wit, more geniality, and, in fact, less 
pomp and circumstance than the others of the series have. The opening phrase 
has the verve and frank swagger of a Sousa march, but it does not continue 
long upon such obvious lines; here comes the wit to give distinction, and soon 
comes a trio to provide a broad melody of characteristic Elgarian flavour. It is 
delightful to encounter in another work the spirit of “Cockaigne”.62 
 
The original contract with Boosey & Co. was to write a set of six Pomp and 
Circumstance Marches. It is understood that Elgar had every intention of fulfilling his 
commitment to Boosey & Co. since clearly labelled sketches survive for Pomp and 
Circumstance March No.6.63 No correspondence exists to explain why Elgar left the 
march incomplete although other commissions, such as the Nursery Suite (E.C.E. 
																																																								
61 Leslie Boosey-Elgar, 7 May 1930, quoted in Moore, Elgar and his Publishers, p. 
871. 
62 Anonymous reviewer, ‘Promenade Concert’, The Times, 22 September, 1930, p. 10. 
63 For full details see the Source Description entries, Lbl Add.MS. 63157 ff.37v-39v, 
Lbl MS Mus. 1821, RSCM M11508b. 
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Vol.26), the incomplete opera The Spanish Lady (E.C.E. Vol.41), and working on the 
third Symphony (ultimately incomplete), not to mention his ill health, provided Elgar 
with multiple distractions. 
 
3. The Coronation March, Op.65 
 
Between Pomp and Circumstance Marches No. 4 and No. 5, Elgar wrote another 
march for ceremonial occasion. Frederick Bridge, organist at Westminster Abbey, 
wrote to Elgar with further instructions for the commissioned march to be performed 
at the Coronation of George V and Queen Mary on 22 June 1911. 
 
Dear Sir Edward Elgar 
In my suggestions for the Coronation Music laid before the King by the 
Archbishop on Sunday, I ventured to suggest you shd be invited to write 
something for the service - & a march to be included in those played for the 
various Processions –  
 
The item in the service is but short, but it is really at the most impressive 
point – Last time a bit of Purcell was done, this is to be done elsewhere - & 
the words “O hearken thou” are to be sung here instead of earlier – these 
words are really the Offertorium & are to come here. I enclose the page – 96 
– with the place marked – i.e. the ceremony which goes on while the 
Offertorium is sung & I also send the Purcell which gives an idea of the 
length. Our Dean thinks you might be a little longer but I am compelled to tell 
you that the Archbishop wrote “It ought to be short & probably you will 
explain this to Elgar”! The words last time were sung to a bit of [illegible] – I 
enclose it We shall have a large choir & complete orchestra (with Harp) & 
organ. I hope you won’t mind doing this little item – you will make it very 
impressive I know. 
 
The Archbishop also writes “the King & Queen are both pleased by your 
arrangement that one of the opening marches should be composed by Elgar” 
– I only suggested it! I have not arranged it. But I hope you will say “yes” – 
 
I have to submit the orchestra numbers soon, so kindly let me know, & give 
me a good fine rousing March! 
 
Will you do the Offertorium soon? Novellos will print the music for the choir 
& it is very important to get it out soon – 
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We are getting well forward with “King Olaf” at the Albert Hall & are sorry 
you cd not do another short work, but it has given me a chance. 
 
Yrs sincerely 
J Frederick Bridge64 
 
Although Elgar’s reply does not exist, he must have accepted as two days later Bridge 
sent further instructions to Elgar elaborating on the commission. 
 
Dear Sir Edward 
I am delighted you will try & fall in with our wishes. 
 
I talked to Parratt this morning about it, & we both think you shd. do the 
Recessional March, i.e. after the Coronation. It will be the only one the King 
& Queen will hear! We had Wagner’s Kaiser Marsch last time – with a short 
male chorus – as the K. & Q. walked down. Cd not you do something of this 
sort? We don’t want the Germans to have it all their own way. 
 
Parratt says Benson will give you some words! 
 
Only a simple Broad melody – for the choir, not elaborate for they will all be 
excited & want to see. 
 
There is no great hurry for the Offertorium – tho’ when you can send it. The 
March need not be yet – 
 
Forgive a very hasty line. 
 
Yrs sincly 
J F Bridge65 
 
Initially The Coronation March was to contain a short chorus section and Bridge used 
Wagner’s Kaiser March as an example for a model of structure and scale for the 
work. Elgar did indeed seek Bridge’s advice and approached Arthur Benson to ask his 
help by providing a text. 
 
My dear Benson, 
I have this moment received proofs of the Ode from Boosey and all your 
suggestions I adopt. I am sorry I did not understand that you proposed to 
																																																								
64	Frederick	Bridge-Elgar,	25	January	1911	(EB	letter	1211).	
65 Frederick Bridge-Elgar, 27 January 1911 (EB letter 1210). 
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write new words for the ‘peace’ section now discarded: I should gladly have 
welcomed them but I thought you wished the portion removed: it is rather too 
late now to think of reinstating the movement and the Ode is long enough as 
it stands – only I am sorry. Sir F. Bridge has asked me to furnish the 
Coronation March: at the last Coronation Wagner’s Kaiser March was done 
and B. tells me you fitted words to it, and suggests that you might very kindly 
supply a few lines for my March – similar in purpose to those for the last 
ceremony. I should be so delighted if you would do this. 
 







The decision to feature a chorus section was short lived as Bridge wrote to Elgar to 
explain that The Coronation March ‘need have no chorus – in fact, the choir is so 
intent upon looking at the King it will be a relief not to have one’.67 Bridge was 
supportive of Elgar and when he enquired on 11 March as to the duration that the 
march should be, Bridge was able to provide constructive advice.68 
Dear Sir Edward 
That is excellent! But you can do as you will as regards accompt. Only we 
would rather have a delicate orchestral accompt. (with the Organ or not as 
you please – I wish it was a longer thing. The March make as big & long as 
you like. It will be the one big one - & I want it great! 
 
We may play one after it, but that does not matter. 
 
I want yours to be the big one, and please remember the King & Queen will 
pass down the Choir under the screen on which the Band is placed, so don’t 
do too long an introduction – but let them hear the best part! 
 
Forgive me – 
Yrs sincerely 
J F Bridge69 
 
																																																								
66 Elgar-Arthur Benson, 15 February 1911 (EB letter 3327). 
67 Frederick Bridge-Elgar, 9 March 1911 (EB letter 1798). 
68 Elgar-Frederick Bridge, 11 March 1911 (Sibley Music Library, Eastman School of 
Music, New York). 
69 Frederick Bridge-Elgar, 13 March 1911 (EB letter 1207). 
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Alice Elgar’s diary notes ‘E. very busy, letters, proofs, Coronation music &c.’ on 15 
March.70 Alice records Elgar finishing the music for the Coronation and sending 
Bridge Elgar’s progress. 
 
…E. bad cold not out. Very busy finishing the music for the Coronation 
Service. Orchestrated it & sent it to Sir F. Bridge - It is very beautiful. Mr. 
Hull came in aftn. & E. played it to him. He was much impressed.71 
 
Bridge could not have received Elgar’s completed copy of The Coronation March as 
Bridge wrote to Elgar the next day with a reminder. 
 
Dear Sir Edward 
Many thanks – it seems to me perfect - & will make a fine effect. All good 
wishes. 
 
Don’t forget the March – I shall have a good force of Brass 12 Trumpets for 
Fanfares! Playing in 4 parts if wanted. But I will get what you want of course. 
 
Only let me know in good time as the space on the screen is limited & I must 
get more room. 
 
Yrs sincerely 
J F Bridge72 
 
Elgar wrote to Bridge on 2 June to confirm that The Coronation March was complete. 
 
My dear Bridge: 
Is it possible to use the 12 extra Trumpets in the march? – the whole thing is 




70 Alice Elgar’s diary, 15 March 1911. 
71 Alice Elgar’s diary, 16 March 1911. 




which I intended to be played by the extras: but if they are far away it wd. be 
risky: the passage is incorporated in the score so that nothing wd. be missing 
if the Fanfare is not available. 
 
* not introduction 
 
Will you let me know this and, if the extras are usable, what key they are in* 
& I will have the parts copied in time for rehearsal. 
 
* I assumed Bb but some might be in Eb 
 






However, after promising Elgar a full force of trumpets to feature in The Coronation 
March Bridge replied back to Elgar with disappointment. 
 
Dear Elgar 
Alas! I cd not find room for the 12 extras - & have 6 first rate men in the 
orchestra (Trumpets) & I feel sure all will be much as you wish. 
 
I am so glad all is ready. 
 
The rehearsal is at the RCM on June 13 – I take the service music first - & I 
am asking you composers to come later, say at 10.30 – the Band I am to have 
at 12 & we must all be cooperative –  
 
We shall of course have another Band rehearsal in Abbey on June 19 – 
																																																								
73 Elgar-Frederick Bridge, 2 June 1911 (Sibley Music Library, Eastman School of 
Music, New York). 
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I like your Offertorium so much – 
 
All good wishes 
Yrs sincerely 
J F Bridge 
 
P.S. 
I rather want to try & play your march before service as well as after! So 
that it may be well heard – but pray don’t tell the other composers! 
 
Leave it to me!!74 
 
Alice Elgar notes on 12 June Elgar busy with part correcting and later that evening he 
‘played his March on organ – very beautiful’.75 The next day Alice records Elgar 
attending the first rehearsal of The Coronation March that Alice describes as being 
‘very splendid’.76 Amongst the rehearsals and preparations Elgar shares a darkened 
mood with Ivor Atkins on the same day as the first rehearsal. 
 
I hope all goes well with you - here we are either baked or frozen. I have been 
away for two Sundays & surrounding days - I ought to have said 'week-ends'. 
Now we are in the thick of coronation things & a free fight is on as I refused 
to go to the Abbey - I loathe a crowd even to crown a King. Apart from an 
orgy of dress, pageant & ball & court, London is very dull & things are 
anything but bright, I am sorry to say.77 
 
Alice notes Elgar ‘still rather depressed’ on 14 June despite times of acclamation 
when he received notice several days later that he was to be awarded the Order of 
Merit as part of the King’s Coronation honours.78 Elgar readily accepted the honour 
and Alice captures his reaction. 
 
E. was up looking at letters. He suddenly looked up & said "It is the O.M.” 
What a thrill of joy – A[lice]. c[oul]d. see the pleasure in his face - The thing 
he wished for so much – D[eo].G[ratias]. for such happy moments - Such a 
																																																								
74 Frederick Bridge-Elgar, 3 June 1911 (EB letter 1206). 
75 Alice Elgar’s diary, 12 June 1911. 
76 Alice Elgar’s diary, 13 June 1911. 
77 Elgar-Ivor Atkins, quoted in Atkins The Elgar-Atkins Friendship, p. 218. 
78 Lord Knollys-Elgar, 16 June1911 (HWRO 705:445:5385), quoted in Moore, Letters 
of a Lifetime, p. 237. 
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dear day followed. E.'s first idea was to give a present to each servant & joy 
was general - He wrote a beautiful letter of acceptance. He was in in the A.M. 
A. & C[arice]. shopping after lunch E. to see fancy dresses A. & C. to Albert 
Hall to hear C. Butt sing The King's Way splendid It was another thrill to hear 
it. Then to Church House Coronation Rehearsal but did not go in crowd &c -
79 
 
Alice Elgar’s diary mentions further rehearsals at Westminster Abbey on 19 and 20 
June with Elgar taking the rehearsal on the 19 June and Alice comments that Elgar 
was ‘pleased with it’.80 Elgar, Alice and Carice attended the rehearsal at Westminster 
Abbey on 20 June which Alice notes as a ‘most delightful time’ and furthermore 
describes the rehearsal. 
 
…After music rehearsal, E.'s Offertorium & March, most beautiful, we went 
into the Nave & sat in front seats & saw rehearsal of procession, peers in 
robes &c - Some of them & Mary Trefusis saw E. & called out their 
Congratulations, very nice. We all three really enjoyed it It is a happy 
moment to look back on…81 
 




I am sorry I looked blank &, belike, vacant when you asked me to cut the 
Introduction: I have gladly done it – I only hesitated because, as you know, in 
amputation, it is easier to remove a limb than a head; however I have scalped 
it & am making a short score conducting copy for you, to save you the trouble 
of much turning of pages – for the which you will one day bless me. 
 
Yours v sincerely 
Edward Elgar82 
 
It is understood that Bridge used Elgar’s sketch copy as the conductor’s copy for 
reasons that Elgar explains. 
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80 Alice Elgar’s diary, 19 June 1911. 
81 Alice Elgar’s diary, 20 June 1911. 
82 Elgar-Frederick Bridge, 14 June 1911 (Sibley Music Library, Eastman School of 




With this the sketch [illegible] copy: will it do? It saves turning back for 
repetitions (the full score is much filled with abbreviations): but the f. score is 
here & entirely at your disposal if you want it; I am removing the ‘fanfare’ 
from it & making it clearer & will bring it in on Monday – unless you say you 
want it before. 
 





The Coronation March was first performed in Westminster Abbey on 22 June with 
Frederick Bridge conducting and featured Walter Alcock playing the Organ. It was 
played, as intended, at the end of the ceremony as the Royal Procession left the 
church. Elgar’s intentions to not attend the Coronation might have been due to the 
crowds and pageantry of London. This decision naturally came as a bitter 
disappointment to his wife Alice as it was no secret that for her, social status was 
everything. Alice Elgar described herself on the day of the Coronation as ‘very tired 
& dreadfully disappointed, in bed till afternoon’.84 Elgar’s behaviour remains a 
mystery, particularly as the Order of Merit had been awarded to him five days earlier. 
Perhaps Elgar’s darkened mood was connected with his bitter disappointment at the 
failure, in his eyes, of Symphony No.2 at its première in London less than a month 
earlier - 24 May. Rosa Burley’s memoir claims that Alice ‘whose devotion was proof 
against almost any humiliation, was really hurt by this prohibition’ to not attend the 
Coronation.85 
 
Regardless of Elgar’s non-attendance the performance went well. A personal letter 
from Bridge, after the Coronation, praised Elgar for his contribution. 
  
																																																								
83 Elgar-Frederick Bridge, 16 June 1911 (Sibley Music Library, Eastman School of 
Music, New York). 
84 Alice Elgar’s diary, 22 June 1911. 




Your kind letter was very welcome to me – I rejoice in the success of the 
service your 2 items were splendid. I was determined your march shd be 
heard, & I started it at once & had to stop for Men (1) & King (2)!! But then I 
said to Dr. Allcott “I’ll have it all now”, & so we did! I did my best – but of 
course I was really tired after 5 hours of it. I think the Trumpets & the rush 
down of the Harp is a splendid section. 
 
The beautiful Anthem pleased the choir greatly. 
 
May you be long spared to be a glory of English music! 
 
Yours sincerely 
J Frederick Bridge86 
 
Elgar did allow Alice to attend the garden party together at Buckingham Palace on 27 
June thereby providing her with some compensation for her disappointment. The 
Coronation March was performed in another grand venue at a thanksgiving service 
for the coronation of King George V and Mary at St. Pauls Cathedral on 29 June with 
Elgar conducting and the whole Elgar family in attendance. The event is partially 
described by Alice in her diary. 
 
A. & C. went on first to St. Paul’s & were fortunate taking very good places. 
E. soon followed & sat in Choir with Sir H. Parry robed in Cambridge 
Mus.D. robe over his Levée dress - Saw the Procession very well. Loved the 
Fanfare of trumpets. E.'s March sounded splendid & he looked most booful 
conducting.87 
 
With all celebrations though comes the bitter blow of financial grumblings with 
Novello as he received his annual royalty account and learnt that his Symphony No.2 
received far less interest than Symphony No.1 or the Violin Concerto.  
Elgar was offered no copyright for The Coronation March only royalties as set out 
under the conditions of the 1904 agreement Elgar signed with Novello. Elgar wrote to 
Littleton on 27 June, five days after the Coronation, to terminate the 1904 copyright 
agreement. 
																																																								
86 Frederick Bridge-Elgar, 24 June 1911 (EB letter 4966.). 




Enclosed I send formal receipt for the annual royalty acct. & some 
performing fees. The account is very disappointing & I must as soon as 
possible make some other plans: with very much regret I must ask you to 
accept this as notice to terminate the agreement existing between us as to 
publishing; - I believe twelve months' notice is required but I have not Mr. 
Littleton's letter here which forms the agreement. 
 
I need not say that I send this notice with very great regret but I see no other 
course open to me. 
 
With many thanks for the care that has been taken of my interests, 
 
Believe me 
Yours v. try 
Edward Wm. Elgar88 
 
Correspondence ensued between Novellos and Elgar, which did not sway his 
decision. Further explanation to the termination of the 1904 agreement with Novello 
is given below in the form of a letter from Elgar to Alfred Littleton. 
 
My dear Littleton: 
I am very grateful to you for your kind letter about the termination of our 
agreement. I want to tell you at once that I have made no other arrangements 
and have not contemplated making any. I am not dissatisfied with the firm, 
although there are some minor points we might have adjusted - not worth 
considering really apart from the big question, which is as follows. 
 
I have never deceived myself as to my true commercial value & see that 
everything of mine, as I have often said, dies a natural death; - if you look at 
the accounts you will see that a new thing of mine 'lasts' about a year & then 
dies & is buried in the mass of English music: under these inevitable 
circumstances it seems to me that the royalty system we adopted in 1904 
cannot really be satisfactory to either of us. I am now well on in years & have 
to consider a 'move' & make a new home - under the depressing state of my 
music I have to reconsider this entirely & shall probably go abroad or to a 
cottage in the country & leave the musical world entirely. 
 
																																																								
88 Elgar-Novello, 27 June 1911, quoted in Moore, Elgar and his Publishers, p. 744.  
Elgar send an additional letter of explanation to Alfred Littleton the same day. 
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My reference to a 'sum down' refers to the fact that other publishers have 
offered me in the past, a substantial sum for a new work: under the present 
strain this wd. suit me better & there is no reason, that I see, that your firm 
shd. not do this: only I have no work on hand & contemplate no large work in 
the future - I may think of large works but I shall not write them; to write 
them is labour lost. I hope I may see you. I write thus hastily to assure you 
that nothing was farther from my mind than any 'break' with the firm except 
that the royalty system does not seem to suit my needs: I thought that a 
formal notice was absolutely necessary for the firm as a Ltd. Company: - 







It was an agreement that Elgar was wise to abandon. By 1914 only six copies had 
been sold for royalties of 11s 3d, worth roughly £61.70 in 2017.90 A commercial 
attempt at a piano solo arrangement was made by Harold Brooke of Novello. Brooke 
was to be paid a flat out fee of £6 6s to be offset against Elgar’s royalties. The sales 
were underestimated and were even insufficient to fully offset Brooke’s fee for 
producing the arrangement, so Elgar received nothing.91  
 
4. The Empire March 
 
The final march Elgar wrote for formal ceremonial occasion was The Empire March 
written for the British Empire Exhibition held at Wembley in 1924. The organizer of 
the exhibition Walter Creighton wrote to Elgar in January to give further instructions 
regarding the commission. 
 
Dear Sir Edward. 
You may remember me as a small boy who once studied the violin with you 
in Worcester. But now I am what is called the Controller of the Pageant of 
Empire which is being held in the Stadium at Wembley during the Exhibition. 
																																																								
89 Elgar-Littleton, 30 June 1911, quoted in Moore, Elgar and His Publishers, pp. 746-
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90 Novello Royalty and Copyright Records, 69528, Book 12 898, calculation using 
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91 Novello Royalty and Copyright Records, 69528, Book 12 897, 900. 
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Colonel Cole wrote to you before you went away and asked if you would be 
so good as to help with the music. Might I come and see you? I would only 
take a minute of your time and explain the outline of the Pageant which has 
been worked out by Rudyard Kipling, Louis N. Parker, Granville Barker, Sir 
Frank Benson & Sir Charles Oman. Rudyard Kipling is writing for us and we 
feel it unthinkable if we dont have your help as well. What we want is a 
March of Empire from you which will be the Leit Motive going through the 
three days programme. Frank Schuster said he was sure you wouldnt mind 
my writing direct to you and getting into touch with you. Would you be very 
kind and see me for a moment any time you would appoint? 
 
Yours sincerely 
Walter R. Creighton92 
 
By the end of the month Elgar had written a framework of The Empire March as 
progress on the work was explained to Alice Caroline Stuart Wortley on 7 February 
1924. 
 
My dear W. 
Many many thanks. I am so sorry for the delay & fear it may be too late. I wd. 
gladly dine with you on the 18th & go to the Shaw at the Court. I recd. your 
letter only a minute ago. I retd on Monday night & have been occupied ever 
since - publishers - Wembley - gramophone etc etc: do not give yourself the 
slightest trouble over the tickets because it is my fault! 
 
I have brought the 'frame' of the March back & am working very hard at it - 
but there is great chaos - I am bored with life 
 
I was delighted to have a long conversation at the [Garrick] Club amongst old 
members who were enthusiastically remembering your father with the 
greatest admiration & touching affection. 
 






92 Walter Creighton-Elgar, 7 January 1924 (HWRO 705:445:6164), quoted in Moore, 
Edward Elgar: Letters of a Lifetime, pp. 378-379. 
93  Elgar- Alice Stuart Wortley, 7 February 1924 (HWRO 705:445:7079), quoted in 
Jerrold Northrop Moore, Edward Elgar: The Windflower Letters (Oxford, Clarendon 
Press, 1989), p. 288. 
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On 27 February Elgar signed a contract with Enoch & Sons to publish The Empire 
March. The march received a copyright of £100, worth roughly £5,580 in 2017, and a 
10 per cent royalty, seven as six, after costs had been covered.94 
Elgar was under a time pressure with writing The Empire March. Elgar’s 
correspondence, in a letter to Alice Caroline Stuart Wortley on 9 March, portrays the 
pressures surrounding him. 
 
My dear W. 
I am wofully busy – the March is to be played at the Opening Ap 23, so there 
is some hurry. I wonder if you heard the Sym on Friday the concerto today or 
Gerontius last Saturday. I heard nothing except twelve bars of the tenor 
soloist at the A. Hall – & I fled – Gerontius! 
 
I go to Liverpool tomorrow – IId. Symphony 
 





Unfortunately the scheduled première, to be held on 23 April at the opening day of 
the exhibition, did not go ahead and the Imperial March was performed instead. Elgar 
explained the difficulties to Alice Stewart Wortley. 
 
My dear W. 
Your letter comes as a refreshment: I have been at Wembley & am 
overwhelmed with etiquette & red tape. My March will not be done as there 
are difficulties in the way of the Brigade Bands co-operating etc etc - so the 
Military Bands will play the old Imperial March. We rehearse the whole thing 
in St Paul's Cathedral on Thursday: Stadium on Saturday. I enclose some 
rubbish which please return - the 'youthful voice' was a man speaking thro' a 
six foot megaphone! No wonder it sounded more vigorous than my unaided 
pipe. 
 
I wrote to Stamfordham urging that the Master of the King's Music shd. be 
retained - its suppression wd. have a very bad effect abroad - where the 
																																																								
94 Montgomery, Copy Contracts Archive, Book 4, calculation using 
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/monetary-policy/inflation. 
95 Elgar- Alice Stuart Wortley, 9 March 1924 (HWRO 705:445:7075) alluded to in 
Moore, The Windflower Letters, p. 289. 
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effacement of the last shred of connection of the Court with the Art wd. not 
be understood. It is not S's dept so it was turned over to F. Ponsonby. He 
wrote to me that it was one of the offices which it was (long ago) proposed 
(scheduled) to cease. I wrote again offering myself (honorary) - anything 
rather than that it shd be publicly announced that the old office was abolished. 
No reply. Colebrooke wrote to the Ld. Chamberlain - but as far as I can make 
out the three  depts. simply quarrel over these things: no grit, no imagination - 
no music, no nothing except boxing, football & racing so it is - I have had no 
further reply & I believe the matter is to drop tacitly - no public 
announcement 
 
The Wembley affair will be a mixture: the K. insists on Land of Hope & there 
were some ludicrous suggestions of which I will tell you - if we ever meet. 
But everything seems so hopelessly & irredeemably vulgar at Court. I was at 
the processional rehearsal all the morning - quite simple but it takes time. If 
you like to write to Vic[oun]t Fitzalan do - but I fear the matter of the 'Master' 
is dead. As to any peerage I fear it is hopeless but it wd. please me. 
 
Frank called one day - he is at the Hut - Bankrupt he says & very vague: this 
afternoon he was sitting in the back of a smart car - the young man was 
driving with an odd looking - I hate to say it - bit of fluff!!! in flamboyant 
pink on the front seat, all laughing loudly; they did not see me & I was glad 
for I shd. have been thoroughly ashamed. 
 
I was standing alone (criticising) in the middle of the enormous stadium in the 
sun: all the ridiculous Court programme, soldiers, awnings etc: 17,000 men 
hammering, loud speakers, amplifiers - four aeroplanes circling over etc etc - 
all mechanical & horrible - no soul & no romance & no imagination. Here 
had been played the great football match - even the turf, which is good, was 
not there as turf but for football - but at my feet I saw a group of real daisies. 
Something wet rolled down my cheek - & I am not ashamed of it: I had 
recovered my equanimity when the aides came to learn my views - Damn 
everything except the daisy - I was back in something sane, wholesome & 
gentlemanly - but only for two minutes. 
 
I do not think there will be any orchl. concerts next season - or only by 
popular visiting Conductors - Broadcasting is killing all the concert room. 
 
My brother is in a bad way of nerves - I went down a fortnight ago - 
Worcester-Gloucester-Perryfield-Leeds etc. etc. Tell me what you do about 







Amongst the arrangements for the exhibition at Wembley Elgar’s mind was also 
occupied by the absent position of Master of the King’s Music. When the death of 
Sir Walter Parratt 27 March 1924 was announced Elgar suggested that he should 
take up the position. The Keeper of the Privy Purse, Sir Frederick Ponsonby, 
explained the situation. 
 
Dear Sir Edward Elgar, 
Lord Stamfordham has handed me your letter of the 28th March and has 
asked me to bring it to the King’s notice when His Majesty considers the 
appointment of a successor to the late Sir Walter Parratt. It has, however, 
been contemplated in former years to abolish the post of ‘Master of the 
Music’ and I cannot therefore say whether the King will retain this post in 
the Household. I will, however, see that your letter is shewn to His 
Majesty when the question is submitted for the King’s consideration. 
Yours very truly 
F.E.G. Ponsonby.97 
 
The matter was debated and it was eventually decided that the job of Master of the 
King’s Music, a position that dates back to the Elizabethan era, would be kept. 
Ponsonby officially wrote to Elgar 25 April to formally offer him the position; 
however the job would have an abridged salary compared to those awarded in 
previous years. 
 
Dear Sir Edward Elgar, 
I am commanded by the King to offer you the appointment of master of 
the Musick. Although the King’s Band has been abolished, His Majesty is 
anxious that this historical post, which dates back to Elizabethan times, 
should be kept in existence. It is proposed to give you a nominal salary of 
£100 per annum and your chief duties will be to advise the king on all 
questions relating to music. 
 
In case you should have seen in the newspapers that this appointment was 
offered to Sir Walford Davies [along with the organistship of St George’s 
																																																								
96 Elgar- Alice Stuart Wortley, 16 April 1924 (EB Parcel 583(xxxvii)), quoted in 
Moore, The Windflower Letters, pp. 289-290. 
97 Sir Frederick Ponsonby-Elgar, 1 April 1924 (Typewritten carbon copy: RA PP GV 
Household 132), quoted in Moore, Edward Elgar: Letters of a Lifetime, p. 381. 
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Chapel, Windsor], I must explain that there was no truth in this statement. 
Sir Walter Parratt happened to combine the post of Organist at St George’s 
Chapel with the Master of the King’s Musick and it was the former only 
that was offered by the Dean of Windsor. The Press, however, assumed 
that these two posts went necessarily together and so a wrong impression 
was given by the newspapers. 
Yours very truly, 
F.E.G. Ponsonby.98 
 
Elgar replied to Ponsonby 28 April to accept the post. 
 
Dear Sir Frederick Ponsonby, 
Your letter of the 25th., conveying His Majesty’s command, has reached 
me here. 
 
I am very much honoured and accept the post of Master of the King’s 
Musick with gratitude, trusting it may be possible for me, as a servant of 
His Majesty, to help the cause of British music when fitting opportunities 
occur. 
 
I shall be obliged if you will be so good as to convey a simple expression 
of my sincere thanks for the continuation of this historic appointment, and 
assure His Majesty, the King, of my loyalty and devotion at all times. 
 
Believe me to be, 
Yours very truly, 
Edward Elgar.99 
 
The first performance of The Empire March was rearranged to be held at the Pageant 
of Empire exhibition at Wembley Stadium 21 July but was postponed again until 25 
July due to bad weather conditions which made full-dress rehearsals impossible. 
Persistently bad weather continued but the première of The Empire March did take 
place under the baton of Henry Jaxon. Reviews from the première sadly focus on the 
weather conditions, rather than the audience’s reception. 
																																																								
98 Sir Frederick Ponsonby-Elgar, 25 April 1924 (HWRO 705:445:4714), quoted in 
Moore, Edward Elgar: Letters of a Lifetime, p. 384. 
Sir Walford Davies did not initially accept the job of organist at St George’s Chapel at 
the time. Davies would later succeed Elgar as Master of the King’s Musick in 1934. 
99 Elgar-Posonby, 28 April 1924 (RA PP GV Household 132, Copy in HWRO 
705:445:4715), quoted in Moore, Letters of a Lifetime, p. 385. 
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The Pageant of Empire opened last night at Wembley under discouraging 
conditions. Postponements owing to misfortunes hitherto had made the 
organizers decide to go on with this performance in spite of the weather. 
Heavy rain fell throughout the whole of the evening, and a dismal sky robbed 
this summer night of the soft sunset light which normally works in such 
effective cooperation with the great artificial lights of the stadium. 
 
Before the programme was half through, heavy darkness had fallen, and some 
of the scenes lost in colour and vividness. The powerful searchlights which 
had been installed overcame this difficulty for parts of the arena, but they 
could not illumine all the dark spots, and most of these scenes cover a huge 
area. Yet not even this piece of ill-fortune could spoil the success of the 
display, though four episodes had top be abandoned on account of the bad 
conditions, and one looks forward with pleasure to a repetition in happier 
circumstances. 
 
Whatever this section of the Pageant lacked in brightness, it lost nothing in 
action. The vast band of performers worked as though they were quite 
oblivious of the pouring rain and dismal conditions. All of them must have 
been wet through, yet the performance went on with splendid precision and 
immense vitality. They had at least the stimulation .of a very big audience. 
Fully 25,000 people were present in the covered stands, and that their interest 
was held was evident from the fact that most of them remained top the late 
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MS full score (MSfs) 
 
Lbl Add. MS. 57996: 13 ff. 20-stave hand ruled MS paper, 26.4cm x 35.0cm, page 
numbered 1-23 by Elgar. f.12r is a pasteover on f.11r effecting a revision of bb.98-99 
in all parts. This is the only autograph MSfs and was most certainly used as the 
engravers copy. This MS is bound with ‘IMPERIAL MARCH – EDWARD ELGAR 
– FULL SCORE’ embossed in bronze lettering. The MS is part of The Elgar Bequest 
collection and is Vol.XIII, bequeathed by Mrs C.I. Blake. The MS has been edited in 
Elgar’s hand throughout with amendments either crossed out, reworked over the part 
and, in some cases, rewritten on a neighboring stave. Rehearsal letter markings have 
been written in blue pencil. The most interesting and significant examples of Elgar’s 
refinements to the scoring are as follows (with bar numbers added for ease of 
reference): 
Ø f.1r:    blue pencil cross marked next to Trb.I/II title with 
reference explained at the foot of the page which reads 
‘The 1st Trombone (also) had better be copied and 
engraved in Tenor Cleff.’ 
Ø f.1v-3r bb.5-23 roughly boxed in black ink with marking ‘take this in 
p.14’ 
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Ø f.2v bb.16i-18iv passage originally written on Fl.II/Picc. stave crossed  
out in black ink. Presumably due to the complicated 
switch the player would have to make to Picc. b.17ii 
Ø f.3r bb.22i-23vi pencil marking ‘1st time change to flute’ and part  
crossed out in black ink 
Ø f.3v bb.25-27 Pia./G.C/Tamb.Picc. parts all in pencil here, presumably
    an afterthought or later addition by Elgar 
Ø f.6r b.53  Fag. part scratched off manuscript, appears to be  
melody part Elgar changed his mind about. Passage 
given to Fag.II (bb.52i-53i) sketched in pencil overtop 
Ø f.7r bb.59v-61x Vio.I part crossed out in black ink and rewritten on the  
blank stave line above 
Ø f.7r b.61  Fl.I part as blue pencil marking which reads ‘8ve Col  
Ob1’ The same for Fl.II but instead ‘8ve Col Ob2’ 
Ø f.7r b.62  Fag.I/II marking in black ink ‘col cello’ 
Ø f.7v-9v bb.68-86 whole section roughly boxed in black ink, written  
across Fl. b.68 ‘as before p.2’, respectively f.8r-f.9v 
have written in pencil ‘as before’. Written top and 
bottom of stave b.86 in faded black ink ‘from p.5’ 







Printed full score (FS) 
 
Petrucci (also h.3930.f.(5.)) 
1902 
 




Orch. parts 1897, pl. no. 10412 
 




Lbl Add. MS. 47903 ff.2r-5r: ff.2r-3r is on 12-stave paper, 23.6cm x 29.8cm, f.4r is 
on 12-stave paper, 23.7cm x 30.4cm, f.5r is on 12-stave paper, 26.7cm x 34.0cm. 
Principal points of interest are: 
Ø f.2r: ink and pencil sketch of opening ‘Allegro molto’ bars 1-22 on two  
staves, dated ‘Jan 3/01’ in pencil with a title ‘Quick March’ in ink and 
‘pomp + circumstance’ written in pencil to the right of main title. The 
sketch material jumps around the page several times with Elgar using 
symbols to indicate where the musical idea follows on to 
Ø f.2v: ink but majority shown in pencil sketch on two staves with no  
headings showing rough ideas of main opening theme 
Ø f.3r: ink sketch with later additions, on the second line, in pencil on two  
staves of bars 78-117 in FS, ‘Trio’ marked at the start in pencil, 
potentially an early idea for orchestration as Elgar has labelled the 
section ‘4 Cor Vio 1 + 2 sul G’ 
Ø f.3v: ink but majority done in pencil sketch on two staves with no headings  
showing more rough ideas of latter part of main opening theme 
Ø f.4r: ink sketch with later additions, on the second line, in pencil on two  
staves of bars 78-157 in FS, no headings apart from instruments ‘4 Cor 
/ Vio 1° / 2 Clar’ written in black ink, Elgar has written ‘repeat 8ve’ in 
pencil above the first bar to indicate to be played an octave higher 
second time. On top of the whole sketch in blue pencil is the letter ‘k’ 
(Elgar’s use of this letter stands for ‘Kopiert’ to mean copied)  
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Ø f.5r: ink sketch of the ‘Trio’ section, on two staves of bars 78-93 but with  
phrasing of melody grouped over  every four bars, it has the title 
‘Pomp + Circumstance’ 
 
MS full score (MSfs) 
 
Lbl Add. MS. 58006 ff.1-17v: 17 ff. 20-stave MS paper, 37.8cm x 27.4cm bound in 
blue cloth, pages numbered 1-30 by Elgar, comprising rectos and versos, a reasonably 
fair copy in black ink with amendments in red ink, pencil and crayon along with 
engraver’s markings in pencil. f.1r: title page, ‘Dedicated to my friend Alfred E. 
Rodewald and the Members of the Liverpool Orchestral Society’, ‘“Pomp and 
Circumstance” Military Marches, for Full Orchestra, composed by Edward Elgar Op 






Printed full score (FS) 
 
Petrucci (also h.3930.d.(5.)) 
Boosey & Co., London & New York, 1902, pl. no. H 3413 
 








Lbl Add. MS. 47903 ff.7-11: ff.7r-8r is on 12-stave paper, 23.6cm x 29.8cm, ff.9r-
11v is on 12-stave paper, 23.6cm x 29.8cm. Principal points of interest are: 
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Ø f.7r: title ‘Quick March’ in black ink, dated ‘Jan 1/01’ in pencil, ink sketch  
with later additions in pencil of opening ‘allegro’ section on two staves 
of bars 1-25 (n.b. sketch does not show a first or second time repeat 
bar so only bar 18 is missing), a large blue pencil letter ‘k’ is written 
overtop of music 
Ø f.7v: continuation of opening section from f.7r in black ink with later  
additions in pencil of bars 26-57 on two staves  
Ø f.8r: ink sketch of the first theme of bars 64-71 on two staves 
Ø f.9r: ink and pencil sketch of bars 58-83 (basic framework with ‘&c’ used)  
and bars 84-109 on two staves lasting 44 bars, f.10 is pasted onto f.9r 
amongst the sketch and contains a first time repeat bar section in pencil 
with the first time bar marking in ink 
Ø f.9v: ink and pencil sketch of bars 110-147 on two staves 
Ø f.11r: a rough pencil sketch lasting 12 bars and the coda section lasting 10 
  bars in black ink with later additions in pencil, both sketches are on 
  two staves 
Ø f.11v: a rough pencil sketch on two staves lasting two bars 
 
MS full score (MSfs) 
 
Lbl Add. MS. 1733: 18 ff. bound as part of a collection so foliated 48-64. 24-stave 
hand ruled MS paper, 27.5cm x 37.6cm, pages numbered 1-32 by Elgar, comprising 
rectos and versos. f.51 is a pasteover on f.50r effecting a revision in bb.18-22 in all 
parts, ff.62r-64v are empty MS paper and the music finishes on f.61v. , a reasonably 
fair copy in black ink with amendments in red ink. Principal points of interest are: 
Ø f.48.r   title page in Elgar’s hand in black ink reads the  
following spaced out filling the whole page ‘N°2. / To 
my friend / Granville Bantock / “Pomp and 
circumstance” / Military Marches / Edward Elgar / No 1 
in D major (Quick March) / No 2 in A minor (Quick 
March) [N.b. this is underlined in red ink] / No 3. / 4. / 
5. / 6.’ signed ‘Edward Elgar / Birchwood Lodge / 







Printed full score (FS) 
 
Petrucci (also h.3930.d.(5.)) 
Boosey & Co., London & New York, 1902, pl. no. H 3414 
 








Lbl Add. MS. 47903 ff. 13-30v: ff.13v-14r, 34-stave MS paper, 30.0cm x 42.7cm 
showing bars 1-10, ff.16r-24r is on 12-stave paper on two staves and marked, as a 
heading, ‘POMP & CIRC. NO4’ on the recto side of each page however the sketch 
material relates to No.3, 23.8cm x 30.1cm showing bars 1-73 and bars 147-162 (on 
f.18v), ff.26r-27r is on 12-stave paper on two staves, 23.4cm x 29.9cm showing bars 
95-112 , ff.28r-29r is on 12-stave paper on two staves, marked, on the foot of each 
recto side of each page ‘BOOSEY & CO., LONDON’, 23.7cm x 30.2cm, f.30 is on 
12-stave paper on two staves showing bars 184-191, 23.7cm x 30.2cm 
 
MS full score (MSfs) 
 
EB MS. 145: unfoliated: 32-stave MS paper, pages numbered 1–35 from a stamp, 
comprising rectos and versos, a reasonably fair copy in black ink with amendments in 







Printed full score (FS) 
 
Petrucci (also h.3930.d.(5.)) 
Boosey & Co., London, 1905, pl. no. H 4643 
 
Printed parts (P) 
 
Lbl DRT Digital Store h.3930.(19.): The parts are paired with No.4 in G major, 
Publication details, London; New York: Boosey & Co, 1905, 1907, the instruments 
all share the same plate number ‘H. 4673’ which is printed on the bottom right corner 
of each page 
 






MS full score (MSfs) 
 
Lbl Add. MS. 58007: 14 ff. 28-stave hand ruled MS paper, 29.3cm x 35.9 cm, page 
numbered 1-27 by Elgar however the piece ends f.13r (p25) presumably the pages 
were prepared ahead and Elgar used fewer pages than he required. The MS has no 
title page but has the dedication at the top of f.1r ‘To my friend, S.G. Robertson 
Sinclair, Hereford’. This is the only autograph MSfs and was most certainly used as 
the engravers copy. This MS is bound with a label ‘POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE 
No.4 in G Major’ fixed on the front. The MS is part of The Elgar Bequest collection 
and is Vol.XXIV, bequeathed by Mrs C.I. Blake. The MS has been edited in Elgar’s 
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hand throughout with amendments either crossed out, reworked over the part and, in 
some cases, copied more neatly on a neighboring stave. Rehearsal letter markings 
have been written in blue pencil but in red ink when the first section is repeated a 
second time. Principal points of interest, with bar numbers added for ease of 
reference, are: 
Ø f.1r   red ink line downwards to the left of instrument names  
with instruction ‘[illegible word] time p’ The dynamic f 
in Fl.I,Ob.,C.Ang.,Cl.,Fag.,Cor.,Tbe.,Arpe,Vio.I/II,Vle 
b.1 and Vcl. b.2 is circled in red ink to clarify this 
change 
Ø f.1r   red cross in red ink marked next to Trombe (in A) title  
with reference explained at the foot of the page which 
reads ‘N.B. to copyist + printer! put 3rd Trumpet pt. 
(small) in 1st Tr. when the latter is not playing’ 
Ø f.1r b.1  rehearsal marking ‘M 2nd time’ is circled all in red ink 
Ø f.1v bb.5i-6v Cl.II part crossed out in black ink and ‘a 2’ written  
above 
Ø f.1v b.9  rehearsal marking ‘N 2nd time’ appears top and bottom 
of score and is circled all in red ink 
Ø f.2r b.16  Cl. part rewritten in black ink on a spare stave line 
below C.B. 
Ø f.2v b.17  rehearsal marking ‘O 2nd time’ appears top and bottom 
of score and is circled all in red ink. Additional 
instruction from Elgar to the engravers in red ink reads 
‘print in full’ 
Ø f.3r bb.25-26 C.Ang. part crossed out in black ink and rewritten on a 
spare stave line below C.B. 
Ø f.3r b.27  rehearsal marking ‘P 2nd time’ appears top and bottom 
of score and is circled all in red ink 
Ø f.3v b.29  Tbe. Part crossed out in black ink and rewritten on a  
spare stave line below C.B. 
Ø f.3v b.33  Fag. Part crossed out in black ink and rewritten on a  
spare stave line below C.B. 
Ø f.4r b.35  rehearsal marking ‘Q 2nd’ appears top and bottom of 
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score and is circled all in red ink 
Ø f.4r bb.35i-40v Vio.I part rewritten on a spare stave line below C.B. in 
black ink. Vio.II labelled on top line of strings to play 
what Vio.I originally had written with bb.35i-38iii in 
Vio.II line crossed out in black ink. Vio.II moves back 
down to its correct position on the stave at b.39 
Ø f.5r b.47  rehearsal marking ‘R 2nd time’ appears top and bottom  
of score and is circled all in red ink 
Ø f.5r   red ink line downwards with crosses, to capture the  
attention of the engraver, positioned to the far right 
hand side of the page with the note, repeated top and 
bottom of the score, ‘2nd time to p. 19’ 
Ø f.8r bb.183-186 Fl.I/II/III parts crossed out in black ink and ‘a 3’ part  
rewritten on a spare stave line above Picc./Fl.III stave 
Ø f.8r b.183  Tbe. part semi-crossed out and to make clear for  
the engraver Elgar wrote the part on a spare stave line  
below C.B 
Ø f.8v bb.189-194 Tbe. Part rewritten on a spare stave line below C.B. as  
presumably Elgar wanted the three parts, sharing one 
stave line, to be clear for the engraver 
Ø f.9r bb.199-204 Tamb. Picc. Part originally written throughout this  
passage but Elgar has scratched bb.125ii-126ii and 
bb.127ii-130 out 
Ø f.9v   red ink symbol positioned bottom right hand side at the  
end of the page with written instructions below ‘print in 
full’ 
Ø f.10r   red ink line downwards with crosses, to capture the  
attention of the engraver, positioned to the far left hand 
side of the page with the note, repeated top and bottom 
of the score, ‘from p.9’ 
Ø f.11v bb.249-252 Vcl. and C.B. part crossed out and rewritten on two  
spare staves below C.B. stave 
Ø f.12v bb.261-262 Tbe. Part crossed out and rewritten on spare stave line 
below C.B. stave 
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Ø f.13r   MS signed ‘Edward Elgar’ and ‘Hereford’ 
Proofs 
 
Lbl Tyson MS 24: 26 ff., printed score, plate number H.5494, 27.4cm x 32.1cm, with 
pages numbered 3-27 (ff.2-26), marked ‘Proof Sheets / of Pomp & Circumstance 
March / No 4 / E.Elgar / with composer’s corrections’ horizontally spaced across f.1. 
The proof contains several corrections; the Arpe has been given the following 
instructions in blue pencil ‘unis’ b.1,b.63,b.143,b.221,b.243,b.253, ‘I° 8va’ 
b.9,b.33,b.249, ‘sf’ bb.63-65, ‘II° 8va bassa’ b.107,b.223. Other corrections: at ff.24-
25 in Vio.I/II annotated in Elgar’s hand in pencil are [-] markings over bb.241i-246ii 
in Vio.I and over bb.241i-242ii and bb.245i-246ii in Vio.II. At b.243i in Vio.I part 
only and b.245i in Vio.I/II sf in pencil has been added. Finally at b.252iii-iv in 
Fag./C.Fag. part a [hairpin cresc.] written in pencil has been added and at bb.257i-
258i in Trb.I/II part [>] accents written in pencil have been added. 
 
Printed full score (FS) 
 
Boosey & Co., London, 1907, pl. no. 5494 
 
Printed parts (P) 
 
Lbl DRT Digital Store h.3930.(19.): The parts are paired with No.3 in C minor, 
Publication details, London; New York: Boosey & Co, 1905, 1907, the instruments 
all share the same plate number ‘H. 5521’ which is printed on the bottom right corner 
of each page 
 




Lbl Add. MS. 63154 f.6v, f.7r and f.11v: 14-stave MS paper, 34.8cm x 26.0cm, part 
of Elgar’s bound sketchbooks, this particular one has ‘II’ embossed on the front cover 
and the first page inside (f.ii) is signed ‘Edward Elgar’ and dated ‘Malvern / Nov 14: 
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1901’  
Ø f.6v: ink sketch on two staves with later additions in pencil lasting 3 bars, 
annotated by Elgar ‘jolly good. p + c 5’and a reference to ‘p 6’ which 
is the pagination he gave to f.7r 
Ø f.7r: ink sketch on two staves lasting two bars, annotated by Elgar ‘p + c 5’
  and a reference to ‘p 12’ which is the pagination he gave to f.11v 
Ø f.11v: pencil sketch on two staves lasting five bars crossed out, does not  
appear to show any resemblance with Pomp & Circumstance No.5 so 
presumably it was a discarded idea that Elgar initially had because he 
cross referenced this idea to ‘page 6’ (f.7r) 
 
Lbl Add. MS. 63158 f.14v: 1 f. 14-stave MS paper, 34.9cm x 25.9cm containing a 
single treble line melody on two staves in black ink, annotated by Elgar ‘Pomp & 
circumstance No.5’ 
 
Lbl Add. MS. 47903 ff.32-46, 12-stave MS paper, 23.9cm x 30.5cm containing a 
two-stave draft of the entire work in black ink with later additions added in pencil, 
rehearsal numbers have been added at a later date in blue pencil with a stamped red 
ink circle around each number. N.b. only the recto side of each MS paper has been 
written on. Principal points of interest are: 
Ø f.32r: ink sketch with later additions in pencil of bars 1-16, on two staves. Of  
particular importance is in b.14iv is circled and annotated in Elgar’s 
hand is ‘bare’ to indicate a thin line of orchestration here when writing 
full score 
Ø f.33r: ink sketch with later additions in pencil of bars 17-35, on two staves 
Ø f.34r: ink sketch with later additions in pencil of bars 36-60, on two staves 
Ø f.35r: ink sketch with later additions in pencil, on two staves 
Ø f.35v: ink sketch on two staves but only upper part filled in showing bars 1-
  16 
Ø f.37r: ink sketch with later crossing out in pencil and red pencil on two staves 
showing an earlier idea for a transition between Fig.8-9 (in FS), title in 
Elgar’s hand ‘P & C No 5’ along with notes ‘link’ and ‘too long?’ 
Ø f.38r: ink sketch on two staves with later additions in pencil of bars 83-114,  
title in Elgar’s hand ‘P & C No 5’ and heading ‘Trio’ 
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Ø f.39r: ink sketch with later additions in pencil on two staves of bars 115-146,  
two headings in Elgar’s hand ‘P + C No 5’ and ‘Trio contd’ 
Ø f.40r: ink sketch on two staves of bars 147-178, title in Elgar’s hand ‘P + C  
No 5’ and heading ‘Trio ‘contd’, after the first stanza line there is an 
instruction, in Elgar’s hand, ‘(as on p.7) full’ 
Ø f.41r: ink sketch on two staves showing bars 179-180 and bars 247-257 
with ‘etc’ following bars 179-180 in Elgar’s hand and title ‘P + C No5’ 
Ø f.42r: ink sketch with later additions in pencil of bars 258-276 on two staves,  
title in Elgar’s hand ‘P + C No 5’ and heading ‘for CODA’ 
Ø f.43r: ink sketch with some later additions in pencil of bars 277-312 on two  
staves, title in Elgar’s hand ‘P + C No 5 CODA’ 
Ø f.44r: ink sketch on two staves of bars 313-328, title in Elgar’s hand ‘CODA’  
and ‘next page’ written after bar 328 
Ø f.45r: ink sketch with later additions in pencil of bars 329-348 on two staves,  
title in Elgar’s hand ‘P + C No 5’ 
Ø f.46r: ink sketch with some later additions in pencil of bars 349-356 on two  
staves 
 
EB MS. 98 Ordnance Survey Map on the back is a pencil sketch on single line stave 
lasting 16 bars. Stave lines are hand drawn roughly by Elgar and it has a title ‘Pomp 
& Cir. No.5’ at the bottom with Edward Elgar’s signature 
 
Lbl Add. MS. 63161 f.18v: 1 f. 12-stave MS paper, 21.9cm x 29.5cm, page numbered 
34 by Elgar, a sketch in pencil lasting two bars with title top left corner ‘p+c V’ 
 









Printed full score (FS) 
 
Petrucci (also h.3930.p.(5.)) 
Boosey & Co., London, 1930, pl. no. H 13270 
 








Lbl Add. MS. 63161 ff.5r -8r: 12-stave MS paper, 21.9cm x 29.5cm, pages numbered 
8-13 by Elgar, comprising rectos and versos: 
Ø f.5r: a rough sketch of 25 bb. In black ink and pencil, over top of the whole 
sketch in pencil is the letter ‘k’ 
Ø f.5v: a rough sketch of 24 bb. in black ink and pencil, over top of whole 
sketch is a diagonal line across page in pencil 
Ø f.6r: a rough sketch of 23 bb. in black ink and pencil, over top of whole 
sketch is a diagonal line across page in pencil 
Ø f.6v: a rough sketch of 9 bb. in black ink, over top of the whole sketch in 
blue crayon and pencil is the letter ‘k’ 
Ø f.7r: title ‘Cornet’, a rough sketch of 2 bb. in pencil 
Ø f.7v: a rough sketch of 11 bb. in black ink and pencil, over top of the whole 
sketch in blue crayon is the letter ‘k’ 
Ø f.8r: title ‘Coronation March’, a rough sketch of 12 bb. in black ink and 
pencil, over top of the whole sketch in pencil is the letter ‘k’ 
 
Lbl Add. MS. 47907A f.158r: 1 f. 16-stave MS paper, 22.7cm x 29.7cm, page 
numbered 5 by Elgar so presumably this has been isolated from another sketch book 
 
MS full score (MSfs) 
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Lbl Add. MS. 58033: 35 ff. 36-stave hand ruled MS paper, 29.8cm x 47.6cm, page 
numbered 1-52 by Elgar. Orchestration has ‘Fanfare’ (single line stave) and ‘Military 
Band’ (two staves) written below the strings section which references Elgar’s earlier 
compositional idea that these sections would exist; however, on f.1r these titles are 
crossed out in black ink. f.3r is a pasteover on f.2v effecting a revision of bb.21-22 in 
all parts except for Percussion, Organ and Strings. f.4r is the second pasteover on f.2v 
effecting the same revision of bb.21-22 but only applying to Organ and Strings. ff.11, 
12, 13 and 14 are pasted on f.10v. ff.11 and 12 effect a revision of bb.69-72 (to be 
precise, f.11 – bb.69-72 iii, f.12 – b.72 iv) in all but the string parts. In my opinion, 
f.12 is attached to f.11 but folds inwards. Likewise, f.13 follows the same pattern and 
is the concluding bar to f.14 and effects a revision of bb.69-72 (f.14 – bb.69-72iii, f.13 
– b.72iv) in the string parts only. f.15 is a torn out page which does not affect the 
score. f.20r is a pasteover on f.19v effecting a revision of bb.100-102 for the whole 
score. f.26r is a pasteover on f.25r effecting a revision of bb.135-137 for the whole 
score. f.34 is a loose sheet of yellow card, 27.6cm x 44.0cm which is a random 
insertion of a poster advertisement which reads: 
‘1857-1957 / Edward Elgar / Centenary Sketches / A Garland 
of Essays by John Barbirolli, C. Elgar Blake, Adrian Boult, 
H.A. Chambers, Bernard Herrmann, Alan J. Kirby, Yehudi 
Menuhin, Dora M. Powell, Stanford Robinson, David 
Willcocks, Percy Young / 4s / Obtainable Here’ 
This is the only autograph MSfs and was most certainly used as the engravers copy. 
This MS is bound with ‘CORONATION MARCH – ELGAR’ embossed in bronze 
lettering. The MS is part of The Elgar Bequest collection and is Vol.I, bequeathed by 
Mrs C.I. Blake. The MS has been edited in Elgar’s hand throughout, untidy in most 
places, resembling Elgar’s sketch hand rather than writing with care and precision, 
with a vast amount of amendments either crossed out, reworked over the part and, in 
some cases, rewritten on a neighboring stave. There are minimal red ink markings 
which normally indicate revisions or corrections. The most interesting and significant 
examples of Elgar’s refinements to the scoring are as follows (with bar numbers 
added for ease of reference): 
Ø f.1r   ‘Copyright, 1911, by Novello [illegible word]’ in pencil 
written at the foot of the page 
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Ø f.1r-f.2r bb.3-18 C.B. crossed out in black ink and rewritten on spare  
stave line below C.B. stave 
Ø ff.5r-7r bb.23-39 Vio.II ‘Col Vl I’ written in part with Vle. and Vcl. ‘Col  
Vl I’from ff.5r-5v (bb.23-29) then Vcl. ‘Col Viole 
[treble clef]’ f.6r (bb.30-34) and Vcl. ‘Col Vl I’ from 
ff.6v-f.7r (bb.35-37) These are one of many occurrences 
in the MS where Elgar saves time and ink by instructing 
the engraver which parts are to be copied directly from 
Ø f.9r b.53  ‘Quasi alla Marcia (molto maestoso)’ crossed out in ink  
top and bottom of score and replaced with ‘Nobilmente’ 
Ø f.14v   note, in black ink, on top of page reads ‘N.B. this page  
exactly as p 11 except these bits [illegible word] written 
in here’. This note is crossed out along with the entire 
page 
Ø f.16v b.81  Tbe.I/II/III rewritten in red ink, for clarity, above on  
Cor.III/IV stave which has a [semibreve rest] 
Ø f.19r bb.97-99 note in Elgar’s hand, in black ink, across page reads  
‘This page to be exactly / like p 19 / except [illegible 
word] notes / [illegible word] added here’. Another 
note, in blue pencil, appears to the a translation in 
german so assume the MS was copied, or sent to 
engravers, in Germany. Also in blue pencil across b.98, 
not in Elgar’s hand, are a reminder of the clefs for the 
copyist and listing a number for each stave line (Fl.I has 
‘1’ and the numbers finish with C.B. which has ‘30’) 
Ø f.20r b.100  blue pencil, not in Elgar’s hand, reads ‘see note above’,  
note above, in black ink, reads ‘as first bar / on p 20’ 
Ø f.23r b.117iii-vi Vle. Part rewritten in black ink on spare stave below 
C.B. 
Ø f.24r bb.124i-125i Vio.II part rewritten in black ink on spare stave below 
C.B.  
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Ø f.24v b.134v-vii Vcl. Part rewritten in black ink on spare stave below 
C.B. 
Ø f.27r-28r bb.146-155 A ‘Fanfare’ part written and crossed out in black ink but  
appears in Tbe. Part irrespectively 
Ø f.29v bb.167-171 Vio.I part crossed out in black ink and rewritten on  
spare stave above Vio.I  
Ø f.29v b.171  a ‘fanfare’ part written and crossed out in black ink but  
appears in Tbe. Part irrespectively 
Ø f.30r   ‘as before’ written in Elgar’s hand across the page then  
below, in blue pencil, presumably the copyists writing 
with page numbers and letters to reference the bars to 
be copied (which are Elgar’s page numbers 19-26 or 
from ff.16r-20r) 
Ø f.31r   contains a quiet ‘maestoso’ passage of 5 bars in length  
featuring C.Ang., Cl.I/II, Cl.B., Fag. C.Fag., Cor., Tba., 
Timp., Tam.picc., Tam.ten., G.C., Org., Vle., Vcl., C.B. 
This whole passage has been crossed out in black ink 
Ø f.33v bb.189-191 a ‘fanfare’ part crossed out in black ink but appears in 
Tbe part irrespectively 
Ø f.33v bb.189-192 organ part completely rewritten in black ink on spare  






Printed full score (FS) 
 
K.9.c.8 
Novello & Co. London, 1912, pl. no. 13630 
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Printed parts (P) 
 
h.3930.(27.) 
Novello & Co. London, 1912, pl. no. 13591 
 
The Empire March 
 
Sketches and short score 
 
EB MS. 51: 9 ff. 14-stave MS paper, pages numbered 1-9 by Elgar, comprising rectos 
and versos, a reasonably fair copy of the entire march in short score on two staves of 
134 bb. in black ink and pencil with figure numbers circled in red ink. Principal points 
of interest are: 
Ø f.1: title ‘March’, bb.1-14 with amendments in pencil 
Ø f.2: heading ‘March’, bb.15-28 with amendments in pencil, note above  
  b.24 reads ‘not this again’ 
Ø f.3: heading ‘March’, a reworked idea of bb.16-28 but f.2 is more accurate 
  to the full score 
Ø f.4: heading ‘March’, bb.29-47, ‘Trio’ marked above b.32 
Ø f.5: heading ‘March’, bb.48-63 
Ø f.6: heading ‘March’, bb.64-75 
Ø f.7: bb.76-89, note above b.82 reads ‘Nobilmente’ and instrument  
  assignment of ‘organ’ 
Ø f.8: bb.90-105 
Ø f.9  bb.106-118, note above b.108 reads ‘4 Corni’ and an additional part 
  ‘Bells’ is written above bb.112-115 
 
EB MS. 52: 11 ff. arranged for piano, violin and cello (‘March for the Grafton 
family’) piano part on 14-stave MS paper, violin part on 16-stave MS paper, cello part 
on 12-stave MS paper. 
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Robert Kaye collection – orchestral parts 
 




Printed parts (P) 
 
Enoch & Sons, London, 1924 
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COMMENTARY 
 Elgar was normally a careful proof-reader, but where errors have escaped notice to 
survive into the printed score they have been corrected in the current Edition, with such 
corrections recorded as follows: 
Ø Obvious errors such as the imprecise alignment of hairpins, superfluously repeated 
dynamics and (in MS sources) missing accidentals are not listed unless, in the editor’s 
judgement, they raise an issue of some significance; nor, with the same proviso, are any 
minor adjustments to performance directions made by the composer at proof stage. 
Ø Wherever possible, other minor editorial amendments are shown in the score enclosed in 
square brackets (eg. [p], [>]) or by a stroke through a slur, tie or hairpin (eg. , 
). 
Ø Where editorial changes cannot be clearly conveyed in the score, as with deletions or the 
replacement of one marking by another; a Commentary entry describes the change, 
including the marking which has been removed, more fully. 
Ø Where different sources contain conflicting readings, or instances where the composer’s 
intentions are in doubt, the printed score has been amended to show what, in the editor’s 
view, was Elgar’s intended reading, with a Commentary entry recording the nature of, 
and authority for, the change. Unless indicated as editorial, all tempos and dynamic 
markings have the authority of at least one of the sources. 
 In the case of the fragments, without any means of determining the composer’s 
ultimate intention, the aim has been to reproduce each series of sketches as accurately and 
clearly as the surviving source material will allow. They have been grouped and ordered as 
far as musical compatibility and textual annotations allow and are presented with the minimal 
editorial intervention necessary to convey the contents of the original sketches. A brief 
Commentary for each sketch provides additional description of the sources, where this cannot 
be fully captured in the typeset reproduction. 
 The source descriptions are followed by a detailed Commentary listing for the score, 
the prime purpose of which is to record differences between the chosen copy text (almost 
invariably the published score where one exists) and this Edition. Each listing entry is 
ordered as follows: 
	 269 
Ø first column:  bar and note number; in determining the note number within 
   the bar, rests are not counted or numbered; where changes have 
   been applied repeatedly, a hyphen indicates that the change  
   applies to all within the range specified, whereas discrete  
   occurrences are indicated by solidus, thus: 
- 36 i/38 iii indicates the first note of b.36 and the third note of b.38; 
- 36-38 i/iii indicates the first and third notes of bb.36, 37 and 38; 
- 36-38 i-iii indicates the first three notes of bb.36, 37 and 38; 
- 36 i-38 iii indicates all notes from the first note of b.36 to the third note of b.38 
If no note number is given, the change applies to the whole bar unless indicated otherwise in 
the fourth column; 
Ø second column: the instrument or voice to which the change applies; 
Ø third column:  the source or authority for the change 
Ø fourth column: a description of the change, usually in one of the following  
   formats: 
- < x > deleted   where < x >, which appears in the copy text, has been deleted 
    from this Edition without replacement; 
- < x > added   where < x >, not in the copy text, has been added to this Edition 
- < x > replaced by < y > where < x >, which appears in the copy text, has been replaced 
    in this Edition by < y >. 
 





 The Helmholz notation has been used to indicate pitch thus: c1 for middle C; d1 and b 
for the notes above and below middle C; c2, c3 for one and two octaves above; c, C and C1 for 
one, two and three octaves below.  
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Imperial March, Op.32 
 
Copy text: FS 
 
7 v  Vle   ed.   [staccatissimo] replaced by ^ 
7 viii  Vio.II   ed.   [staccatissimo] replaced by ^ 
9 i  C.Fag.   ed.   sf deleted 
10 ii-iii Vio.I   ed.   stacc. deleted 
12 i  Ob.I/II   ed.   sf replaced by ff 
13 ii  Fl.I   ed.   sf deleted 
14 ii-iii Fag.   ed.   stacc. deleted 
14 v-vi  Fag./Vio.I  ed.   stacc. deleted 
17 i  Tba   ed.   sf deleted 
18 ii-iii Fl.I   ed.   slur deleted 
20 iii  Vio.I   ed.   stacc. deleted 
21 i  Vio.I   ed.   [staccatissimo] replaced by stacc. 
21 v  Vio.I   ed.   > replaced by stacc. 
23 i-iv  Fag.I/II  ed.   > to match Cl. and recapitulation 
        86 i-iv 
24 i  Fag.I/II  ed.   [-] replaced by > 
24 ii-iii Fag.I   ed.   stacc. replaced by > to match  
        other parts 
24 iv  Tbe   ed.   > replaced by ^ 
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32 i  C.B.   ed.   stacc. deleted 
43 i-ii  Ob.I   ed.   slur replaced by sl. i-v to match 
        Cl.I and 39 i-iv 
44 i-iii/iv-vi Fl.I   ed.   slurs replaced by slur i-vi  
        to match Ob.I & Cl.I 
45 i  C.B.   ed.   stacc. deleted 
54 iv-vii Cl.I   ed.   slur deleted 
58 i  Cor.III   ed.   > deleted as isolated feature and 
        does not coincide with other parts 
        playing same melody 
59 v-viii Ob.I/Cl.I  ed.   slur deleted 
70 v  Vle   ed.   [staccatisimo] replaced by ^ 
71 iv  Fag.I   C.Fag.   stacc. replaced by [staccatisimo] 
72 i  Cor.   ed.   sf deleted by analogy to 9 i 
73 ii-iii Vio.I   ed.   stacc. deleted 
76 ii  Fl.I   ed.   sf deleted 
80 i  Fl.I   ed.   stacc. deleted 
81 ii-iii Fl.I   ed.   slur deleted 
84 v  Vio.I   ed.   > replaced by stacc. to match  
        vertically 
85 ii-iii Ob.I   ed.   slur deleted 
87 i  Fag.I/II  ed.   [-]deleted 
87 ii-iii Fag.I   ed.   stacc. replaced by > to match 
        other parts and 24 ii-iii 
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88 i  Cor.III/IV  ed.   cr. replaced by cr 
88 iii/vi Fl.I   ed.    [-]deleted 
90 i  Fl.I/II/Trb.I/II  ed.   [staccatisimo] deleted 
 
Pomp and Circumstance March No.1, Op.39 
 
Copy text: FS 
  
1 i-2 ii  Fag.   P   stacc. added 
1 i  Cnt./Trb.III/Tba/ P   sf added 
  Vio.II/Vle/Vcl./C.B. 
1 i-ii  C.Fag.   P   stacc. added 
2 i  Tbe   P   sf added 
2 i/3 i/5 i Cnt.I   P   stacc. added 
2 I  Trb.II   P   ff added 
2 iii-3 ii Fag.II   P   stacc. added 
2 iv-v  C.Fag./Trb.III/Tba P   stacc. added 
2 iv/3 iv/4 iv Cor.   P   stacc. added 
2 iv  Cor.III/IV  P   sf added 
2 iv  C.Fag.   P   sf added 
3 ii-iii/4 iv-v Cl.B   P   stacc. added 
3 ii-iv  Vio.II   P   stacc. added 
3 iii  C.Fag.   P   sf added 
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3 iii/4 iii Vle   P   stacc. added 
3 iv/4 iv Cl.   P   [-]added 
3 iv-4 ii Fag.II   P   stacc. added 
3 iv-v  Trb.III/Tba  P   stacc. added 
5 i-ii/iv-v Fag.II   P   stacc. added 
5 i  C.Fag.   P   sf added 
5 i-ii  C.B.   P   stacc. added 
5 ii-iii/6 ii-iii Ob./Cl.  P   stacc. added 
5 iv  Ob.   P   sf added 
5 iv  Cor.I/II/III  P   stacc. added 
5 iv-v  Trb.III/Tba  P   stacc. added 
6 i  C.Fag./Trb.II  P   sf added 
6 ii  Cor.III   P   sf added 
6 iv  Cl.II   P   [-]added 
6 v-vi  Ob.II/Cl.  P   stacc. added 
7 i  Cl.I/Cl.B/Fag.I/ P   stacc. added 
  Cnt./Vio.I/II/Vle 
7 i  Vio.II   ed.   stacc. deleted 
7 i  Trb.II   P   sf added 
7 ii-iii  Vio.I/II  P   stacc. added 
7 ii  Vle   P   stacc. added 
7 iv  Vio.I   P   stacc. added 
7 iv-v  Vcl./C.B.  P   stacc. added 
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8 i-iii  C.Fag.   P   stacc. added 
8 iv-v  Fag./C.B.  P   stacc. added 
8 iv-9 iv Cl.II/Cl.B/C.Fag. P   stacc. added 
10 i-ii  Cl.I   P   stacc. added 
10 i-iv  Cl.B/Fag.  P   stacc. added 
11 i  Vle/Vcl.  P   [>]added 
11 v-viii Vio.II   P   stacc. added 
12 i-iv  Fag./Trb.III  P   stacc. added 
13 ii-14 i Cl.II   P   slur added 
15 i  Cor.IV   P   f added 
16 iii  Vio.II   P   sf added 
18 i  Trb.III/Tba/C.B P   ff added 
26 i-27 ii Ob.I   P   slur added 
26 i  Vio.II   P   mf added 
26 ii-27 ii Cor.III   P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
27 i  Cl./Vle   P   [>] added 
27 i-ii  Vle   P   slur added 
27 iii  Cl.   P   [>] added 
28 i  Ob.   P   [>] added 
28 i  C.Fag.   P   mf added 
29 ii  Vle/Vcl.  P   [>] added 
30 ii-iii/v-vi C.Fag.   P   stacc. added 
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31 i-iii  C.Fag./Cor.I/II/ P   [>] added 
        Trb.I/II/Tba 
31 iv  Cl.B/Fag.  ed.   [>] replaced by stacc. to match 
        recapitulation  in Fag. 179 iv 
31 iv  C.Fag./Trb.II  P   stacc. added 
32 i  Picc./Fl./Ob./Cl. ed.   ^ deleted as superfluous and does 
        not match recapitulation 180 i 
32 i/ii  Ob.   P   stacc. added 
32 i  Ob./Cl.  P   ten. added 
32 i  Vio.I/II  P   ^ deleted and also not in FS  
        recapitulation 180 i  
32 ii-iii Cor.II   P   stacc. added 
32 ii-iii/v-vi Cl.B/Trb.III/Vle P   stacc. added 
32 v-vi  Trb.II   P   stacc. added 
33 i  Cor.IV/Tr.I  P   > replaced by ^ 
34 i-vi  Fl.II/Cl.II  P   slur bts i-iv replaced by slur as 
        shown in P and by analogy in 
        26 i-iii/iv-vi 
34 i-35 i C.Fag./Cor.III  P   [cresc. Hairpin] added 
34 i  Cor.III   P   mf added 
35 i  Vle   P   > added 
36 i-37 iii Ob.I/II   P   slur replaced by slur shown in P 
        and analogy in 28 i-iii/iv-vi/ 
        29 i- ii 
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36 i-37 ii Cor.IV   P   slur added 
36 i  Cl.B/Tba  P   molto cresc. added 
36 i  Cor.IV   P   mf added 
36 i  Cor.IV   P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
36 i  Vle   P   mf added 
37 ii  Cor.III   P   > added 
38 ii-iii/v-vi C.Fag./Trb./Tba P   stacc. added 
40 i  Fl./Ob./Cl.I  P   stacc. added 
40 i  Fl./Ob.   P   > added 
40 i-viii C.B.   P   > added 
40 i  Cor.IV   P   stacc. added 
41 i  Fl. I   ed.   > replaced by ^ 
41 iv-v  Vle   P   stacc. added 
42 i  Trb.III/Tba  P   sf added 
42 v-43 viii Ob.   P   stacc. added 
42 v-viii Cl.II   P   stacc. added 
43 i-viii Vle   P   stacc. added 
44 ii  Trb./Tba  P   sf added 
44 ii  Vcl./C.B.  P   > replaced by ^ 
44 v/45 v Vio.I/II/Vle  P   > added 
46 ii  Trb./Tba  P   stacc. added 
48 i  C.B.   P   div. added 
48 v  Vio.I/Vcl.  P   [downbow] added 
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50 v-viii Ob./Cl.  P   stacc. added 
53 i  Trb.I/II  P   sf replaced by sf bt ii 
53 i/54 i/ Trb.III/Tba  P   sf added 
55 i/56 i 
53 ii/54 ii/ Trb.I/II/III  P   stacc. added 
55 ii/56 ii 
53 iii  Cor.IV   P   > and triple stacc. added 
53 iii  Cnt.   P   > added 
54 i/55 i/ Tr.   P   > and triple stacc. added 
56 i/57 i 
54 i-ii  Cnt.I   P   stacc. added 
54 iii/55 iii/ Cor.IV   P   triple stacc. added 
56 iii 
54 iii/55 iii/ Cnt.   P   > and triple stacc. added 
56 iii/57 iii 
54 iii  Cor.I/II  P   > added 
55 i  Ob.I   P   > added 
56 i  Vle   P   > added 
57 i  Trb./Tba  P   rf replaced by sf 
57 iii  Cor.I/II/IV  P   > and triple stacc. added 
58 i/59 i Tr.   P   >and triple stacc. added 
58 iii/59 iii Trb.I/II/IV/Cnt. P   > and triple stacc. added 
60 i  Picc.   P   ff added 
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60 i  Ob./Cl.  P   stacc. added 
60 i  Trb.III/Tba  P   ff added 
60 iii-vi C.B.   P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
61 i/ii  Cnt.I   P   stacc. added 
61 iii  C.B.   P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
62 i  Trb.I   P   > and stacc. added 
62 ii  Trb.I/II  P   > and stacc. added 
63 i  Trb.I   P   > added 
63 i  Trb.II/III/Tba  P   > and stacc. added 
63 iii  Picc.   ed.   stacc. deleted bt iii only stacc. 
        bt(s) iv-vi 
63 iii  Picc.   P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
63 iv  Fl./Ob.   ed.   stacc. deleted bt iv only stacc. 
        bt(s) v-vii 
65 i  Vio.I/II  P   ^ added 
65 i-ii  Fag.   P   stacc. added 
65 iv  Tr.II/Cnt.I  P   stacc. added 
65 v  Cnt.   P   ^ added 
66 i-ii  Tba   P   stacc. added 
66 i-69 v Vcl.   P   stacc. added 
66 i-68 v C.B   P   stacc. added 
66 ii  Vle   P   stacc. added 
66 iii  Fl.I/II   ed.   error F[b] replaced by F [natural] 
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67 ii-iii Cnt.II   P   stacc. added 
68 i-ii/iv-v Trb.III   P   stacc. added 
68 ii-iii/ Ob.I/Cl.II  P   stacc. added 
69 ii-iii 
68 iv  Ob.   P   sf added 
69 i  Picc.   P   stacc. added 
69 ii-iii Cor.I/III/Vio.I  P   stacc. added 
69 ii-iv  Cnt.I   P   stacc. added 
69 ii-iii Cnt.II   P   stacc. added 
69 iv  Cl./Cor./Vio.II/Vle P   stacc. added 
69 iv-v  Fag.   P   stacc. added 
69 iv  Cor.III/IV  P   sf added 
70 ii-iii Fl.I/Cl.II/Vio.I/II P   stacc. added 
70 iv  Fl.I/Cl.   P   stacc. added 
70 iv-v  Fag.I   P   stacc. added 
70 v-vi  Vio.II   P   stacc. added 
71 i  Vio.I   P   stacc. added 
72 i  Cl.B/C.B.  P   pesante added 
74 i  Fag.II/Cor.III/IV/ P   sf added 
  Trb.I/II 
74 ii  Fag./C.B.  P   stacc. added 
74 ii  Vcl.   P   moved dim. from 74 ii to 75 i as 
        shown in P 
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75 i  Cor.III/IV  P   dim. added 
76 i  C.B   P   cr not q 
87  C.B.   P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
91 i-iii  Vio.I   P   slur added 
105  C.B.   P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
106 i-107 ii Cl.   ed.   slur moved from 106 i-107 ii to 
        106 i-107 iii to match Ob. 
107 i  Ob.I   P   > added 
108 i  Vio.II/C.B.  P   cresc. added 
116 i-117 ii C.Fag.   P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
118 i  Cor.II   P   FS has no ♯ 
119 iii  Vio.I   P   [upbow] added 
132 i-133 ii Vio.II/Vle/C.B. P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
145 i-146 i Ob.II   P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
149 ii  Fag.I   P   [-]added 
158 i-iv Cl.B/Fag.  P   stacc. added 
158 i/ii/159 i Vcl.   P   > added 
160 i-iv Fag./Trb.III  P   stacc. added 
163 i  C.B.   P   unis added 
164 i  Trb.III   P   [-]added 
164 iii  Vio.II   P   sf added 
165 ii  Cl.I/II   ed.   ff moved from 166 i to 165 ii 
165 ii  Fag.I/II  ed.   f moved from 166 i to 165 ii 
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165 viii Vio.II   P   [open string symbol] added 
166 i  C.Fag.   P   stacc. added 
166 i  Trb.III   P   ff added 
166 i  Tba   P   ff added 
166 i  Vle   P   [downbow] added 
166 i  C.B.   P   ff added 
167 i  Picc.   P   ff added 
167 ii/169 ii Fag.II   P   > added 
167 ii  Cor.I   P   > added 
168 i-iv/ C.Fag.   P   stacc. added 
170 i-iv 
171 i-ii  Cl.B.   P   stacc. added 
171 iv  C.B.   P   stacc. added 
171 v-vi Fl.I/II   P   stacc. deleted 
172 ii  Vcl.   P   sf added 
174 i-175 ii Fag.   P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
174 i  Vio.II   P   mf added 
174 i  Vcl.   P   stacc. added 
175 i  Fl.I/II   P   > added 
175 iii  Cl.I/II   P   > added 
176 i  Tba/Vle  P   molto cresc. added 
177 i  Ob.I/II   P   > added 
177 iii  Fl.I/II   P   > added 
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177 iii  Vio.I/II  P   [-] replaced by > 
178 i/ii  Cor.III/IV  P   stacc. added 
178 iv  Trb.I/II  P   stacc. deleted 
179 i  Cor.III   P   stacc. added 
179 iv  Fag.I/C.Fag.  P   stacc. added 
179 iv  Trb.I/II  ed.   > replaced by stacc. to match  
        other parts and analogy 31 iv 
180 i  Fl.II   P   > and stacc. added 
180 i  Ob./Cl.II  P   ten. added 
180 i  Cor.IV   P   stacc. added 
180 ii  Ob.   P   > added 
180 ii-iii/v-vi Fag.I/Vle  P   stacc. added 
180 ii  Cor.III/IV  P   stacc. added 
181 iii-iv Picc.   ed.   cresc. deleted  
181 iii  Vcl./C.B.  ed.   sf in P bt iii, ed. move to bt iv by 
        analogy with b 33 iv 
182 i-vi Fl./Cl.   ed.   slur replaced by slur bt(s) i-iii and 
        iv-vi to match b 34 
182 i  Ob.I   P   mf added 
182 i-183 ii Fag.   P   slur 182/183 i-ii replaced by slur 
        bb 182 i-183 ii 
182 i-183 i C.Fag.   P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
183 i/iii Fl.I/II   P   > added 
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183 i  Vle   P   > added 
184 i  Cl.B/Tba  P   molto cresc. added 
184 i-185 ii Fag./Cor.IV  P   slur 184/185 i-ii in Fag. replaced 
        by slur bb 184 i-185 ii 
184 i  Vio.II/Vle  P   mf added 
185 i/iii Vio.II   P   > added 
186 i/ii  Cl.   P   stacc. added 
186 ii-iii/v-vi Trb.III/Tba  P   stacc. added 
187 i  Ob./Cor.III  P   stacc. added 
187 iv  Trb.II/C.B.  P   stacc. added 
188 i  Fl.I/II   P   > and stacc. added 
188 i  Ob./Cl.I/Cor.IV P   stacc. added 
188 ii  Cl.   P   > added 
189 iii-iv Cl.I/II   P   [-]added 
190 i  Vio.II/Vle  P   sf added 
190 i-viii Vle   P   stacc. added 
191 i  Trb.I/II  P   stacc. added 
192 i  Tba   P   stacc. added 
194 i  Vio.II/Vle/C.B. P   stacc. added 
194 ii  Trb.I/II  P   stacc. added 
196 i  Vio.II   P   f added 
196 i  Vle   P   > added 
197 v-viii Ob./Cl.  P   stacc. added 
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200 i-ii  Cor.I   P   stacc. added 
200 i  Trb.I/II  P   sf bt ii moved to bt i 
200 i  Trb.III   P   sf added 
200 ii/202 ii/ Trb.   P   stacc. added 
203 ii 
200 iii/201 iii/ Cor.IV   P   > and triple stacc. added 
202 iii/203 iii/ 
204 iii/205 iii/ 
206 iii 
200 iii  Cnt.   P   > added 
201 i/202 i/ Trb.III/Tba  P   sf added 
203 i 
201 ii  Trb.II/III  P   stacc. added 
201 iii  Cor.I/II  P   > added 
201 i/202 i/ Cnt.   P   > and triple stacc. added 
203 i 204 i/ 
205 i/206 i 
202 i  Ob.I   P   > added 
204 iii/  Cor.I/II  P   > and triple stacc. added 
205 iii/206 iii 
206 i-ii  Ob.I   P   slur b 206 i-207 i replaced by slur 
        b 206 i-ii 
206 i  Vle   P   > added 
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207 i  Picc.   P   ff added 
207 i  Ob./Cl.  P   stacc. added 
207 iii  C.B.   P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
208 iii  Vle   ed.   stacc. deleted as in several 
        parallel passages 
208 iii  Trb.II/III/Tba  P   stacc. added 
208 iii  C.B.   P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
209 i  Trb.I   P   > and stacc. added 
209 ii  Trb.I/II  P   > and stacc. added 
209 iii  Vio.I/II  ed.   stacc. deleted as in several 
        parallel passages 
210 i  Trb.I/II  P   > and stacc. added 
210 i  Tba   P   stacc. added 
210 iii  Picc.   ed.   stacc. deleted as in several 
        parallel passages 
210 iii  Picc.   P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
210 iv  Fl./Ob./Vio.I/II/Vle ed.   stacc. deleted bt iv only stacc. 
        bt(s) v-vii 
212 i-ii  Fag.   P   stacc. added 
212 ii  Vio.I/II  P   ^ added 
213 i-iii Vcl.   P   stacc. added 
213 ii  Vle   P   stacc. added 
214 ii-iii Cnt.   P   stacc. added 
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214 iv-v C.Fag.   P   stacc. added 
215 ii-iii Fl.II/Ob./Cl.II  P   stacc. added 
216 i  Picc.   P   stacc. added 
216 ii-iii Fl.II/Ob.I/Cl.II P   stacc. added 
216 ii-iii Cor.I/III/Cnt.I/Vio.II P   stacc. added 
216 ii  Cor.II/IV  P   stacc. added 
216 i-iii Vio.I/Vle  P   stacc. added 
216 iv  Cl.I/Cnt.I  P   stacc. added 
216 iv-v Fag.   P   stacc. added 
216 v  Cnt. I   ed.   sf moved from bt iv to v as in 
        exposition b 69 
217 ii-iii Fl.I/Cl.II/Cnt./Vio.II P   stacc. added 
217 iii  Vio.I   P   stacc. added 
217 iv-v Fag.I   P   stacc. added 
217 iv  Cnt.I   P   stacc. added 
217 iv  Cnt.II   P   sf added 
217 iv  Vio.II/Vle  P   stacc. added 
217 v-vi Vio.I   P   stacc. added 
218 i  C.Fag.   ed.   sf moved to bt ii 
218 i  Vio.I/II  ed.   [staccatisimo] replaced by stacc. 
218 i  Vio.II/Vle  P   stacc. added 
218 ii-iii Vio.II   P   stacc. added 
218 iv-v C.B.   P   stacc. added 
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219 i-220 iv Cor.I/II  P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
219 i  Vio.II/C.B.  P   pesante added 
223 i  Fag.   P   > added 
223 i  Cor.I/II  P   ^ replaced by > 
223 i  Vio.I   P   ^ added 
223 i-224 ii Vle   P   [downbow] added 
223 ii-224 ii Cor.III/IV  P   > added 
223 ii  Trb.I/II  P   stacc. deleted 
224 ii  Fag.   P   > added 
225 i  Cor./Vle  P   simile added 
227 i  Fag.II/C.Fag.  P   sf added 
232 i  Picc./Fl./Ob./Cl./ P   [dim. hairpin] replaced by > 
  Cl.B/Vio.I     engraver misinterpretation 
232 i  Vcl.   ed.   [dim. hairpin] deleted engraver 
        misinterpretation 
239 i  Picc./Fl./Ob./Cl./ P   ^ added 
  Cl.B/Tr./Cnt./Vcl. 
248 i  Picc.   ed.   [dim. Hairpin] deleted engraver 
        misinterpretation 
248 i  Fl./Ob.Cl./Cl.B/Cnt/ P   [dim. hairpin] replaced by >  
  Vio.I/Vcl.     engraver misinterpretation 
250 i-ii  C.B.   P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
253 i  Cor.I   ed.   [-] deleted 
255 i  Vio.I   P   ^ added 
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262 i  Cl.B   P   stacc. deleted 
262 ii  Vcl.   ed.   stacc. deleted 
264 i-viii Ob./Cl.  P   stacc. added 
265 iii  Vio.II   P   [downbow] added 
266 i  Vle   P   [downbow] added 
266 iii-vi Fag.II/Cor.III/Cnt.II/ P   stacc. added 
  Trb.II 
268 i-ii  Fl.   P   stacc. added 
268 i-272 ii Cl.I   P   stacc. added 
269 iv  Vio.II   P   stacc. added 
270 i  C.B.   P   ff added 
271 i-272 iii Cor.III/IV  P   stacc. added 
271 i  Vle   P   > added 
273 i  Ob.I/II   P   stacc. added 
273 i  Cl.I   P   stacc. added 
273 i  Trb.I   P   stacc. added 
273 i  Tba   P   ff added 
274 i  Ob.I/II   P   stacc. added 
274 i  Cl.I/II   P   stacc. added 
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1 i  Cl.II/Vcl.  P   stacc. added 
4 v/vi  Vio.I   P   stacc. added 
5 i/ii  Cl.I   P   stacc. added 
7 i  Ob.   ed.   cresc. deleted 
7 ii  Cl.I   P   stacc. added 
8 i  Vcl.   P   > added 
8 i  C.B.   ed.   stacc. added 
8 ii  Cl.I/II/Cor.I/II  P   stacc. added 
8 ii  C.B.   P   stacc. added 
9 i/ii  Cor.III/IV  P   stacc. added 
11 i  Cl.I   P   stacc. deleted 
12 i/ii  Ob.I/II   P   stacc. added 
13 i/ii  Ob.I   P   stacc. added 
13 i  Cor.III/IV  P   cresc. added 
15 i  Cor.I   P   ff added 
15 i-16 iii Cor.III   P   > added 
16 i-viii Cl.I/II   P   stacc. added 
16 iv-v  Fag.I/Cor.III  P   stacc. added 
16 iv  C.B.   P   > added 
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21 ii  Cl.I/II   P   stacc. added 
28 i-29 i Cl./Cl.B/Fag.I  ed.   slur replaced by slur b 28 i-vi 
28 i  Vio.I   P   [upbow] added 
28 i  Vle   P   molto cresc. added 
29 iii-iv Vio.II   P   [diminuendo hairpin] added 
30 i/ii  Fag.II   P   stacc. added 
32 i  Cor.III   P   > added 
32 ii  Vle   P   > added 
32 iii  Vio.I/II  P   > added 
33 i  Cl.I   P   stacc. 
33 iii-34 i Fag.II   P   slur added 
35 viii  Vle   P   stacc. added 
38 i  Vle   P   ^ added 
41 i-iii  Fl.   ed.   slur replaced by slur 40 i-41 iii to 
        match Cl. 
41 i-vi  Cor.I   P   slur replaced by slur b 40 i-41 iii 
        and b 41 iv-vi 
46 i-47 ii Fag.II   P   stacc. added 
48 i-iii  Cor.II/IV  P   stacc. added 
49 i-iv  Trb.I   P   stacc. added 
49 v  Vio.I/II/Vle  P   stacc. added 
50 i  Ob./Cl.  P   stacc. replaced by [staccatisimo] 
50 i  Fag.I   P   [staccatisimo] added 
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52 i  Ob./Cl.  P   stacc. replaced by [staccatisimo] 
52 i  Fag.I   P   [staccatisimo] added 
53 i  Ob./Cl.  P   sf added 
54 v  Vio.I/II  P   stacc. added 
60 i/ii  Cl.I/Fag.II  P   stacc. added 
64 i  Fag.II/C.Fag.  P   cresc. added 
65 ii  Fag.I/II  P   > added 
65 ii  Cor.III/IV  P   stacc. added 
65 iv  Fag.I/II  P   stacc. added 
68 iv  Fag./C.Fag.  P   cresc. added 
73 i-iii  Fag./Cor.I  P   > added 
73 i-iv  C.Fag./Trb.III  P   > added 
73 iv-v  Vcl.I   P   stacc. added 
74 i  C.Fag./Cor.III/IV/ P   [-] added 
  Tr./Cnt./Trb./Tba 
75 i  Tr./Cnt./Trb./Tba P   [-] added 
76 i  Fl.I/Ob.I/Cl.I/Cl.B/ P   [staccatisimo] added 
  Fag.I/Vcl. 
76 i  Trb.III/Tba  P   sf added 
76 ii  Cl.B   P   ^ added 
98 ii  Vio.II   P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
107 i-iii C.Fag.   P   [-] added 
107 i-iii Trb.I/II  P   [-] added 
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108 i  Trb.I/II  P   stacc. added 
110 i  Cl.B   P   p added 
119 i  Cor.II/Cor.IV  P   ^ added 
122 i-123 iii Cor.I/III  ed.   slur extended to b 124 i 
122 ii  Cl.B   P   ^ added 
123 ii-124 i Cl.B   ed.   longer slur deleted 
126 i-127 ii Trb.II/III  P   slur added 
126 ii  Vcl.   P   ^ added 
128 i  Tr.   P   ^ added 
133 i  Cl.I/II   P   p added 
135 i  Tba   P   cresc. molto added 
146 i  Cnt.I   P   ff added 
159 ii  Cl./Fag.I  P   [staccatisimo] added 
160 i  Picc./C.Fag.  P   stacc. added 
160 i-ii  Cl.II/Trb.II/Tba P   stacc. added 
160 i  Vcl./C.B.  P   stacc. added 
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2 iii  Cl.   ed.   > deleted 
22 iii  Cor.I/II  ed.   > deleted 
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22 v  Cl.   P   > deleted 
25 ii-iii Ob.I/II   ed.   stacc. deleted 
26 i  Cor.III/IV  ed.   > deleted 
26 i  Tpt.   ed.   > deleted, missing in Tpt.II P 
28 i  C.A.   ed.   sf deleted 
38 i/ 82 i Vle   ed.   error tenor clef, changed to alto 
        clef 
38 ii  Vcl.   ed.   ^ replaced by > 
42 i  C.Fag.   ed.   ^ replaced by > 
49 ii-iii C.Fag.   ed.   > replaced by ^ 
56 ii  Cor. II   ed.   engraver error, q. replaced by 
        stacc. q to match Vle 
72 i-73 i Fl.I/II   ed.   slur shortened to b 72 i-ii to 
        match b 70 i-ii and Vio./Vcl. 
78 i  B.Cl.   ed.    ‘a 2’ deleted 
94 i  Fag.I/II  ed.   stacc. replaced with [-] to match 
        woodwind 
100 vi  Vle   ed.   stacc. deleted 
102 i-ii  C.B.   ed.   stacc. deleted 
108 i  Vio.II   ed.   stacc. deleted 
108 iii  Cor.I/II  ed.   > deleted 
108 v  Cl.   ed.   > deleted 
111 ii-iii Ob.   ed.   [stacc.] deleted 
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111 iii  Cor.   ed.   ^ deleted 
112 i  Cor.III   ed.   > deleted 
112 v  Cl.   ed.   [stacc.] deleted 
113 ii  C.B.   ed.   sf moved from b 113 ii to 
        b 113 iii 
119 ii  C.B.   ed.   stacc. deleted 
122 xiii Vcl.   ed.   stacc. deleted 
134 iv  Vcl.   ed.   error alto clef, changed to tenor 
        clef 
136 i  Fag.I   ed.   stacc. deleted 
136 iii  Vio.I   ed.   stacc. deleted 
137 iii  Vio.I   ed.   > deleted 
142 ii  Tbe   ed.   ^ deleted to match Fl.I 
159 iii  Tbe   ed.   stacc. deleted 
172 v  Ob.   ed.   stacc. deleted 
184 iii  Cl.   ed.   stacc. deleted 
185 iv  Vle   ed   error tenor clef, changed to alto 
        clef 
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1 i  Cl./Cl.B  ed.   instrument names incorrect,  
        B[flat] not B 
2 i-ii  Ob.I/II   P   stacc. added 
2 v  Ob.I   P   stacc. added 
3 i  Cor.I/II  P   stacc. added 
6 v  Fl.I/II/Ob./C.I./ ed.   stacc. deleted due to simile 
  Cl./Cor./Tr.I/II 
9 i  C.B.   P   stacc. added 
10 i  Cor. IV  ed.   error [sharp] missing 
12 i-ii  Picc./Fl.I/C.I./  ed.   stacc. deleted 
  Cor.IV 
13 i  Cor.I/II  ed.   stacc. deleted 
16 i  Vle   P   stacc. added 
17 i  Trb./Tba  P   stacc. added 
19 i  Trb.II/III/Tba  P   stacc. added 
21 i  Vio.I   P   stacc. added 
21 v  Vio.I/II/Vle  P   stacc. added 
22 ii  Cl.I   P   stacc. added 
25 i  Trb.III/Tba  P   stacc. added 
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27 i  Trb.II/III  P   stacc. added 
28 ii  Fag.   P   stacc. added 
29 iv  Ob./Cl.II  P   stacc. added 
29 v  Vio.I   P   stacc. added 
30 ii/v  Ob./Cl.  P   stacc. added 
32 i  Trb.III   P   cresc. added 
33 v  Vio.I   P   stacc. added 
34 iii  Tr.I   P   > added 
35 i  G.C.   P   stacc. added 
36 i  Fag.   P   stacc. added 
38 v  C.A.   P   stacc. added 
39 i  Cor.IV   P   > added 
42 i  Cor.III   P   stacc. added 
43 i  Trb.I/II  ed.   stacc. deleted 
43 ii  Vle   P   ^ added 
43 iii  Vcl.   P   ^ added 
44 i  Cor.II/III  P   stacc. added 
45 i  Cor.III   ed.   stacc. deleted 
45 i-ii/46 i-ii Trb.III   P   sf added as implied by FS 
45 ii  Vio.I   P   stacc. added 
47 i  Cor.III/IV  P   sf added 
56 i  Arpa   P   f added 
62 i  Vcl.   P   stacc. added 
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63 ii/64 ii/ Ob./C.I./Cl.  P   stacc. added 
65 ii 
63 ii/64 ii/ Tpt.I   P   stacc. added 
65 ii 
63 iii/65 iii/ Vio.I/II/Vle  P   stacc. added 
66 iii 
64 iii  Vio.I/II  P   stacc. added 
66 ii  Cl.   P   stacc. added 
68 ii  Cl.   P   stacc. added 
80 ii  Fag.   P   stacc. added 
85 ii  Trb.I   P   stacc. added 
115 i  Timp.   P   stacc. added 
119 i-iii Trb.II   ed.   stacc. deleted 
120 i-ii  C.I.   ed.   stacc. deleted 
121 i-ii  Tpt.II   P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
134 iii-iv Vio.II   P   slur deleted 
140 ii  Trb.I/II  P   stacc. deleted 
144 i-ii/v Ob.I   P   stacc. added 
145 i  Cor.I/II  P   stacc. added 
148 v  Tpt.II/III  ed.   stacc. deleted.  
151 i  Fl.II   P   stacc. added 
151 i  Vio.I   P   stacc. deleted 
154 i-ii  Picc./Fl.I/C.A./ ed.   stacc. deleted  
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155 i  Cor.I/II  ed.   stacc. deleted  
159 i/161 i Trb.II/III/Tba  P   stacc. added 
159 i  Vio.II   P   stacc. added 
163 v  Vio.II/Vle  P   stacc. added 
167 i  Vio.II   P   stacc. added 
169 i  Trb.II/III  P   stacc. added 
171 iv  Ob.II   P   stacc. added 
173 i  G.C.   P   stacc. added 
173 v  Cl.   ed.   stacc. deleted 
173 v  Vio.II   P   stacc. added 
174 i  Trb.III   P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
175 v  Vio.II   P   stacc. added 
178 i  Fag.   P   stacc. added 
180 i-ii  Tpt.II/III  P   stacc. added 
180 v  C.I.   P   stacc. added 
183 i  Timp.   P   stacc. added 
184 i  Cor.III/IV  P   stacc. added 
185 i  Trb.I/II  ed.   stacc. deleted 
185 ii  Vle   P   ^ added 
185 iii  Vcl.   P   ^ added 
187 i  Cor.III   ed.   stacc. deleted 
195 i  Pia./G.C.  P   ff added 
202 iv-vi Cor.III   P   stacc. added 
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214 i-ii  Vcl.   P   stacc. added 
221 i-ii  Tpt.II/III  ed.   stacc. deleted 
221 i-ii  Ob.   P   [cresc. hairpin] added 
221 ii-iii Vio.II/Vcl.  P   stacc. added 
223 i  Cl.B   P   legato added 
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70 i  C.Fag.   ed.   f replaced by sf to match b 248 i 
75 i     ed.   [2/4] time signature apply to all 
        parts 
96 i-ii  C.I.   ed.   slur deleted 
155 ii-156 ii Trb. III/Tba  ed.   stacc. deleted 
164 i  Vio.II   ed.   [flat] added 
170 ii-iii Vio.II   ed.   [-] deleted 
179 ii  Vio.I   ed.   stacc. deleted 
180 ii  Cl.I   ed.   stacc. deleted 
184 i-ii/iii-iv Fl.I/II   ed.   slurs replaced by slur i-iv to  
        match Cl. 
245 ii  Vcl./C.B.  ed.   [upbow] replaced by [marcato] 
277 i-ii  Cor.II   ed.   [-] deleted 
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312 i  Trb.III/Tba  ed.   ^ deleted 
313 i-ii  Fl.II/Tbe II  ed.   [-] deleted 
322 ii-iii Tbe I   ed.   slur deleted 
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4 i  Cl.I/II   ed.   > deleted 
14 i  Tba   ed.   p moved from b 14 i to b 15 i 
85 iii  C.B.   ed.   > deleted 
88 i-ii  Trb./Tba  ed.   > replaced by stacc. 
123 i  Trb.I/II  ed.   p deleted 
124 vii  Vle   ed.   [-] deleted 
131 i  Trb. III  ed.   > deleted 
179 ii  Vcl.   ed.   > deleted 
182 vii  Trb.III/Tba  ed.   [staccatisimo] replaced by stacc. 




The Empire March 
 
Copy text: P 
 
2 iv  Vio.I   ed.   stacc. deleted 
3 x-4 i  Vio.I   ed.   slur deleted 
6 vi  Trb.I/II  ed.   [-] deleted 
8 i  C.Fag.   ed.   sf deleted 
11 i/67 i Arp.   ed.   q replaced by cr 
12 i/68 i Arp.   ed.   q replaced by cr 
12 i  Arp. (a)  ed.   B [natural] added 
13 i-iv  Fag./C.Fag.  P   slur bt(s) i-iii 
16 vii-x C.B.   ed.    [-] replaced by stacc. 
17 ii/iii Trb.I/II  ed.   stacc. deleted 
19 vi  Trb.III/Tba  ed.   [-] replaced by stacc. 
21 viii-ix Picc./Fl.I  ed.   slur replaced by slur b 21 viii-22 i 
        to match other woodwind 
22 iii-iv Cl.   ed.   error, slur bt iii-v shortened to 
        bt(s) iii-iv 
30 i  Arp. (b)  ed.   A [flat] missing 
30 iii  Arp. (b)  ed.   A [natural] missing 
31 iv  Arp.   ed.   A [natural] missing 
36 ii  Vle   ed.   error in P m. replaced by m 
	 302 
36 iv  Vio.II b  ed.   B [flat] missing 
42 i-43 i Fag.   ed.   slur replaced by slur b 42 i-iv 
47 iii-48 i Vio.II   ed.   slur deleted 
52 iii  Cl.I   ed.   stacc. deleted 
55 i  Arp. (a)  ed.   error, c2 replaced by b[flat]1 
65 iii-iv C.B.   ed.   > deleted 
69 i-iii  Fag.I/II/C.Fag. ed.   slur extended to iv as b 13 
69 ii  C.B.   P   error in P [flat] not [natural] 
69 iii  C.B.   P   error in P [natural] not [flat] 
69 iv  C.B.   ed.   stacc. replaced by [-] to match 
        Vcl. 
72 vii-x Vcl.   ed.   [-] replaced by stacc. as b 16 
76 ii  Arp. (b)  ed.   F [sharp] not E [sharp] 
81 ii  B.Cl.   P   [q rest] missing 
83 i  Vio.I   P   ff moved to b 82 iv 
84 i  Tbe.II/III  P   [minim rest] missing 
90 ii  Tbe. II/III  P   B[flat] missing 
90 ii  Trb.I   P   A[flat] missing 
93 ii-iii Vio.II   ed.   slur deleted 
94 i  Arp. (b)  ed.   C [flat] not B [flat] 
98 iii-x  Arp.   ed.   2nd line added octave below 
100 i  Trb.II   P   E [natural] missing 
108 i  C.B.   ed.   sf deleted 
	 303 
108 v-x Cl.   ed.   triplet [3] in P simplified to 
        sextuplet [6] 
108 x-xv Vio.I/II  ed.   triplet [3] in P simplified to 
        sextuplet [6] 
110 i  Arp. (a)  ed.   B [flat] not C [natural] 
110 i  Arp. (b)  ed.   D [natural] not C [natural] 
111 i  Arp. (b)  ed.   D [natural] not C [natural] 
115 vii  B.Cl.   ed.   > deleted 
115 vii-viii Fag.I/II  ed.   [-] deleted 
116 i  Trb.III   ed.   error in P q replaced by cr 
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Allegro, con molto fuoco.
Allegro, con molto fuoco.
Edward Elgar, Op. 39
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Lbl Add.MS. 63157 ff.37v-39v: part of Elgar’s bound sketchbooks, this particular 
one has ‘V’ embossed on the front cover, 10-stave MS paper, 34.8cm x 26.0cm, rough 
pencil sketches of ideas on two staves, headed ‘p + c’ on f.37r, the relation of these 
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Lbl MS Mus. 1821: unfoliated and, at the time of viewing, not officially on the 
library catalogue, 16-stave MS paper on two staves pages numbered 1-6 by Elgar. For 
the purpose of describing each page of the source I shall be using folio numbers 
which I believe will be used when the MS is eventually foliated. The sketch is daubed 
with titles suggesting material relating to Pomp and Circumstance No.5 but nothing 
relates to it. The mystery of this short score sketch is revealed on f.8r with a stamp 
which reads ‘POMP & CIRC: N°6’ 
 
Ø f.1r:   ink sketch with later additions in pencil, 24cm x 32.5cm  
on two staves, heading in Elgar’s hand ‘p + c No 5’, 
page numbered 1 by Elgar 
Ø f.1v:   pencil sketch on two staves lasting 11 bars in length,  
crossed out in black ink 
Ø f.2r:   ink sketch with later additions in pencil, 23.9cm x  
32.3cm on two staves, heading in Elgar’s hand ‘p + c 
V’ and page numbered 2 by Elgar, f.3 is a pasteover on 
f.2r effecting a revision, bottom two systems deleted in 
blue pencil 
Ø f.4r:   ink sketch with later additions in pencil, 22.8cm x  
29.6cm on two staves, heading in Elgar’s hand ‘p + c 5’ 
and page numbered 3 by Elgar 
Ø f.4v:   ink sketch with later additions in pencil lasting 4 bars in  
length on two staves with the last two bars in the bottom 
line rewritten on a stave line below the part 
Ø f.5r:   ink sketch with later additions in pencil, 23.7cm x  
32.6cm on two staves, page numbered 4 in by Elgar 
with 8 bars following that crossed out in pencil, there 
are two pasteovers on f.5r: f.6 on two staves lasting two 
bars in ink and pencil but crossed out, f.7 in pencil on 
two staves lasting 2.5 bars but crossed out, Elgar uses a 
symbol to indicate where the music follows on to and 
this symbol is featured on f.8r 
Ø f.8r:   ink sketch with later additions in pencil, 23.7cm x  
32.5cm on two staves with 14 bars above that crossed 
out in pencil and red ink, page numbered 5 by Elgar 
with the title ‘p + c 5’, underneath there is a stamp 
which reads ‘POMP & CIRC: N°6’, at the bottom right 
hand side, in Elgar’s hand again, gives the instructions 
‘to p 6’ twice which refers to f.9r 
Ø f.9r:   ink sketch with later additions in pencil, 23.7cm x  
32.3cm on two staves with the heading, in Elgar’s hand, 
‘p + c V’ and page numbered 6 by Elgar with 4 bars 
following that crossed out in black ink and pencil 
Ø f.9v:   upsidedown, ink sketch with later additions in pencil,  
on two staves with the heading, in Elgar’s hand, ‘p + c 
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RSCM M11508b: 3 ff. 12-stave MS paper, 22.85cm x 30.48cm, comprising a rough 
sketch on two staves of 59 bb. in black ink and pencil, bound in a red Book of 
Musical Manuscripts, stamp center top of each page reads ‘POMP & CIRC: No.6’ 




THREE MARCHES FRAGMENTS 
 
 
The Queen's Jubilee March (1886) – unfinished and unpublished 
 
Lbl MS 62676: 2 ff. 12-stave MS paper, 23.3cm x 29.8cm, a fair copy on two staves 
of 54 bb in black ink 
 
 




March in B flat (1933) – unfinished and unpublished 
 
Lbl MS 49974 B f.27: 1 f. 15-stave MS paper, 26.0cm x 31.0cm, a rough sketch on 
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